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Four years ago, a comedian decided to run for mayor of Reykjavík. He created a not-so-political party,
audaciously named The Best Party,
and began campaigning on a bunch
of empty promises to do things like
bring a polar bear to the zoo and offer free towels at the swimming pool.
Oh, and then he won. But of course
you’ve heard this story. By now, it’s
probably safe to say that were it not
for Toronto's Rob Ford and his crackfueled antics, Jón Gnarr would be the
world’s most notorious mayor.
But apparently being mayor is not
all kicks and giggles, as Jón Gnarr
has decided not to run for a second
term. But even sticking out a single
term in Reykjavík seems to be a great
accomplishment—only two mayors since 1980 have
managed to do that.
Given the historical significance of this event,
we thought we’d come full-circle and interview him
again, four years after we first sat him down to fig-

ure out what on earth he was thinking running for
mayor. You should definitely turn to page 19 to read
the interview, as he has a lot of interesting things to say about his time
in office and more generally about
the state of politics in Reykjavík and
Iceland.
As elections are now fast approaching, do also take the time to
read through our ‘Election Guide’
on pages 10-16. To help you make
heads or tails of the eight parties
running, we sent them all a set of 24
questions and you’ll find a selection
of their answers in this issue and the
rest of them online. There’s certainly no Best Party in the running, but
I will say that some of the party’s answers look an awful lot like notes for a future standup routine. And that’s not a joke.

What’s The Deal With
Those Crazy Icelandic
Letters Yo?

We thought we’d explain. We’re ripping the idea off from
the Icelandair magazine. Go read that magazine if you
can. It’s free.
We like spelling things using Icelandic letters like
‘æ’ and ‘þ’ and also those crazy accents over the vowels.
Like Icelandair’s inflight magazine—IcelandairInfo—says,
the Icelandic language can use accents on all of the
vowels, making them look all unique, like this: á, é, í, ó,
ú, ö, ý (the accent also changes the pronounciation of
the letters. The á in “kjáni” sounds quite different from
the a in “asni”, for instance). We also have an additional
three letters. As IcealandairInfo notes:
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Download your
free track at
grapevine.is

Muck
Time
Download the FREE track at www.grapevine.is
This 88-second-long hurricane of a song features a jangle
of guitars and bass with ultra heavy drums and screaming
vocals. The lyrics to this relentless hardcore havoc-ridden
track are one of Iceland's premiere Chuck Palahniuk-esque
nihilist pieces of art, culminating in singer Kalli and guitarist
Indriði shouting, "Fuck this life of meaningless boredom,
let's live fast and die young and never return." So put that
shit on your stereo, pump it up to 11, and trash your bloody
flat—it is after all just filled with meaningless consumerist
memorabilia, right? Quit your job, leave behind all of your
bullshit and do what you actually fucking want to do! Oh,
but don’t forget to use your fancy computer or smartphone
to check out our latest Post-Set Breakdown video interview
Muck singer Kalli before you do all that!

æ

(often written as ae) is pronounced like
the i in tide.

ð

(often written as d) is pronounced like
the th in there

þ

(often written as th) is pronounced like
the th in think”

Here Is Your Kreisí Æcelandic Frase For Þis Issue!
“Sæl frú mín góð! Hvar er eiginlega þetta
Bláa lón sem allir eru að tala um?”

Comic | Hugleikur Dagsson

(Saah-iihl froo meen goeth! Quarh ehr ayyin-lehgha thett-tah Bl-ow-ah lone sehm
ah-dlir eh-ruh aeth tahwla uuhm?)

Greetings, madam! Where can I find this Blue
Lagoon that everyone keeps talking about?

The road to Mjóifjörður
has been opened.
Mjóifjörður is a beautiful, remote fjord in the Icelandic East Fjords.
The only road there lies through a mountain pass, blocked by
snow eight months out of the year. This makes the snow blower
a true harbinger of summer when it finally arrives.

www.66north.is

#66north

Say your piece, voice your
opinion, send your letters to:
letters@grapevine.is

MOST AWESOME LETTER

Sour
grapes
& stuff

There's prize for all your MOST AWESOME LETTERS. And
it’s a scorcher! Whoever sends us THE MOST AWESOME
LETTER each issue will receive a cool new REYKJAVÍK
GRAPEVINE T-SHIRT, featuring the majestic G that adorns our cover.
So you should make sure to keep writing us fun and/or interesting letters
This Grapevine tee surely is the SHIZNIT (whatever that means)! It was designed by our very
own art director man, HÖRÐUR KRISTBJÖRNSSON, and it’s good for posing in front of a
mirror, impressing folks with your impeccable taste or picking up men or women of all ages
(no minors). DON’T PANIC if your letter wasn’t picked AWESOME LETTER. You can still get
a tee for a low, low price over our website, WWW.GRAPEVINE.IS
Now, if you're in the market for free goodies next month, write us some sort of letter. Give us
your worst: LETTERS@GRAPEVINE.IS

FREE GRAPEVINE TEE HEE HEE!

Most Awesome Letter of the Issue
Gay frustration.
We all know that Iceland is one of the best places for being a gay.
I mean, you know, tolerance in Icelandic society and full rights.
So, can we (gays) be more happy? Of course we can.
I'm 23 yo polish man. I moved to Iceland almost one year
ago. I choose Reykjavik cuz I wanted to be there where my beloved music comes from.
Always I was like "ok, this is gay paradise, here is my music, this
is heaven". So I just moved here.
Since I live here, I especially did not care to participate in
the life of the homosexual community. I always preferred clubs
with good electronic music. Partying with commercial music
was not part of the game. So, I always skirted wide of the only
gay club in Reykjavik. I always chose Harlem, Kaffibarrin or
Dolly. Of course, these places are always well frequented by
groups of gay people.
What's the point?
I just got back from my 4 day stay in London. I realized this
huge gap between how gay life looks in London and in Reykjavik. Yes, the gap is very large. And I know that London is ten
times bigger than Reykjavik.
Here is just Kiki. There are hundreds of gay club and bars.
And yes, I know that Reykjavik is a very gay friendly and gay
guys can feel good in every place. But for God's sake, give us a
little intimacy. The fact that in this city there is only one gay bar
(which has always played the same commercial music) does not
mean that we all prefere music like this and that we all go there.
We have no other choice. Sometimes it is very nice to have some
fun amongst the gay community. but we need diversity. We
Hey guys, good evening! May I bother
you for just a minute? I'm a brazilian author and I'm currently writing a novel
that takes place in Iceland. I've lived in
Iceland for 2 months a few years ago,
but by then I didn't know I was going to
need this information, so I wonder if you
could help me.
One of my characters NEEDS to be
called Helgi Ragnarsson. The thing is:
he "doesn't" have a father. His mother
didn't register him with a father. So what
I need to know is: If Helgi, the child of a
woman named Ragna, could be called
Helgi Ragnarsson, or if he would be
called Ragnasson. Because I believe that
a pregnant woman that doesn't know or
doesn't reveal the identity of the father
can obviously register her son to her
name, right? I'm very sorry to bother
you, but I couldn't find such information
anywhere. Thanks much for your time!

need different places and different pubs. WE NEED TECHNO!
Why in every European capitals are the people who know
how to organize a good event at least once a month? Better do a
good party once a month than just ANY every week.
Reykjavik is touted as a city created for gay people. As you
can see this is not true. Tourists leave this city disappointed because of the quality of gay life in the city. Time to change. Time
to show that we are not a boring city with a place for a boring
event. Time to show that we have a lot more to offer.
Time to change Reykjavik.
If here is a person who wants to try create some nice parties
or just person with nice ideas, let me know. I dont have a knowledge about that but we can always try.
Andrei
(sorry for my english but still learning)
Dear AndreiYou’re here, you’re queer, and you want techno! We hear
you, and we hope you and some like-minded party people
can start expanding Reykjavík’s gay (dance) scene. Be the
change you want to see!
In solidarity,
The Grapevine

a matronymic using her own name,
instead of the traditional patronymic
with the father’s name. However, if
your character HAS to be called “Ragnarsson,” we apologize, but you are
out of luck. “Ragnarsson,” is the patronymic that would be given to Helgi,
son of Ragnar—which is a man’s name.
For Helgi, son of Ragna (a woman’s
name), the correct matronymic would
be “Rögnuson.”
We hope this doesn’t botch your
plot too much—Icelandic grammar is a
bitch.
Morphologically,
The Grapevine

Hi,
I just found your webpage about situation in Iceland. It's very interesting.

Hæ, MarioOur resident Icelandic language student was thrilled to have the chance
to practice her declining skillz, particularly in the service of novelistic
accuracy.
You are right that it is possible for
an Icelandic woman to give her child

So right now I am doing an Economics
final project about Iceland's joining EU
situation and effect of that decision on
Iceland's Stock market and Bond market.

Authors of articles, Websites etc. (About
Iceland's stock market, Economy)
Thank you so much,
Poon P.

Hey Poon P,
We once ran an article about Iceland’s
stock market called “Where Is Iceland’s Stock Exchange Today?” (You
can find it here: http://www.grapevine.is/Features/ReadArticle/whereis-icelands-stock-exchange-today (or
Google the title)). Unfortunately we’re
not sure where the stock market is
anymore, (or where Britney Spears is
for that matter!). We’re also not sure
what effect joining the EU would have
on our stock market (which probably
doesn’t have many listed companies),
but we are pretty sure that Iceland
won’t be joining that club (yeah, nope,
our current government doesn’t want
to).

I found that your website is pretty useful.

Sorry we couldn’t be of more help, but
maybe one of our kind readers will be…

However, I wonder if you could possibly
point me to any useful resources? like

Mathematically,
The Grapevine

Visit our webstore

icewear.is
Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries
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News | Racism

NEWS IN BRIEF

So Long Jakob!
The rise and fall of Svarta Kaffi’s
controversial mascot
Words by Tómas Gabríel Benjamin

@Gabrielandmore

Photo by Alisa Kalyanova
Svarta Kaffið (“The Black
Coffee”) on Laugavegur has
been a fixture of downtown
Reykjavík for more than two
decades. The soup oriented
café, which seats roughly 60
people, got a face-lift in 2003
when the Miljevic family took
it over. Soup was no longer
served in bowls, but rather in
bread loaves and owner Darri Miljevic made a statue that
he had been given at his last
job the café’s mascot, plastering “Jakob” all over the
place’s windows and menus.
From outside, Jakob greeted
patrons with a speech bubble that says, “The best soup
in town,” a sentiment shared
by many who frequent this
bustling café.
This café, however, has been frequently
criticised through the years because
“Jakob” is a black Sambo statue wearing clothes reminiscent of the Roaring
Twenties. For example, Trip Advisor
reviewer Rocky R left an entry on the
site in 2012, noting the “incredibly racist
statue,” likening it to minstrel shows and
expressing astonishment that “a restaurant could be so clueless and have such a
statue.” Numerous letters have been sent
to the Grapevine on the matter, with Lizanne from the US saying in 2013 that every time she walked by Svarta Kaffið she
got a sharp pain in her stomach. “Their
signage, depicting a minstrel-esque character as their mascot, is pretty damn offensive. How can people feel OK about
patronizing this establishment?”

The Levees Broke
Despite these complaints Svarta Kaffið
remained unfazed, opting to not change
its decorations or mascot. Until earlier
this month, that is, when noted internet
activist Hildur Lillendahl Viggósdóttir
posted a musing that decried the statue,
stating that this simply wasn’t OK in the
21st century. With 108 “likes” and 76
comments to her post, Svarta Kaffið’s
Facebook profile quickly flooded with
complaints and accusations of racism.
The following day, May 8, the Miljevic
family deleted all of the comments and
posted a photo of the staff along with the
message that they would meet hatred
with love.
Upon inquiry, Darri’s daughter Tinna
did not want to talk about the statue,
saying they had already apologised and
removed it. She said her family had been
persecuted and suffered enough abuse,
a family that did not judge people based

By Larissa Kyzer
So, summer has officially begun
here in Iceland, which means it’s
whaling season again.
Whaling is currently
permitted
in
Reykjavík’s
Faxaflói Bay—the
same waters in
which tourists go
on whale-watching expeditions.
This grim irony has led many whale
watching companies to call for a
larger “no hunting area” around
the city. Given that whale watching
yielded over four billion ISK last year,
it’s perhaps no wonder that all of the
candidates for Reykjavík’s mayor
have voiced their support for this
idea, as well as for banning whaling
ships from docking in Reykjavík’s harbour. But ultimately, only Minister of
Fisheries Sigurður Ingi Jóhannsson
could enact such changes.
In other news, the Reykjavík
police force has pledged to
increase the number of bike cops
around town, hoping to increase
their visibility with the public, and
also to cover more ground faster than
would be possible on foot or in patrol
cars.

Jakob
The statue Jakob was given to
Darri Miljevic for working 20
years in a restaurant before he
opened Svarta Kaffið in 2003.
on the colour of
gers not permitted”
their skin. She also
in the ‘50s. In 1968
It was removed on May 8 after
defended the resformer Prime Minisnumerous complaints.
taurant’s decision to
ter Geir H. Haarde,
have their former
age 16, wrote in his
mascot, arguing that
school paper that
“It’s painful that we
people were responhe was opposed to
can't have a dark
sible for their own
black people mixing
skinned statue to repre- their blood with the
negative interpretation of it.
Icelandic nation and
sent the café, and it’s a
“It’s painful that
case of reverse racism,” that he was against
we can't have a dark
them being granted
Tinna says, explaining: Icelandic citizenship,
skinned statue to
represent the café,
let alone being let into
“they forced us to reand it’s a case of remove the statue because the country. When
verse racism,” she
Geir’s youthful folly
it was black, but there
said. “They forced us
hit the headlines last
to remove the statue
year, he retracted his
were white slaves too.”
because it was black,
words, saying they
but there were white slaves too. I just
were a product of their time and his
don't know what good this will do them youthful ignorance.
in the fight against racism.”
More recently, in 2007 the children’s
The café’s public apology received a
nursery book ‘Tíu litlir negrastrákar’ (an
lot of attention, earning coverage in the Icelandic adaption of the notorious ‘Ten
local media which had until then mostly
Little Niggers’ rhyme) was reprinted in
turned a blind eye to the debate. Inter- Iceland, to much outrage. While many
net commenters’ opinions ranged from
claimed the book’s imagery and content
expressions of surprise (“What hap- was racist at worst and painfully anachpened??????”) and support (“best people
ronistic at best, others stepped to its
and family I know, keep going”), to adora- defence, noting the book’s heritage and
tion (“I love the soup in bread”) and anger the historical value of its illustrations by
(“You shouldn’t let the politically correct fabled artist Muggur. As recently as two
slaves that are affected by ‘white guilt’ years ago, comedian Pétur Jóhann Sigcontrol you!”).
fússon came under immense scrutiny
when he portrayed an Asian stereotype
caricature Tong Monitor in an ad camNot The Only Case
paign for TV station Stöð 2. In response
In Iceland’s recent history there are
a number of egregious examples of to criticism from people like immigrant
racially-fuelled behaviour. The city of minister Toshiki Toma, who called the
sketch “degrading to all immigrants,” PéReykjavík, for example, banned black US
tur apologised and expressed regret for
soldiers from shore leave in the capital
his actions. “I didn't wake up one mornduring World War II, and police intering and decide that I was going to make
fered when people tried to tear down
fun of Asians, and hurt as many people
signs outside Hótel Borg that said “nig-

as possible,” he said, explaining that his
intentions had not been malicious.

Iceland’s Cultural
Insensitivity
Unnur Dís Skaptadóttir, a professor of
anthropology, believes Iceland's cultural
insensitivity stems from a lack of critical
discussion on racial and cultural issues.
Having studied in the US, where such
things were routinely discussed, she was
shocked by people's language in Iceland
when she returned 25 years ago. “People
regularly used words like the n-word,
completely oblivious to how degrading it
is,” she recalls. Although she says things
have improved, there’s still a ways to go.
Despite Icelanders living on an island,
Unnur points out that they are not isolated from racial conceptions. “We watch
films and shows from the West and we're
a part of that same world,” she says. “People say all kinds of ignorant things where
they haven't properly put themselves in
other people's shoes, things that people
find to be very hurtful. When confronted
about it, Icelanders get really defensive,
blatantly unaware of the negative consequences that cultural stereotypes have
on people’s opportunities in the labour
market, housing market and life. We have
no excuse for acting this way.”
For now the statue in question has
disappeared along with his likeness,
which used to appear on the restaurant’s
menus and window displays. And the
Miljevic family has publically stated that
Jakob is away on holiday, but it’s probably
safe to say that the Sambo statue has gone
away for good.

Such speedy lawenforcement could
have proved useful
in Akranes earlier
this month, when
a man walked into
a local shop, filled a basket with groceries, asked for a pack of cigarettes
and then walked out without paying,
challenging the employees to “just
call the police.” Apparently he forgot something on his shopping list,
because that same evening the brazen shop-and-dasher returned to the
scene of the crime for an after-hours
break-in. After much confusion and
several rounds of questioning, he confessed to both crimes.
Meanwhile, Minister of the Interior Hanna Birna Kristjánsdóttir is still not willing to admit to her
misdeeds in the (mis)handling
of Nigerian asylum seeker Tony
Omos’s case. She also continues to
play fast and loose with facts: most
recently, she said she couldn’t comment while police are still investigating
(not true). Previously, she stated that
a memo leaked to the public relaying
false information about Tony did not
come from her ministry (not true),
and also that—based on the terms of
the Dublin Regulation—Iceland was
obliged to deport Tony back to Switzerland, the country he arrived from
before seeking asylum here. (Any
guesses? It’s not true!)
While investigations into the Tony
Omos case are ongoing, blundered deportation attempts continue
to be an issue. This month, the Reykjavík District Court ruled against
the Ministry of the Interior and the
Directorate of Immigration’s decision to deport “A,” an Iraqi asylum
seeker who arrived to Iceland in 2012.
A’s 800,000 ISK in legal fees will be
paid by the defendants, but whether
or not he will be granted asylum is still
an open question.
Pause for a little good news? Iceland is
still a pretty good place to be a mother.
According to the annual “State of the

Continues over
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Iceland | For Dummies

So What Are These Shitballs
I Keep Hearing About?
Words by Kári Tulinius

I

f we are to have any hope of
discussing the very serious
matter of an ecological collapse in the unique natural
wonder of Lake Mývatn,
we will have to get the
terminology right. The
spherical form of the algae species Aegagropila linnaei is called "marimo" in
Japan, which means "round weed," but
the Icelandic name for it, "kúluskítur"
means "sphere shit" or "shitball." The
most commonly used English name is,
however, lake balls.

Picking up where April left off,
May saw several high profile labour strikes in Iceland. Elementary
school teachers went on strike,
closing schools for a day while negotiators discussed salary increases.
And The Icelandic Airline Pilots'
Association (FÍA) also went on
strike, forcing Icelandair to cancel
26 flights to and from Keflavík International Airport. It’s estimated that the
strike could cost the tourism industry
billions, not only in liability payments
to travellers on cancelled flights but
also in hotel room and car rental cancellations.

If it were up to me I'd call them
"freshwater cojones."

So these algae grow some balls.
Maybe it is better to stick to calling
them marimo which might be all too
appropriate, as we may have seen the
last of the algal spheres in Mývatn. Icelanders may need to visit Lake Akan in
Japan to see marimo, for the "kúluskítur" has disappeared in Mývatn.

Save the shitballs!
It might be too late for that. An English-language report published in May
this year by Dr. Árni Einarsson, director of the Mývatn Research Station,
has the stark title: "The Lake Balls of
Mývatn — In Memoriam." The report
is full of sentences like: "While some
isolated lake balls may still exist in
Mývatn it is by now (2013) clear that
the communities of lake balls have
vanished." And: "Now, when they have
disappeared, there is room for some
nostalgic thoughts."

— Continued —
World’s Mothers”
report issued by
the NGO Save The
Children, Iceland
is the fourth best
country in the
world to be a mother. Of the 178
countries reviewed, Finland is the
best, followed closely behind by Norway and Sweden.

@Kattullus

Illustration by Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

Lake balls, please stop giggling, are
not strictly speaking a species of algae,
but simply one of three growth forms
of A. linnaei. One is a free-floating
filament. Another is when the algae
attach itself to rocks and form patches
on the shadowy side. The latter starts
to grow little spherical tufts that then
break free and become proper lake
balls, growing up to 10–15 centimetres
in diameter and even 30 centimetres
under ideal conditions.

NEWS IN BRIEF

In the wake of this pilot strike and a
previous strike among airport employees, Minister of Interior Hanna Birna
(yep, her again—see above) introduced
a controversial new law forbidding
Icelandair pilots from striking.

I'm gonna miss the
little shitballs.
Honestly, marimo is a perfectly good
word. In Japan you can even buy little
marimo dolls. The algal sphere is soft,
fluffy and a pretty, dark green colour.
If you Google for marimo photos, and
I advise using the word marimo here
and not shitballs, you will notice that
they look like ornamental shrubs, or
bright green Tribbles from the TV
show Star Trek.

tanks and filtering used in the Mývatn
area does not remove enough nutrients
from the sewage and other waste, which
then runs off into the lake. If there is an
overabundance of nutrients in the water,
other organisms thrive which makes life
for the marimo, and all other forms of
A. linnaei, very difficult. Now they are
gone.

Two aquatic ecosystem collapses is plenty, thank you very
much.

Stop the shitflow and the shitballs will be okay, right?

According to the Mývatn Research
Station, we should proceed to: "(1)
Reduce nutrient release from the human settlements as much as possible,
(2) map and monitor nutrients in the
groundwater and (3) map the situation
of lake balls in other lakes in Iceland."

The abundance of nutrients is not the
only cause. For decades the lake was
mined for diatomite, a type of silicate
that has lots of different applications,
from agriculture to dynamite. This left a
large hole in the lake bottom which has
destabilised the ecosystem of Mývatn,
and now both A. linnaei and another algae species, Cladophora glomerata, have
disappeared almost completely. Both
are important sources of food for many
animals, from invertebrates to ducks.

Uh... does the phrase "nutrient
release from the human settlements" mean that the shitballs
are being killed by human shit?

I thought this would be a funny
story about aquatic plants with a
silly name but now I'm depressed.

Sort of, but not the way you're picturing it. Essentially, the system of septic

This is the second summer that there
have been reports of large-scale ecologi-

But in Star Trek Tribbles grow
really quickly and are impossible to get rid of. Can the
marimo make a comeback?

cal disasters in Iceland. Last year the
ecosystem of the river Lagarfljót and
its lake collapsed due to a hydroelectric dam. Recently there has also been
news about sewage disposal problems in
Þingvallavatn, the lake at Þingvellir, but
hopefully that will not lead to anything
terrible.

As Dr. Árni Einarsson makes clear in
his report, this is a worldwide phenomenon. Marimo, and indeed A. linnaei itself, has been vanishing in many
lakes around the world. Lakes with
marimo populations have seen an increase in nutrients because of human
activity. In the heart-breaking final
chapter, titled "Canary in the Mine,"
he sets out a personal history of his
first encounter with and studies of marimo, and how it was to be a witness to
their disappearance. The final words
are simply: "The canary has died."

OPEN FROM 7:00
BREAKFAST & LUNCH
RESTAUR ANT & TAKE AWAY

T E M P L A R A S U N D 3 , 101 R E Y K J AV Í K , T E L : 57118 2 2 , W W W. B E R G S S O N . I S

Örnólfur Jónsson, the director of
FÍA, told reporters that the law will
be respected but that pilots may still
refuse to work overtime while a collective bargaining agreement is pending. This may seem like an ineffective
bargaining tactic but in Iceland’s bustling summer tourist season pilots are
frequently asked to fly additional trips
and work overtime. Case in point: Icelandair already had to cancel flights to
and from the US because pilots and
mechanics refused to work overtime
shifts.
Meanwhile, work is
steady for Director
Baltasar Kormákur.
After wrapping on
‘Everest,’ starring
Jake
Gyllenhaal
and Josh Brolin, he’s already gearing
up to film and co-produce the Englishlanguage epic ‘Vikings.’ And, appropriately for our hometown hero, Baltasar
is also in talks to direct ‘Reykjavík,’
a historical drama which will chronicle
US President Ronald Reagan (played
by Michael Douglas) and Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s 1986 Reykjavík
Summit.

WELCOME

2014

4()3 )3 )4
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Akureyri

Reykjavík

Húsavík

Visit The Gentle Giants
up north in Húsavík
– The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland
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“A little piece of heaven”

“Highlight of the summer” · “The most remarkable experience I have ever
had” · “Family bonding & fun with Gentle Giants” · “Excellent service” ·
“Everything was perfect during the whole trip!” · “Memorable experience,
forever engraved in my memory”

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
HÚSAVÍK
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Grapevine’s
Municipal Election
Guide 2014
An American politician once famously said “All politics is local,” and that’s as true in Iceland as anywhere else. Four years
after Jón Gnarr was gleefully elected mayor after running on
platform promises of a Disneyland at Vatnsmýri (where the
domestic airport is currently located) and free towels at the
pools, he’s stepping aside. “I think my time has come,” Jón
Gnarr said, announcing his decision on a radio show this fall.
“If I were to do it again, I would have to become a politician
and I’m not one. I’m simply not a politician. I’m a comedian."
There are, however, plenty of folks who would like to take
his place. To help you get to know the candidates for Reykjavík’s 2014 municipal election (none of whom, we might add,
are offering anything like a polar bear at the petting zoo),
we reached out to the eight parties running and—because
politicians love nothing better than a good long email from
the press—asked them dozens of questions about their party
policies, as well as city planning and social issues.
Happily, many of them have a lot to say about pressing
issues facing the city. However, our questions and their answers were practically enough to fill the whole damn magazine so we’ve picked out some of them for you here; go to
www.grapevine.is to read our guide in full.

Framsókn (xB)
(“The Progressive Party”)

Píratar (xÞ)
(“The Pirate Party”)

Year founded:
1916

Year founded:
2012

List leader:
Sveinbjörg Birna Sveinbjörnsdóttir

Captain:
Halldór Auðar Svansson

Website:
framsokn.is

Website:
piratar.is/sveitarstjorn/reykjavik

Agenda in one sentence:
“We value human dignity above financial values.”
Stance on domestic airport:
“WE WANT TO KEEP IT WHERE IT
IS.” [Yes, they wrote this answer in all
caps.]
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
City planning and transportation; governmental transparency.

Agenda in one sentence:
“We value the protection and expansion of civil liberties, with a unique
focus on direct democracy and transparency.”
Stance on domestic airport:
The party currently has no formal
stance—“there's no rush to decide.”
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
A lack of government accountability
and citizen involvement in important
decisions.

Sjálfstæðisflokkurinn (xD)
(“The Independence Party”)

Björt Framtíð (xA)
(“Bright Future”)

Dögun (xT)
(“Dawn”)

Year founded: 1929

Year founded:
2012

Year founded:
2008

List leader:
S. Björn Blöndal

List leader:
Þorleifur Gunnlaugsson

Website:
reykjavik.bjortframtid.is

Website:
dogunreykjavik.is

Agenda in one sentence:
“We want a well run, well organised,
fun city that respects human rights.”
Stance on domestic airport:
“The airport is not well placed.” The
party will look for stakeholder committee’s relocation suggestions.
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Public transportation and city planning, public health.

Agenda in one sentence:
“We are about justice for all people, especially those in need.”
Stance on domestic airport:
No answer provided.
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Many people don’t have enough money
to “live their lives with dignity.”

Alþýðufylkingin (xR)
(“The People’s Front Of Iceland”)

Samfylkingin (xS)
(“The Social Democratic Alliance”)

Vinstrihreyfingin - grænt framboð (xV)

Year founded:
2013

Year founded:
2000

Year founded:
1999

List leader:
Þorvaldur Þorvaldsson

List leader:
Dagur B. Eggertsson

List leader:
Sóley Tómasdóttir

Website:
althydufylkingin.blogspot.com

Website:
xsreykjavik.is

Website:
vg.is/sveitarstjorn-2014/reykjavik/

Agenda in one sentence:
“Our programme aims at disconnecting city funds from capitalist interests and socialising its infrastructure,
for public benefit, by cutting profitdriven outsourcing and partnerships,
resurrecting public transport, starting city-run workplaces and the city's
own financial institution, and keeping
profit-greedy capital from speculating
in real estate and vacant land.”
Stance on domestic airport:
It should stay where it is unless a better solution is found.
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Increasing poverty, housing and rental
market.

Agenda in one sentence:
“We want Reykjavík to develop as an
interesting, liveable, sustainable and
just city that emphasises opportunities for all its citizens.”
Stance on domestic airport:
Supports current agreement in which
Icelandair and the state are jointly ex
ploring other site options.
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Housing and rental market; sustainable city planning and infrastructure
development.

Party agenda in one sentence:
“Our vision of Reykjavík is not that
different from our vision for Icelandic society as a whole—we believe in
equality, economic and social justice
and a truly multi-cultural society in
which everyone can feel at home and
blossom.”
Stance on domestic airport:
A stakeholder committee is exploring
alternative locations, but “in the meantime, this endless debate draws attention away from those issues that really
matter.”
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Increasing income inequality and children living in poverty.

List leader: Halldór Halldórsson
Website:
xdreykjavik.is
Agenda in one sentence:
“We want to give the people in Reykjavík the opportunity to choose which
services they need most and we will
listen to the needs of our residents—
especially regarding major changes
that directly affect their life or communities.”
Stance on domestic airport:
It should stay where it is for now, but
the party will consider recommendations from the stakeholder committee
and the community.
Biggest issues facing Reykjavík:
Housing market, primary school reform, services to elderly, and the need
to lower taxes.

(“The Left-Green Movement”)

WE’LL TAKE
YOU THERE!

The Golden Circle Tours!
RE-04

The Golden Circle
RE-24

Gullfoss, Geysir
& Þingvellir

ALL THE MOST EXCITING
PLACES IN ICELAND

- Afternoon Tour
SRE-74

The Golden Circle
& Fontana Wellness

Iceland, so very diffrent!

on www.re.is

at your reception

Free WiFi

AND ON OUR
WEBSITE
WWW.RE.IS

EXPO - www.expo.is

More Tours available
in our brochures

BOOK NOW

RE-06

RE-05

Reykjavík
Grand Excursion
- City Tour

RE-15

RE-17

South Shore
Adventure

The Wonders
of Snæfellsnes

The Wonders
of Reykjanes
& Blue Lagoon

SRE-81

Take a Walk
on the Ice Side

SRE-95

SRE-44

The Horse Theater
& Dinner

Gullfoss, Geysir
& Langjökull
Snowmobiling

- Legends of Sleipnir

NEW
TOUR

RELAX AT

the Blue Lagoon

BOOK NOW

on www.flybus.is

at your reception

Free WiFi

Reykjavik Excursions offer great flexibility in Blue Lagoon tours.

FAST, FREQUENT & ON SCHEDULE
Reykjavík
to Blue Lagoon

Blue Lagoon
to Reykjavík

KEF Airport
to Blue Lagoon

Blue Lagoon
to KEF Airport

08:30
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00*
21:00*

11:15
12:15
13:15
14:15
15:15
16:15
17:15
18:15
19:15
21:15
22:15
00:15*

08:30
09:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
13:30
15:30
16:30
17:30

10:30
11:30
12:30
13:30
14:30
16:30
17:30
18:30
21:00
22:00*

Summer
June - August

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK!
BSÍ Bus Terminal
Reykjavík City

Trip duration
approximately

Reykjavík International
Airport (KEF)

*1 July - 10 August.

Winter

Autumn
September - October

November - March

BSÍ Bus Terminal
101 Reykjavík
+354 580 5400
main@re.is • www.re.is

Spring
April - May

For our very flexible schedule kindly consult our
brochures, visit www.flybus.is or scan the QR code.

R
O

Scan the
QR code for
our flexible
schedule
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Do you support what your
parliamentary counterparts
are doing? Would you be doing
something differently?

Q&A's
Tell us about your party.
What’s it all about? Does it
have a history? Are you proud
of that history?
Bright Future in Reykjavík is a
descendant of the Best Party,
created four years ago. The Best
Party has changed the face of politics
both in Iceland and internationally. In
2012 it was decided to create a political
wing of the Best Party, which resulted in
Bright Future running for the 2013 parliamentary elections. We got six city
council members elected in 2010 and six
MPs in last year's elections. If we get six
council members again, we'll have the
holy number 666.
Dögun (“Dawn”) was founded
in 2008 by people who were
protesting against the government following the financial crash. They
felt that the government was not serving
the people justly. The party is about democracy and justice, and we are very
proud to work with people who have the
same ideals and are ready to do something about them.
We are The Progressive Party
and also have independent people on our list, who are called
the Friends of the Airport. The Progressive Party has a long history in Icelandic
politics, but this is the first time in Reykjavík that we united with independent
members. Given our long history, there
are things that we are more proud of
than others.
Samfylkingin is a social democratic party with roots in a number of progressive movements that have
shaped Nordic welfare countries over
the past hundred years, including the labour movement and the feminist movement.

The name says it all. Or almost.
The Left-Green movement
rests on three pillars. First of
all, we are proud to trace our roots to the
struggle of labour activists, and radical
leftists who fought for economic justice,
a living wage and decent working conditions during the first decades of the 20th
century and who built the Icelandic welfare society. Today, we are the only truly
left-wing political party in Iceland. We
are equally proud of our roots in the
green movement and our fight to bring
environmentalism to the centre of Icelandic political discussion. The third pillar of the movement is feminism, and we
are very proud of being the only party
running for city council that is unapologetically feminist.

What do you admire about the
current city council coalition
and what it accomplished in the
last four years? What do you dislike? What will you do better?
The current coalition, and
the mayor in particular,
have made some statements for human
rights and against military visits to
Reykjavík. On the other hand, they have
not defended ordinary people from being
hit by the economic crisis. We will do
that better.
We believe Jón Gnarr has done
some good things. Especially
when it comes to his activism
for gay rights and peace issues.
We have, of course, worked with the majority to advance those issues we agree
with, while opposing vigorously those
that we disagree with. Unfortunately,
there have been too many issues we disagree with. For example: We think the
current majority has gone too far in
slashing the budgets of day care centres
and other essential services.

No, we do not. They are not
working for the people who
most need it. Iceland’s wages for
working people are too low and many
people can’t make ends meet and don’t
have homes to live in. [Note: Dögun does
not have any MPs in parliament.]
Yes. Yes we would.

Absofuckinglutely do we support them! We have a great team
in parliament. It's hard to say
whether or not we'd do things differently
since we have never worked there, but the
Pirate codex and core policy are pretty
clear so there's that. It is a humongous undertaking for a small parliamentary group
to even try to be on top of all the issues
they need to be on top of and we're really
proud of how diligent they are, undermannedlikethat.Thestrongsupportfrom
the Pirate grassroots community does
help somewhat, but it's still a bucket-load
of work for three people.
Yes, Samfylkingin in parliament
is stressing the need for more
rental flats and a healthier housing market. The parliament in general
should learn more from the city because
we manage to have a much more peaceful
andreasonablepoliticaldiscourseandculture.

In what way will citizens be
able to influence policy with
your party in city council?
If we give more power to the
neighbourhood councils, the
people themselves will be able
to vote for the members of the council.
We will also open up the books so everybody can see where the money goes.
We want the suburbs to elect a
council that will act as an advisory group to the city council.

What other parties can you
imagine working harmoniously with? Are there any parties
that you will not work with in
a coalition? Why?
We are willing to work
with any party that takes
our views into account. We think the
Sjálfstæðisflokkur (The Independence
Party) is least likely to do so.

We want to work with all parties that want to fight for human rights and democracy. We
personally have more faith in the new
parties (like the Pirates) than the old
ones, because the old ones have lied to
voters too many times.

What Does Your Party Think
About The Local Rental Market?
It is in shambles, basically. We
want to bring real democracy to
the table in this important matter, as in all others. Working alongside
other citizens, we aim to gather information and open it up for scrutinising,
discussing and brainstorming to find
the best actions available for improving
the situation.
It is insecure and unhealthy.
We have introduced extensive
improvements that will help to
combat discrimination against immigrants. We are aware that it exists in the
rental market.
The biggest problem is that
not enough plots of land have
been made available [for housing development] in recent years. This
must change immediately. Increased
land supply will lead to an increase in
available apartments, which will result
in greater competition and lower rent
for consumers.
The local rental market is,
to a large extent, a target
for capital speculation.
That is a big problem for common people
in Reykjavík who can hardly afford to
rent an apartment, as the rent is much
too high.

No Answer
The demand is far more than
the supply, and therefore the
market is very fragile and insecure. It is very high priced and will not
feasibly provide long-term housing arrangements for people.
The rental market is not healthy
andwethinkit'sjustifiableforthe
city to step in and help make it
healthier. In the last term we worked on
getting the so called "Reykjavíkurhús"
["Reykjavík houses"] project started, in
which the city helps rental companies get
land or a discount on road-making fees,
provided they make flats and rent them
out affordably.
The idea is to collaborate with Félagsbústaðir hf [a public limited company,
owned by the city of Reykjavík, which
owns, runs and maintains social apart-

What On Earth
Are These People
Talking About?
A crash course in a few of Reykjavík’s hot button issues…

The Dublin Regulation is a European Union law (which Iceland
has also ratified) that is intended to
establish which EU member country is responsible for reviewing an
asylum application. This law allows
a participating country to return an
asylum applicant to the EU country
that he or she first entered to process their case, but it does not obligate such deportations. Iceland’s
Ministry of the Interior has often
cited this law as justification for
deporting asylum applicants rather
than reviewing their applications.
(Do note that the city's influence on
asylum seeker issues only extends
to what kind of support it offers
them when they are here.)
The Reykjavík domestic airport
was built in the Vatnsmýri area by
occupying British forces during
WWII. For the past two decades,
the city has been working to relocate it, despite a large number of
people wanting to keep it where it
is, particularly out-of-towners. Recently, it was agreed that the airport
would stay in its current location
until at least 2022, while a committee considers alternative locations
around Reykjavík.
Reykjavík Energy is a municipally
owned utility company that supplies Reykjavík and surrounding
areas with heat, water and electricity. Despite the steady demand for
its services, Reykjavík Energy managed to rack up a 233 billion ISK
debt (2 billion USD), which is nearly
four times the city’s annual budget.
Turning this company around has
been one of the biggest tasks that
The Best Party / Social Democratic
Alliance majority faced when it entered office in 2010.
In 2011, the current administration
embarked on reforms, combining
several schools despite loud protest from the city council minority
and general public. This has freed
up 30 million ISK per year, which
opponents argue is not enough
to warrant the measures, but Jón
Gnarr claims it will have a profound
effect in the future.

ARTISAN BAKERY
& COFFEE HOUSE
OPEN EVERYDAY 6.30 - 21.00

LAUGAVEGUR 36 · 101 REYKJAVIK

AALTO BISTRO is a unique
restaurant and café in the
Nordic House in Reykjavik.

The chef, Sveinn Kjartansson, is
renowned for his popular TV
programmes in Iceland.
AALTO Bistro emphasis on
Scandinavian food inspired by
central European cuisine.
AALTO BISTRO is named after
the Nordic House acclaimed
Finnish modernist architect,
Alvar Aalto.

The Nordic House is one of his
later works, a hidden gem and
features most of Aalto's
signature traits. Aalto created
almost all of the furnishings in
the Nordic house

Opening hours:
Monday–Wednesday 11:00 am–5:00 pm
Thursday–Sunday 11:00 am–9:00 pm

AALTO BISTRO THE NORDIC HOUSE
STURLUGATA 5 101 REYKJAVIK
TEL:551 0200 www.aalto.is
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ments for rent to individuals and families
under a specific income and property
maximum], students, Búseti [a co-operative building association], FEB [the Association of the Elderly] and others in building houses for a range of different people.
We envision that such a project could help
correct the market. Once that goal has
been reached, the city could then sell its
share in the project.
The excessive emphasis on
owner occupancy in Iceland
has resulted in a lopsided housing market and people who wish to rent
are simply out of luck. We must reverse
this by strengthening the rental market
and providing more affordable housing.
Especially by encouraging housing cooperatives and other non-profit solutions
to the housing problem.
[So it appears that all of the parties basically agree on at least one thing: Reykjavík’s rental market is pretty shitty!]

Will you need to increase the
municipal tax in Reykjavík to
meet expenditures? Or will
you cut other expenditures to
decrease the tax?
We do not intend to raise taxes,
nor are we promising to lower
them. Such promises have to be
underpinned by cuts in expenditure; we
have seen a lot of that in recent years. It
would be irresponsible to squeeze
schools and welfare any harder.
We will lower taxes in
Reykjavík.

Do you approve of the current
agenda with regard to city
planning? Will you make any
changes to it?
We will propose a number
of changes to the city planning agenda, as the existing one is much
too favourable towards the concentration of concrete monsters in the city centre which will serve the interests of big
capital speculators.
No, we do not [approve of the
agenda]—that is the major reason that we’ve come together
and united for these elections. Yes, we
will [make changes to the agenda]. The
suburbs will have more weight and the
airport will stay in its place until an acceptable solution has been found that is
in harmony with the wishes of the majority of the inhabitants of Reykjavík.

www.fabrikkan.is

Is the tourism boom having
a negative effect on city life?
Where does your party stand
on the growing number of hotels and hostels in downtown
Reykjavík? Do you think they
are a threat to the city centre,
or a welcome addition?
The tourism boom is having a negative effect on
city life in many ways. It should not be
promoted further. Growing the number
of hotels and other tourist facilities could
be followed by a deep crisis.
The increase of tourism is an important boon for Reykjavík and
the whole country. The increase has
however happened very quickly and
negative consequences include a lack of
lodgings, which have led to many buying
flats and renting them out to tourists, or
renting out their own apartments, which
is of course not an ideal solution and it
raises rental prices. An increase in hotels
is a solution to this problem, but there
has to be a balance with the existing environment so that in the end there is
more to downtown Reykjavík than just
hotels. We want the city to have a diverse
cultural life, with good shops and service. There are about 1,100 hotel rooms
about to be built downtown and it's only
right that further developments be made
outside the city centre.
In some ways yes, and others no.
The hotels cannot take over the
city centre, or else it will lose its
charm. They are reaching the limit.
No, we think it is wonderful that
so many people wish to visit our
city and think that tourism
brings many more opportunities than
downsides. Tourism is pushing prices
up, but at the same time, it is sustaining a
growing local design, arts and crafts industry that otherwise would not exist.
We know Reykjavík has many wonderful places that tourists aren't familiar
with, and think there are opportunities
waiting to be discovered. We highly recommend the second floor window at
Hallgrímskirkja.
However, the growing number of hotels in Reykjavík is a cause for concern
since only four out of 10 are returning
a profit at the moment. Having more
tourists fill the city coffers is, of course,
a good thing, but hotels’ supply and demand must be studied thoroughly. We
Icelanders have a poor track record of
having a 'Gold rush' mentality. We need
to learn from history and take the time
to consider where we're headed.

The tourism boom is a welcome addition to Reykjavík.
We have asked for an evaluation of the numbers of accommodation
with regards to the predicted number of
tourists in the coming years, so we can
estimate how much more rooms we
need. We need to be careful and make
sure that the city doesn’t lose its charm
and authenticity with the increased
number of visitors.

What ideas do you have for improving the public bus system?
Will you continue to make
Reykjavík a more bike-friendly
capital?
We will make Reykjavík
more bike-friendly and
promote public transportation. We will
start working on a long-term plan for the
construction of a metro system in the
capital area with a possible expansion to
the Keflavík airport.
To begin with we want to increase the hours buses run on
Sundays. It's unacceptable that
people can't use public transport on Sunday mornings. We should aim to have
more buses running at peak hours. We
should also look at the possibility of getting lightweight electronic buses where
possible. We're looking at the possibility
of establishing a Bus Rapid Transit or a
similar system to increase transport capacity on the main routes. A real city
needs a real public transport system.
We'll also keep making Reykjavík a bike
friendly city, like we have in the past four
years.
The level of service for the
public transportation system
should be improved. For example by increasing service on weekends and late at night. We must also continue to improve the bike path system by
making it easier to commute on bike.

Does your party have any
plans for recycling?
We want to greatly increase
waste sorting. There is a reason
to do so, for example, for the
sake of sorting, as it reveals to us our consumption habits. It is also eco-friendly
and economical. Big steps have been
made with sorting paper, and we need to
keep moving forward until we have become a recycling heaven.
We want fair competition between waste collection companies.

Yes. The Left-green movement
has proposed Reykjavik cut
down on waste by becoming a
plastic-bag free city. We also wish to
make it easier for citizens to recycle their
household waste.

gets paid less by virtue of her gender. We
need to address all kinds of violence,
with a special emphasis on gender-based
violence. It is a very important human
rights issue.
No, not to any extent.

What do you think of Reykjavík Energy and how those
affairs were handled?
We value it for the pure energy
that it can provide us with.

Jón Gnarr has placed a big
emphasis on human rights
worldwide. Will you follow in
his footsteps? Do you, for example, plan to end Reykjavík’s
partnership with Moscow?
We will surely emphasise
human rights, and speak
for them worldwide, not only for queer
people but for all groups of society. Increasing poverty and inequality is a real
threat to human rights in Icelandic society and they are the roots of many social
problems. We do not have any plans to
end Reykjavík’s partnership with Moscow. Although human rights are being
brutally violated by Russian authorities,
not least towards queer people, human
rights are also violated to a different extent in all the capitalist countries of the
world.
We will not dress in drag, but
we will fight for human rights.
We have not made a decision on
Moscow’s partnership with Reykjavík
yet.
Yes, Reykjavík should be a proponent of human rights. The
city should work with grassroots and human rights groups as we
have done in the case of Moscow. All our
partners have to respect human rights,
and it will depend on our cooperation
with the LGBT community in Reykjavík
and Moscow how the relationship between the cities will develop.

Does your party believe gender
inequality is an issue in Reykjavík? If so, what does your
party plan to do to combat it?
We believe that gender equality
is headed in the right direction
in Iceland, but we still have a
long road ahead of us. Gender based
wage difference is a reality and we will
apply ourselves completely in eradicating it. It's not acceptable that someone

Where do you stand on asylum
seeker issues? Is the process
of reviewing their applications working? Does it need to
change?
The human rights of asylum seekers are brutally
violated in Iceland. We think that the
Dublin Regulation is misused to send
asylum seekers away without investigating their cases. All asylum applications
should be reviewed independently, without delay, and in the meantime, the applicants should be treated better—the
benefit of the doubt should be in favour
of the person who is seeking asylum.
It has become pretty obvious
that the situation that asylum
seekers must face when coming
to Iceland is bleak. The Dublin Regulation is most often cited as the reason for
why we cannot do any more for asylum
seekers, but we Pirates believe that there
is much more room for flexibility when
people come to Iceland seeking asylum.
All that is lacking is the will.

How do you plan to tackle
immigration issues? Do you
think the city should help immigrants assimilate better to
Icelandic society?
We celebrate diversity and think
it is very positive that people
want to move to Iceland and
Reykjavík. Immigrants should be helped
to adjust to Icelandic society and should
first and foremost be excited to integrate
into it. Those that have a high proficiency in their native language are more
likely to be able to learn another language and that's why we aim to nurture
bilingual students in our schools. But we
are first and foremost thankful for all of
those that want to live in Reykjavik and
make it a more exciting city.
Samfylkingin has an extensive
immigration policy, which we
have translated into eight languages, and a shorter version of it into 14
languages. What matters most for us is
that immigrants have the chance to participate actively in society. We are working hard to inform immigrants on their
right to vote and we also have two immigrants among our top 10 candidates. One
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of the pillars of our policy is a pilot project of teaching the most common mother
tongues in school, because we believe
that bilingualism is a treasure we can’t
afford to lose. We also have plans to
make Reykjavík a model employer of immigrants and we will combat discrimination on the labour market.
Immigrants are a major source
of strength for Reykjavik,
since immigration, alongside
tourism, has made Reykjavík a more
multicultural and cosmopolitan city. The
city should therefore not only help immigrants assimilate, it should continue to
assimilate itself to the immigrants! Creating a multicultural city is not about assimilating the immigrants: it is about
creating a city where people of different
backgrounds can live and work together
in harmony.

port for RIFF but instead, began supporting a brand new film festival.
We will continue to support cultural
life in Reykjavík as it very important for
the city.
It is very important that the
city support cultural events.
However, we would like to see
the city do more to support grassroots
activities, especially now when importantvenuesforyoungartistslikeNasa,Faktorý and Hjartagarðurinn ["The Heart
Park"] have been demolished.

Unemployment in Reykjavík
was 4.9% in the last quarter
of 2013. What steps will your
party take to reduce unemployment?

On an international scale it is a
low unemployment rate, but we
would like to reduce black market and illegal work.

It is part of the curriculum to
teach about all religions. The
city government should be
non-discriminatory towards all beliefs
and we have introduced new rules
ensuring that schools are not used for
missionary purposes.

We want to lower taxes for the
people in Reykjavík and to
build on what the parliament
is doing by also lowering taxes for companies. Lowering taxes will promote
company growth and job creation, or will
induce people to create their own companies. This will lower unemployment
rates, which are far too high.

What is your opinion on the
city financially backing cultural events like RIFF? Will
you increase, decrease or keep
cultural expenditures at the
same level as they are now?

Pirates think that the city
should support cultural events,
especially those that are proven
to bring visitors as well as culture and esteem to the city. Financially backing cultural events should always be looked at
on a case-by-case basis and certain fundamental criteria should be met. Support
needs to be transparent and provided on
a professional basis, keeping in mind that
the city must be able to justify why it
would support some events and not others.

By The Human Rights Office
Am I allowed to vote?
Foreign nationals are granted the right
to vote depending on length of residence in Iceland:
• Nordic nationals can vote when
they have had legal residence in Iceland
for a period of three consecutive years
from May 31, 2011.
• Other foreign nationals when they
have had legal residence in Iceland for
a period of five consecutive years from
May 29, 2009.

Do I have to register?

Does your party have a stance
on the role of religion in city
governance or education?

We believe in a strict
separation of church and
state. Religious indoctrination
has absolutely no place in schools.

Who, What, Where, Why And How

Reykjavík must shoulder responsibility, both as a public
authority, but also as one of the
largest employers in Iceland. It is especially important that the city offer employment opportunities for young people during the summer months when
youth unemployment is high. The city
should also offer employment opportunities that contribute to innovation in
the city. There are significant opportunities for this, both in the welfare and education sectors. This way we create jobs,
while at the same time improving city
services.

We were the only party that
was against cutting support
for RIFF. RIFF has been a successful film festival in Reykjavík for over
ten years and the city has been a big supporter of the festival from the very beginning. We did not see a good reason for
why the current coalition stopped sup-

No. Anyone who has the right to vote
will automatically be on the electoral
roll in the municipality where their
legal residence (‘lögheimili’) is registered as of May 10, 2014. The electoral
roll will be accessible for a period of at
least 15 days prior to Election Day on
the website www.kosning.is. The roll is
also available at municipal government
offices no later than ten days prior to
the date of the election.
For more information (some of
which has been translated into 13 languages), see: http://www.kosning.is/
sveitarstjornarkosningar-2014/english/english/

Why should I vote?
Local elections are the opportunity
to have your say, locally, right in your
own neighbourhood. Elections for city
council and the mayor happen only
every four years. Some people, especially immigrants, tend to not exercise
their right to vote. Perhaps they do not
think they understand enough about
local politics to make a decision, they
don’t think their vote counts, or local
issues just do not seem that exciting or
important. The reality is that the local
elections are very important. Locally
elected officials make huge decisions
about our daily lives that are often undervalued.

My vote does not matter.
That is completely, patently false. In
Icelandic local elections every vote
counts and just a handful of votes or
a tiny percentage can make a difference. In the 2010 municipal elections
in Dalvík, the majority won by only one
vote and in the same year in Stykkishólmur by three votes. Indeed, every vote
can make a difference.

I don’t understand
what is going on.
Granted the world of politics is confusing, even in our home countries
where we can follow along in our own
language. But there are ways to cut
through all the confusion and to get to
the heart of the matter. For instance:
Some parties have translated their
manifestos and various policies into
English and other languages, so have a
look on their websites.
If you know Icelandic, you can read
transcripts of council and committee
meetings, which gives you a good idea
of which way each party is leaning on
various issues. For instance, if you are
interested in education issues read
some of the minutes from the Education Council (‘menntaráð’): http://reykjavik.is/fundargerdir
Talk to people you know who belong to the various parties. Ask them
questions about things that interest
you and what their party intends to
focus on.
You can actually call their offices
and talk to them. Ask them questions
about what you think is important.
Attend meetings held by the parties.
Do your best to understand and then
during coffee breaks approach members and ask them questions.

Local issues aren’t really
that important. All the
important stuff happens
in Alþingi!
While Alþingi sets laws and regulations regarding the bigger picture there
is still a lot that gets decided upon on a
local level. For instance, Alþingi passes
a law that each municipality must offer basic social services, and what the
minimum amount of financial support
should be, but local officials decide the
everyday details on how the service
should be run, where service centres
should be placed and their opening
hours. Local officials also have the freedom to decide to pay higher than the
minimum set by the State and exactly
how funding should be used.

Local issues aren’t that
exciting.

is it ok to open a new pub or hotel? What
streets should be pedestrian only and
should we build new bike paths? New
high-rise buildings to replace older
buildings? Locally elected officials actually decide what your city is going to
look like, both in the near and distant
future.

But I don’t use any
city services, so why
should I care?
Perhaps you are not on social welfare
or don’t have any school-aged children.
But do you ever go the swimming pools,
or walk down the city sidewalks, take
the bus, throw out your trash, appreciate streetlights, or just sit on a bench
somewhere? Then you use city services
and have the opportunity to have an effect on all of these things.

Here’s a list of local-run
institutions and programmes:
sports, recreation, cultural and
library services
fire and emergency services
water, electricity and sewer
services
snow and garbage removal
road, sidewalk and bike, path,
maintenance and safety
play-schools, primary schools,
day parents, after-school centres
swimming pools, parks, playgrounds
social services, services for the
elderly, infirmed and disabled
city planning, building permits,
business permits
drug, alcohol and tobacco prevention
human rights and equality
buses and public transportation

They can be very exciting as local officials decide what kind of city you live
in. Where should new parks be? Where
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What
Happened
Mayor Jón Gnarr
explains himself, a little
Words by Haukur S. Magnússon
Photos by Baldur Kristjáns

First, nobody thought comedian Jón Gnarr’s joke party would actually make it to the
ballot for the 2010 Reykjavík municipal elections. Then, nobody thought comedian Jón
Gnarr’s joke party would attract a significant number of voters. Then, nobody thought
comedian Jón Gnarr would step up to the role of mayor. Then, nobody thought Mayor Jón Gnarr would last a full term in office. Then, nobody thought Mayor Jón Gnarr
wouldn’t run for a second term.
Clearly, nobody has been wrong about a lot of things pertaining to comedian Mayor
Jón Gnarr. — We called him up to talk about it.
Why did you decide against running
for a second term?
Because the Best Party is a surprise
party. And surprise parties can only
go on for so long. You can’t stand up
in the middle of a party and yell: “surprise!” That’s absurd. No one would be
surprised. The party is already in full
swing. Parties that just keep on going,
without any element of surprise, they’re
just normal parties. And the Best Party
was never meant to be a normal party.
Besides that, there is a certain flaw
to the Best Party, in that it isn’t a democratic party. It does not play by those
rules, and it’s important that it doesn’t.
If I were to run again that would have to
change. And then it wouldn’t be the Best
Party. And I’m not interested in that.
You’ve said the political system is in
need of a massive reformation—“a

full scale cultural revolution,” as you
called it when we interviewed you before the last election. Was the party’s
non-democratic nature an attempt
to circumvent that system, to instil
changes?
Exactly. You can think of the Best
Party as an intervention. An intervention is temporary; the counsellor doesn’t
stay on the family’s couch while it is in
the recovery process.

Relative Satisfaction
At the time we first interviewed you,
for our 2010 election issue, no one really foresaw the Best Party achieving
the success that it did, that you would
wind up becoming mayor of Reykjavík. Except maybe you—while outlining your ideas and ambitions, you

also discussed whether you would
need to reconcile them with those
of your collaborators, to mediate
and compromise. In your last days,
it seems appropriate to ask: how did
that turn out? Have you had to compromise a lot?
I would say so. Compromise. Mediation. It’s been one big compromise, and
that isn’t so bad—in fact, it’s the core of
what democracy is supposed to be. Even
though when you sort of try to please
everyone a little, the outcome is often a
mish-mash that’s equally undesirable to
all. But anyway, I’ve had to mediate a lot,
and reconcile different parties.
You can take the whole NASA as
an example [NASA was a beloved local concert venue that was controversially shuttered to make way for a hotel]. That’s a project that was ongoing
when we came into office—it had been

settled, the contracts had been signed,
the necessary permits given by our predecessors. When we became aware of
the matter, it had already turned into
a big dispute, with different factions
up in arms. There were the ‘Friends
of NASA’ people. Then there were the
building’s owners and its neighbours.
And then there was Alþingi, which also
got involved. Not to mention all the laws
and regulations that we must abide by,
which played a large role.
I have always tried to settle such
disputes and resolve them in a manner
that is fairly satisfactory to everyone involved. And we certainly attempted that
with the NASA affair. But then, satisfaction is relative. People can always claim
they’re unsatisfied—and then some
might say that certain people will never
be entirely satisfied.
The NASA situation is a good example of something we put a lot of work in
resolving. And there were other issues
that came up. People seemed to have
a lot of expectations when we came to
power. A lot of artists and, you know,
cultural people somehow thought that it
was finally their time to be shine and be
connected, that nepotism would finally
start working in their favour.
And then that didn’t happen?
No, that didn’t happen, which made
a lot of people really mad. But our goal
was always to put an end to nepotism in

city politics, because it has proven incredibly impractical and costly—it’s not
a healthy or natural state of affairs. So
yeah, I’ve compromised and mediated.
And I’m really fucking good at it.
What about your own beliefs and
expectations? Did you compromise
them? Did you ever have to stand for
something you didn’t believe in, to go
against your principles?
No, never. I have never done that. I
have never gone against my conscience
or acted contrary to my beliefs. I know
that in life, you sometimes have to swallow bitter pills, that’s just the way it is.
Regardless, I have never lied. I have not
been dishonest. Even when that was an
easy option. I have rather opted for honesty, to admitting that I do not know the
answer to a question, rather than telling
a lie or diverting the conversation.
Being able to rely on Jóga [Jón’s wife,
Jóhanna Jóhannsdóttir] and her judgement has helped a lot in this regard. She
is such a big and active part of everything I do. She plays a much greater role
than people realize, because she’s not so
much in the front, she prefers to stay out
of the public eye.
But no, there’s nothing I regret or
would have done differently. I have done
everything right.
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12 Steps To
Democracy
You’ve said that you modelled the
party after AA...
Yes. I really like the philosophy behind AA. It’s very unique; it’s really
a lifestyle of sorts that the members
adopt. And it seems to work. You never
hear anything about
a scandal connected
to AA. The organisation receives donations and handles
money, but you never hear about a charter somewhere that
Jón Gnarr is a comedian, actor,
was misappropriatplaywright and novelist who, in
ing funds or any2009, formed the satirical politithing of the sort...
cal party Besti Flókkurinn (The
that type of thing
Best Party) to run in the 2010
doesn’t seem to
municipal elections.
happen in AA. This
indicates that the
programme and the
Winning 34.7% of the vote, The
organisation work,
Best Party gained six out of 15
that it’s healthy.
seats on the city council, with
The Best Party is
Jón becoming the 20th mayor of
built
like a 12-step
Reykjavík.
pr o g r a m me —you
could call it a political 12-step programme, or a 12-step
“I am not a strong, mas- programme for democracy. I think this
culine problem solver.
is one of the reasons
In fact, I strive not to
why the Best Party
be one. I believe strong works better than
your average protest
masculine problem
party or joke party.
solvers have caused a
Those parties don’t
work. They have no
lot of damage through
ideology to build
the years, and I am
on, no philosophy to
proud to be thought of ground them. Their
basis is often an
as the opposite.”
emotion, like rage,
or plain tomfoolery.

INFO

And you guys build on an ideology, a
philosophy? What is it, then?
Well, our ideology is grounded in
our admitting our powerlessness over
democracy, that we need help from
a greater power to change it [intense
laughter].
In this surrender, in this humility,
lies a hidden power that we can build
on.

Drunk At Work
Wow. That’s a confident way of putting it. So you feel that being mayor
didn’t alter your beliefs in any way?
Doesn’t the cliché state that people
enter politics full of fire and ideas
and ambition to serve the public—
only to make one concession after the
other, eventually becoming part of
the system they meant to reform?
Well, entering politics is kind of like
taking up drugs. Politics is an environment of addiction. Becoming a politician
is like moving to Christiania [A Danish
“free state” where Icelandic druggies
have traditionally gone to pursue their
high]. There is a certain culture and
there are certain precedents and certain
models and blueprints and paradigms.
My ambition was always to enter the

Why should people vote
for your party? Why
should your leader become
the next mayor? How will
your leader be different
from Jón Gnarr?

druggie neighbourhood and be kind
of the neat, good little boy who doesn’t
drink or smoke and is tidy and polite to
everyone [laughs].
Then, of course, there are two substances that are very prevalent in politics. One of them is invisible—that’s
power. And power has a side effect, especially for men, which is sexual energy.
Power comes intertwined with sexual
energy, it is an aphrodisiac. And then
you have the more visible substance, alcohol, which is ubiquitous in politics.
When you combine power, alcohol
and sexual energy, anything can happen. All bets are off.
The so-called addictive-compulsive
personality is very common in the political sphere. There is a lot of alcoholism—
many of our leading politicians are alcoholics. This isn’t confined to Icelandic
politics; alcoholism is endemic in leader
The main difference between Þorvaldur Þorvaldsson and Jón Gnarr is
that Þorvaldur is a socialist and Jón
Gnarr is not. If Þorvaldur were mayor, he
would champion the interests of the public in general and the poor in particular.
For a bourgeois politician Jón Gnarr has
been a good mayor in many respects, especially in promoting peace and human
rights. His main deficiency is that he has
relied too much on "experts" and his social democratic partners, which has led
him to make mistakes such as with the
school reform.

types.
Obviously, it would be preferable if
those people had already tackled their
demons, resolved their problems, before assuming a position of leadership.
I believe there should be a precondition for politicians, just as there’s one
for athletes and even folks applying for
random jobs. Those who want to run
for office should be made to take various personality tests, and those who
are active alcoholics should be disqualified.
Are you saying our politicians are
literally drunk at work, or that
their condition just clouds their
judgement in general?
Yes, a lot of them are drunk at
work. Or hung-over, not at their best.
Or under the influence of something
or other. And yes, it obviously clouds

Because we are a well-educated
and strong group of people who
are willing to give our time, energy and enthusiasm to the inhabitants of
Reykjavík. We are proud to have four
women in the top four places on our list.
Our mayor should become the next leader because she has a well-grounded
knowledge of the city’s affairs. She can
lead the city and she will. She is different
from Jón Gnarr in many ways. Get to
know her on Facebook.

the judgement.
You’re saying you’ve witnessed this
during your time in politics?
Yes. Yes. This is very prevalent in
politics.
Did this come as a surprise?
It did. I didn’t expect it to this extent. But it quickly became apparent.
It’s interesting to note that a lot of
us in the Best Party are former users
or alcoholics. The people in our group
mostly range from all-out straight
edgers to abstainers to moderationists. When we were starting out in
politics, people would sometimes ask,
“how are you going to get to know people if you don’t even drink?”

A vote for the Pirates is not just a
vote for the current candidates
but for a unique ideology and legions of dedicated volunteers in Iceland
and around the world. It's a vote to empower the people, not the current power
structure. Pirates utilize transparency to
ensure checks and balances, providing
the public with the tools to examine all
decisions made by elected representatives. Pirates have a flat structure and
while they respect expertise, political decisions are taken on an equal basis. One
might say that it is not in the Pirate character to flock towards 'strong leaders' and

In that light, some of the AA tenets—
like admitting that you can’t handle
your life, that you need the help of
good people and a higher power to
manage it—bring to mind your response when you were first seriously
interrogated by Kastljós [respected
news magazine show] as mayor. You
admitted that you didn’t know the
answer to a specific question, that
you would have to look into that,
which is very unorthodox for an official.
That was in line with my beliefs, yes.
Still, as I left the interview, I felt like I
had been humiliated, that I was an idiot.
I thought, “what are you doing, wading
into something you have no idea about.
You know nothing!” After that, however, people would approach me in Bónus
and at the pool, patting me on the shoulder and thanking me, saying they had
never seen anything like it, that it felt
refreshingly honest.

we have not given much thought as to
who would be the next mayor. We believe
the voters of Reykjavík should be given
an option to choose between qualified
candidates, but mostly we want to spark
discussion about, and define the role and
responsibilities of the mayor, and how he
or she should be chosen.
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Dangerous Ideas
But isn’t it problematic if your only
guiding principle or philosophy
commands that you are powerless,
that you need help and guidance?
Shouldn’t a politician represent a
firm idea of how society should ultimately be run?
Well, such ideas have plagued both
politics and philosophy. There has been
an abundance of great theories and ideas
over the course of history, put forth by
smart people, like Ayn Rand—she wasn’t
stupid, you know. But those ideas are often adopted by people who maybe aren’t
as smart and don’t quite understand
them—or even people who harbour selfish ulterior motives.
One of the most valuable lessons
that I have learned is that ideas are dangerous, especially good ones [laughs].
Because it is almost certain that some
halfwit will pick them up and misinterpret them and misuse them. And this is
why it was so important that the Best
Party presented no ideology, no solution. No theory. Nothing that some idiot
could then adopt and develop and use as
a basis for something horrible, making
us the ideologues behind some atrocity. And this is why it was so important
that the Best Party remain blank, that
it stood for no idea or theory other than
impotence and powerlessness. And the
will to collaborate, to seek help.
There are lots of great ideas out
there. But they get misunderstood. And
the cause is more often than not simple
human frailty, which the theories don’t
account for, because they exist solely on
the ideological plane, without taking
into account emotions and error. Just
look at our best thinkers over the past
few centuries. From Schopenhauer and
Nietzsche to Marx and Engels. Their
ideas led to a lot of misunderstanding, a
lot of horror. Schopenhauer was Hitler’s
favourite philosopher. Karl Marx created communism because he was outraged by how the underclass was being
treated. But then, their theories eventually inspired all sorts of atrocities,
events and ideas that in no way reflect
their intentions.
We thus figured that the best ideology would be no ideology, save for the
one espoused by the AA: Powerlessness,
humility, frailty. To realise that we don't
have all the solutions.
And Taoism. Taoism has definitely
been an influence.

Orthodox Anarchists
What about anarchism? You’ve proclaimed on many occasions that you
were an anarchist...
To me, anarchism and Taoism represent the same idea. The only difference is that anarchism went the way of
any other ideology. It was written down
and demarcated, what counted as anarchism and what didn’t—and in that instant, it fell dead.
You can’t be an anarchist if you’re
this way or the other. And in effect, this
is oppressive. Take straight edge, a really cool movement that sprang up right
in the heart of consumer culture preaching different values, preaching health.
All of the sudden, you could be cool and
a punker without always being wasted.
But that quickly turned into a kind of
elitism, the group instated rules and
even turned to violence against outsid-

If you are in favour of everything human, helping those
who are most in need and want
more democracy you should vote for Dögun. We want the people in the neighbourhood councils to have more power
and more money.
If people want more of the best
and less of the worst they should
vote for Bright Future. There is
only one Jón Gnarr, but there is also just
one S. Björn Blöndal, and he is a tough but
fair man.

ers who didn’t share their outlook. This
is a clear example of something that
started as a positive force, but quickly
turned negative. And it’s of course due
to human error and selfishness, frailty
and all that crap.
It became an orthodoxy?
So easily! And this is why when I say
I’m an anarchist, it´s not because anarchism is some perfect ideology, but because there is no perfect ideology.
The whole idea—what’s important—
boils down to the right to remain an
individual within a community, to be
able to live your life as you will so long as
you’re not stepping on anyone else. That
you can live in peace, whether you’re a
homosexual or like to smoke cannabis
or whatever, so long as you don’t disturb
others. And that is the only ideology that
matters.

A Kick In The Balls
One of the more frequent criticisms
levied against you is that you’ve relied too much on administrators
and officials. That you’ve entrusted
Reykjavík and your mayoral duties
to city employees and hired experts,
that you’ve instated a technocracy,
limiting your role to figurehead...
The city of Reykjavík was sorely
lacking balance in these matters. It is
proven that the best way to run a city is
with minimal political interference. The
role of politicians should be confined to
shaping policy and then enforcing that
policy. The idea that politicians should
be hands-on in every matter is a misunderstanding, and a harmful one at that.
You hire a gardener to renovate your
garden, and you have to trust him and
what he’s doing. You tell him what you
want and maybe draw up a little map or
something, but you don’t go against his
professional advice.
There needs to be a balance. And
a little research will show you that the
world’s highest rated cities are the ones
that place an emphasis on professionalism, on proper processes and procedures, and on following expert advice.
And you feel the city of Reykjavík had
neglected this?
Absolutely. We have countless examples in our recent past of politicians going
directly against the counsel of experts,
often with horrible results.
This idea that a mayor should be
hands-on with everything, fostering pet
projects and GETTING THINGS DONE
is also directly connected to this masculine mentality that has prevailed in Icelandic politics for far too long. This idea
that a real man just ambles forth, solving
every problem with brute force, never
admitting that he doesn’t understand or
that he needs help. Like some wimp.
And yeah, I get a lot of that, people
saying I’ve entrusted all of my power to
specialists and technicians, that I’m not a
real mayor. The funny thing is that while
they think this hurts me—that it's a kick
in the balls—that couldn’t be further
from the truth. It makes me happy; it’s
what I wanted all along. I am not a strong,
masculine problem solver. In fact, I strive
not to be one. I believe strong masculine
problem solvers have caused a lot of damage through the years, and I am proud to
be thought of as the opposite.

Samfylkingin has governed
Reykjavik alongside Jón Gnarr
and The Best Party—in difficult
times and with good resultts. Dagur B.
Eggertsson is a hardworking and experienced leader who has proved that he has
what it takes to manage the city. Recent
polls show that 58% of people in Reykjavík want him as their next mayor. Not
because he is like Jón Gnarr, but rather
because people see Dagur as his natural
successor.

Superficial Tendencies
This is perhaps in line with what you
discussed during your campaign,
about changing the language of politics and attacking its culture—about
the importance of cultural revolution. Sometimes foreigners will ask
me what you and the Best Party have
accomplished, and I have a hard time
answering, beyond the Reykjavík
Energy reforms... there’s no entirely
new system, no sweeping structural
changes or free admission to the
swimming pools—in fact the prices
have gone up. The changes I have noticed are more subtle, pertaining to
the atmosphere in city hall and how
its denizens interact in public. Preparing for this interview, I spoke to
a few city employees and administrators, who all maintained that their
working environment has changed
for the better, that it’s more polite,
more human.
I am happy to hear that. And I would
add that, maybe most importantly, we
have improved the administrative process. It’s a lot more professional.
What lies underneath is often more
important than the surface. We humans
have a tendency to superficiality... people spend a lot of money fixing their face
through surgery, undergoing intense
and life-threatening operations, but
they don’t get operations on their brain,
to create new connections so they may
understand and experience the universe
in new ways.
Yet, creating a new understanding
or new state of mind, a new process or
way of doing things, is much more important in the long run. And out of that
process, we eventually make progress
and achieve visible results.
It’s like education. You spend a lot of
time teaching someone how to be a doctor, but they’re not curing anyone while
their brain is processing the information
and creating the necessary connections.
This could be likened to what we’ve
been doing. Teaching, training, signifying something. Representing a mode of
thought or method. Proving that this is
possible, that this can work.
But then, we’ve of course done all
sorts of concrete things. We helped
Reykjavík Energy overcome its difficulties. We’ve moved statues, and laid hundreds of kilometres of bike paths. We
made a new zoning plan. And all sorts of
important stuff.
Then there is my personal campaign for peace and human rights. Even
though it hasn’t yielded concrete results,
I believe it is the most important thing I
have ever done in my life.

Like Love
It might have had some effect. Independence Party mayoral candidate
Halldór Halldórsson has remarked
that he admires your emphasis on human rights, and that he will carry on
that tradition if elected mayor. And
he’s not the only candidate to express
such a sentiment—international human rights have become an issue
that anyone who’s running is forced
to contend with and at least take a
stance on....
Exactly. This is my proudest accomplishment. It’s invisible and intangible,
yet very real. It is like love. Love is a
certain consciousness or state of mind

We are here to work for the
people of Reykjavík. We are going to change the education
system by prioritizing students. We are going to bring down the
cost of renting and buying apartments in
Reykjavík with the power of the private
market, specifically by increasing the
number of available housing plots in the
city and by lowering taxes.
Our leader, Halldór Halldórsson, has
experience running municipalities and
private companies. He has also been a
fisherman and a kayak guide. He is well
educated with an MBA and an MA in hu-
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that isn’t anything until you express it
That’s a hefty claim you make, that
in action. When you act out of love for you instigated a permanent change to
another. And that is what we have been city politics. Do you likewise feel you
trying to do, to build a loving environhad an effect in last year’s parliamenment that is based on consideration, retary elections?
spect and trust. To convince people beYes, we were very influential there.
lieve that we respect them even though
Óttarr Proppé [HAM singer] is an MP
we are in disagreement, that this is posnow! That is very important, and that
sible and that it works. That political opwould have never happened [laughs]!
ponents can walk
H o w e v e r ,
side by side in good
Alþingi’s problems
“It becomes increasfaith, trusting that
are obviously a lot
neither party will
greater and more difingly evident that it
use the opportuficult than the ones
doesn’t matter how
nity to hurt them
facing the city. It is
much you study or
or push them aside.
plagued by a devasWe wanted to show
tatingly inefficient
read, what opinions
that this works, that
and faulty adminisyou hold or any great
you exist in this
trative process, a horway without being
ideas you have—whoev- rible culture of disburned or abused.
course and massive,
er has the most money ingrained nepotism.
This is what I
think is important,
Naturally, the bigto spend will have their
what I believe will
gest threat facing
way.”
ultimately be the
Western democracy
Best Party’s legacy.
today is the power of
It’s this entirely unique thing that wasn’t the financial elites. They pose a direct
supposed to happen, yet it did happen.
threat to democracy, they have devised
Then, we can talk about numbers reways to manipulate the system to their
garding Reykjavík Energy and that can
own end. It is a vicious circle wherein
be a discussion in and of itself, but, you
money buys advertising, and advertisknow, what I find important is that I am
ing buys votes through stylized, empty
the first mayor in the world to publicly
promises, and those promises are never
protest the jailing of Pussy Riot. At a Gay honoured, and this leads people to evenPride march. This act of mine didn’t free
tually stop respecting politicians and
them, so you could claim it was a failed
lose faith in the process. It becomes inattempt, but it wasn’t. It left something
creasingly evident that it doesn’t matbehind, a seed that will grow and move
ter how much you study or read, what
us forward.
opinions you hold or any great ideas you
That’s the thing with ideas. They
have—whoever has the most money to
tend to grow.
spend will have their way. Political canSo I take pride in that, but I also take didates might have good intentions of
pride in the fact that I am coming out of
servicing their community, but when it’s
this without having made any enemies— common knowledge that they’re there
sure, there are people who purport to
because someone bought them a ticket
hate me, but I am glad to say the feeling
they are hard to support. And without
is far from mutual. It’s been difficult, but
the public’s support, they can’t accomI could well have come out of it a bitter
plish anything. So they’ll need to raise
mess. But I didn’t. I am happy and gratefunds and hire advertising agencies to
ful for the past four years and, thankful
get voted in again. And the circle continto the people I have worked with, and to ues.
the people of Reykjavík.
Oligarchs and corporations have hiAs I express my gratitude, I must acjacked democracy. The problem is not
knowledge that I couldn’t have done this that we have a few corrupt politicians—
without admitting my shortcomings reI’m sure we have many—but they are
peatedly, every day. Facing my poweronly symptoms of a greater ill, the everlessness.
growing vicious circle. A few people resigning doesn’t solve anything.
The only thing that can create meanA Horrible Culture
ingful change is a shift in attitude. A balance must be created. This is what we
This culture you say you’ve tried to
stood for on the municipal level, and this
establish, of humility, cooperation
is what needs to happen on a global level.
and good will. Do you believe it will
Balance and equilibrium.
remain in City Hall?
Yes, it will carry on. But I have no
idea how it will grow.
Women Cyclist
I mean, I am a bit of a gardener, and
Hegemony
just yesterday I made a decision about
my garden. I planted some shrubbery a
To name an example of what needs to
few years ago, and it has thrived. Except
change, car dealerships have wielded an
for one bush. And the past winter seems
unreasonably great influence of Reykjato have taken a big toll on it, so I decided
vík’s affairs. This goes a ways towards
to remove it and plant a new one in its
explaining why the city has evolved in
place.
the way that it did—sprawling, rife with
You can’t always know in advance
freeways and cars and parking lots. This
which plants will thrive and which will
is in part due to the influence of car dealwither away. And then of course there’s
ers and oil companies. I’m not saying
the chance that your plants will get inthat they’re bad people or that we need
fected by some random plant disease or
to get rid of all of them—just that a balravaged by insects. I don’t know.
ance is needed, that other points of view
At least, I think it will be hard for
also need representation.
things to revert to the way they were. I
Women cyclists, for instance haven’t
don’t think that’s a possibility.
had that much of a say in anything. Nobody considers their interests when big
decisions are made, because they don’t
have the resources to back up certain

man resource management. Everyone
is different but Halldór’s strength is in
managing a municipality and bringing
people together.
First of all, we in the LeftGreen movement do not believe in “strong leaders” and
celebrity politics. We believe
city council politics are about more than
just the mayor. Politics is about policy and
ideology, it is a debate about different visions of society, rather than who should
be crowned king (or queen) of the prom.
And this is the reason why people

should vote for the left-green movement.
We take the business of politics seriously.
We understand that it if Reykjavík is
truly to be a wonderful city we must address social problems. We must address
poverty, rising income inequality, gender
inequality and environmental problems.
Politics is not a game of Icelandic Idol.
Therefore, we more concerned with
real issues than speculation about who
should become “the next Jón Gnarr.”
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campaigns. Imagine if Kría Cycles had
as much money to spend as the car dealerships. They could sponsor politicians,
who would then cover Reykjavík in bike
paths. More citizens would see bicycling
as a reasonable option, and Kría would
sell more bikes.
It would be fun at first, but the consequences would be horrible in the long
run. You couldn’t go out for a walk with
your dog or stroller out of fear of being
hit by a cyclist. You’d always be by or on a
bike path, and the bikes would be in full
right to run you over.
It’s like this with cars in Reykjavík
and a lot of other cities. They seem more
designed for cars than humans.

around a bit longer. But I’m not, so I
won’t.
What qualities do young women possess, that you find lacking in politics?
It has to do with a certain energy, certain values. Ehrm. It would be more fun.
And more fair. Because, half of the population is female, yet this isn’t reflected in
our political system. My main role mod-

Women are also less likely to revert
to violence than men. If women had
more control of our affairs, the world
would be a better place. And yet, they’re
continually denied positions of power.
Take the Independence Party Reykjavík
preliminaries for the upcoming elections. I followed them with excitement,
rooting for the young women I’ve been
working with over the past four years,

the most. We are transitioning from an
incredibly masculine society of farmers
and fishermen, into something new and
modern. And as we move forward, so
must our attitudes. Because holding on
to the old ones is proving costly. It’s for
instance evident that one of the main
reasons Iceland got itself in all that financial trouble is the nation’s culture of
masculinity and the attitudes it fosters.

Have you experienced direct political
pressure from car dealers? Did they
request a meeting?
[Laughs] No. But that’s part of the problem. That kind of political pressure is
usually not out in the open. Such interest groups often use politicians they’ve
sponsored to get their message across, to
promote their interests.
This is perhaps best visible in US
politics, where the campaign finance
laws have been made so liberal that candidates and politicians can use lobbyist
donations to fund their lifestyles. Needless to say, they are the same people who
create the legislation. Lester Freamon
summarizes this nicely in The Wire:
“When you follow the drugs, you get
drug addicts and drug dealers. But if
you start to follow the money, you don’t
know where the fuck it’s going to take
you.”
Because you mentioned Pussy Riot
earlier, I wanted to bring them up in
the context of what you’ve been saying. About the need for a shift in attitude, of friendly cooperation; that
idea that you are powerless, and that
you can operate sans ideology. And
then you have Pussy Riot, who are
fighting a very ideologically-inspired
battle, employing methods that are
far from pleasant or friendly. You
support their battle, yet their approach seems far removed from what
you yourself claim to represent. How
does this go together?
While I can’t support anyone that
resorts to violence, I can and do support
those who act in self-defence against
violence. It’s like Judo. I studied Judo—
in fact I hold a blue belt—and this is the
methodology it teaches. You never use
Judo against someone for fun. You only
ever employ Judo in self-defence. And
Pussy Riot are clearly acting in self-defence. To me, it’s all Kung Fu.

Young Women
If you and your ideas are what the
city needed four years ago, what does
the city need today?
More young women. We need more
young women to enter politics, because
this will create a balance. And this is
indeed one of the reasons I am stepping
aside. To create room. If I were a young
woman, I would have probably stuck

be an issue. That mode of thinking is a
thing of the past.
I’ve thought a lot about the people
I’ve met throughout my life. I’ve raised
four adults of both genders. And I’ve
kept looking for a difference. And I can’t
say I’ve found one. All the differences
are strictly on an individual basis. Well,
men are maybe generally hornier than
women. You could maybe say that. Very
few women have had to seek help for
their porn addiction.
So there are maybe differences like
that, but with regards to communication and behaviour and conduct—there’s
no difference save for on the individual
level. My daughter is a weightlifter. She
has a black belt in Tae Kwon Do. And she
could easily beat me at armwrestling.
So when you talk about the need for
female values and qualities, you’re
more referring to a female culture or
what?
Yes, well. Young women for instance
have a better sense for beauty than older men. That’s not without exception
though. Some young women are absolutely tasteless, and then we have old
men that display great taste.
It’s harder for young women to get a
chance. And I feel we often have these
reservations about young women, that
they’re demanding or “bitchy” or that
they’ve succeeded through trickery.
Those attitudes are never far removed
from our discourse, and I think that’s
unfair. I just want a society that values
people for their worth, and nothing
else. The only thing that matters is what
people have to offer. If you’re drunk
downtown, yelling at people and causing problems, you will be judged by that,
and if you try to take care and present
your opinion in a polite manner, you will
judged by that.

els have all been female. From my mother
and her sisters up to my wife and beyond.
What we need to do is seek a balance.
The best government would equally represent young men and old men, young
women and old women. That would
make for the best results, the best harmony. And it would be the most democratic pattern.
This also has to do with the childlike
and innocent qualities, and my struggle
to further them. Young women often
have a harder time of proving themselves than young men. And they often
represent views or methods that are
considered childlike. The type or tendency I refer to as “the aggressive male”
or “the bully” likes to say women engage
in Barbie doll politics And I think that’s
lacking. I want more Barbie doll politics. More warmth and beauty. That we
consider not just practicalities, but also
other aspects.

like Þorbjörg Helga, Áslaug Friðriksdóttir and Hildur Sverrisdóttir. Not that
they’re a gang of superhumans or
anything, but I have enjoyed working
with them—they are smart and reasonable. Then they lost to the middle
aged man, the party didn’t trust them
to run in the city even after all their
years of service.
It’s very evident that the prospect
of entering politics isn’t very attractive for young women. It’s a difficult
path, much more demanding than
what their male contemporaries are
faced with. And that’s just wrong.

Antiquated Biceps
Why do you think it’s different?
Our political culture. But more
generally, it is due to our attitudes
towards women. Changing those attitudes is what Iceland currently needs

Do you think it’s a contradiction
that you, a male leader of a political
party—the mayor of Reykjavík—is
preaching the importance of getting
more women into politics, the importance of feminine values?
Not at all. I don’t see any difference
in being a man and a woman. Beyond
men being physically stronger, there’s
no difference. There’s no intellectual
difference, there’s nothing men can do
that women can’t. That is all a myth.
Meanwhile, we’ve been holding
women down for some 40,000 years.
Just on the strength of our biceps. And
now, the biceps’ time has passed [laughs
hard].
The time for biceps is over, and
now we are at a place where people are
judged by their qualities and character
rather than their race, nationality, gender or sexual orientation... those things
are no longer an issue. And they won’t

There’s definitely a character or personality type that tends to succeed in
politics.
That’s why I think we should cultivate a system that notices this, that says,
“hey, this assembly is full of old men! We
need to get to get some young women in
here!” Then again, there are plenty of
old men that have a lot to offer.
But getting a wrinkly old man to
participate in politics is much easier
than convincing a young woman who
just graduated from university. If you
were to establish a political party, you
could very easily fill it with wrinkly old
men. But you would have to make a lot
of effort to attract young women to work
with you.
And you can’t really blame them for
being reluctant to participate in politics,
with the environment they face when
entering the field. And that is the problem. And that’s what we need to fix.
By bringing more young women into
politics.
Hey guess what! You can read a slightly
elongated version of this interview at
www.grapevine.is!
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Hiking On Your Own
The Hiking On Your Own Passport is the ideal
way to experience two of Iceland’s most popular
hiking routes. You simply purchase one passport
and with it you get bus transfer from Reykjavík
to the base of the hike and again to Reykjavík
from the hike’s destination when you are done.
You can take as much time for the hike as you
please, provided it falls within the passport’s
time frame (13 June – 7 September). The passport is valid for one transfer in either direction.
There are three variations of the Hiking On Your
Own passport depending on your preference;
Hiking Laugavegur; Hiking Fimmvörðuháls and
Hiking Laugavegur & Fimmvörðuháls.
You choose between the three options available
when you purchase the passport and they
determine which routes your passport is valid
for. Hiking On Your Own is a great option for
individuals and groups alike.

Reykjavík – Þórsmörk
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Reykjavík – Skógar
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The Wolf of
Borgartún
Jordan Belfort teaches a room
full of Icelanders how to sell

“Fuck the bankers who stole my money.” “Fuck the bankers who stole my money.” “I will
make it all back and then some.” “I will make it all back and then some.” A couple hundred Icelanders have risen from their seats in Háskólabíó to repeat after Jordan Belfort,
the “Wolf of Wall Street,” the high-living penny stock wizard and white-collar felon turned
reformed, sober guru of sales, entrepreneurship and “ethical persuasion.” Following the
recent Scorsese/DiCaprio adaptation of Belfort’s memoir—a cautionary tale, but one
which does not undersell the appeal of drug-fueled financial-sector dick-swinging—tickets for his Reykjavík appearance, in early May, have mostly sold out despite prices in the
low to middle five figures ISK.
Words
Mark Asch

@Therealmarkasch

Photos
Sigurjón Sigurjónsson
When I interviewed Belfort the week prior,
I asked him, given recent events—the collapse of an economy fueled by an overleveraged banking sector and unsustainable
household debt—do Icelanders really need
to get better at selling stuff?
Icelanders, says Belfort, “innocent
people who woke up one day and their
banks had been destroyed by a handful
of greedy people,” are shellshocked, in
danger of passing up new opportunities.
Belfort feels he’s in a great position to
inspire Icelanders to overcome “limiting
beliefs” formed in response to the crisis.
People take note of his own comeback
from a more “self-inflicted” trauma, as
he explains: “I went from being incredibly
wealthy at a young age to being broke, in
jail, losing my self-respect, my children
being taken from me, being smeared and
vilified in the press—and yet somehow, I
managed to take that and come back, and
build an amazing life again, and I'm in the
process of paying back all the money that
I—that, that was lost. When people look at
that, they're like, ‘Wow, if this guy can do it,
I can do it.’ Especially when I explain how I
did it.”
Belfort, so very tan, has an emphatic
Noo Yawk voice further enlivened with a
boiler-room vocabulary. At Háskólabíó, he
tells us that Icelanders were “hit between
the eyes with a lump of shit.” But the col-

lapse was the fault of a few crooks at the
banks. Wealth is not thievery; the past is
not the future. He refers to new oil exploration in Iceland’s territorial waters, and
says he’s heard that some Icelanders are
relieved that any major windfall is years
off. He makes a face like: Whaaa?
“It’s bullshit.” There is a little applause.
We stand and repeat after him: “I am
ready to feel good NOW.” We are victims.
“Twenty scumbags” in the banking sector
are villains.

Super Power,
Super Responsibility
Belfort has, he says, a dualistic worldview:
yin and yang. Inner attitudes and outer behaviors. The twin motivations of pain and
pleasure. Duality also perhaps informs his
evident belief that sales technique, and
the pursuit of wealth, is either ethical,
or is not. We stand and repeat: “I will be
filthy rich.” “I will be filthy rich.” “I WILL BE
FILTHY RICH.” “I WILL BE FILTHY RICH.”
“But not greedy.” “But not greedy.” There
are caveats that can be inserted into the
call and response, which ensure we stay
in the correct category.
In our interview, Belfort is adamant
that “the idea that you need to slash and
burn and disempower others to get ahead
is complete and utter bullshit.” To create

sustainable success, you’re “looking to
create value.” He thinks that ‘The Wolf of
Wall Street’ is a more moral film than Oliver Stone's ‘Wall Street,’ because you see
his “comeuppance” (and are then inspired
to see him come out of jail to be successful, again, this time doing it the right way:
he’s in the process of arranging a tour
that’s going to net him forty or fifty million dollars, he reminds both me and the
crowd, all of which he’s going to give back
as restitution, which, he also notes, he can
afford to do). During his talk, Belfort frequently prefaces mentions of ethics with
the instruction to “write this down.”
Belfort’s four-hour talk is split into two
parts. In the first half, he discusses his
philosophy of sales and entrepreneurship.
In the second half, he introduces us to his
“Straight Line” system of person-to-person sales technique. When we spoke on
the phone, he was clear in his conviction
that his message is perfectly compatible
with ethics. It was DiCaprio who convinced him of this, at a time when Belfort
was reluctant to unleash his system onto
the world, for fear of its consequences.
“Nothing’s wrong with your system, your
system’s amazing,” Belfort says that the
star reassured him. “You just got to teach
it with ethics and integrity.” Think of an
M-16, Belfort says. If a single mother, out
in the boonies, uses that rifle to mow down

escaped convicts approaching her cabin
with intention to rape and murder, “that’s a
really valuable, great, wonderful, weapon
of good, and justice.” But it can just as
easily be used by an insane sniper in a bell
tower. Good intent, bad intent. “With great
power comes great responsibility—I think I
heard that in Spider-man, right?”
Both the analogy to a superpower
and the analogy to a weapon come up
at Háskólabíó as well. In front of his paying crowd, they are part of a riff on one
particular question he can’t stand being
asked by journalists. “Is sales evil? Shut
the fuck up.” (Another duality: Belfort’s
crimes are in the past, and he came out of
prison with a clean slate. Unfailingly earnest and enthusiastic with me, he accepts
the interview as a platform for by-now rote
assurances. But whenever he mentions
“journalists” at Háskólabíó the implied relationship is adversarial, and clearly there
are limits to the challenges to his dignity
he is willing to accept: he recently stormed
off an Australian TV interview after questions about disputes over his restitution
payments.) In any case, despite the associations Belfort’s answer has for him,
my actual question was nothing so binary
as whether or not sales is evil. I wanted to
know whether Belfort thinks there’s any
intrinsic danger in a sales mentality that
emphasizes control and influence.
For Belfort, the answer is, clearly, no.
Nor is there any intrinsic danger in focusing on wealth creation, as Belfort readily
acknowledges he does, both to me and at
Háskólabíó—“this is not a happiness seminar, but try and deposit love at the bank to
pay your rent.” With evident and sincere
pride, Belfort says that he sees his strategies as equally applicable to other, equally
if not more valuable measures of success:
spiritual fulfillment, personal relationships.
The goal is an “empowered” life, in which
we can afford to do whatever we want,
while uplifting others; in which we give
buckets of money to our favorite charities,
and “take amazing vacations.”

did they pay in advance? “Well, no.” Telling
us this story now, Belfort pauses for emphasis, arranges his face into an expression of supreme incredulity. He made an
offer: I’ll pay you for the whole hour, right
now, cash—he makes a gesture as if pulling bills out of a wallet—and if the people
who reserved them come while we’re out
there, they can have the Jet Skis for the
rest of the hour, on me. “Well…” Quack
Quack Quack. So, Belfort said he told her:
Go find me someone else! As she turned
towards the back room, Belfort says, he
yelled at her: Stop! He knew she was just
going to bring out another duck.
Now, to be fair, I don’t know whether
Belfort actually treats service staff with a
contempt befitting the subhuman, or only
describes them this way in order to come
off like a raconteur in front of a roomful of
strangers. Nor do I know whether Belfort’s
attitude is a consequence of seeing sales
strategy and wealth creation as metaphors for life, or merely a coincidence. But
I have my suspicions.

Walk The Line

In the second half of the afternoon, Belfort
introduces the “Straight Line” with a clip
from Scorsese’s ‘The Wolf of Wall Street,’
in which Leonardo DiCaprio sells worthless stocks to gullible investors using
techniques, Belfort proclaims, he taught
to the actor. As a second clip plays, I think
to look down from the screen to the stage.
Belfort, who must have seen this scene a
hundred times, is leaning with one hand
on a stool, back to us, looking up at the
screen, head totally still. As the clip ends,
he chuckles softly before turning around
and requesting “a round of applause for
Leo.”
The “straight line” is the shortest distance between opening and closing a
sale. The client will have questions and
reservations, will want to go off the line.
But, through inflection and nonverbal
cues more than through any words we say,
we as salespeople will convey that we’re
Ducks And Eagles
sharp, enthusiastic about our product, and
credible experts. In this way, we build the
Though Belfort says he’s “not a motiva- influence necessary to “get control of the
conversation.” We especially modulate our
tional speaker,” the first half of his talk has
the same, valuable core message as much tone of voice to “control the linguistic enmotivational speech. He stresses skill ac- counter.” As we counter objections, “the
quisition and hard work, undertaken with client listens and subjugates himself.”
For certainty to build most efficiently,
a self-aware and proactive attitude. Much
of the standing and repeating, he explains, the salesperson must most of all be a good
as well as his requests that we high-five listener. We use our empathy to “gather
and hug each other, is to foster an atmo- intelligence”—the client’s desires, beliefs,
pain. This is also where the “straight line”
sphere of excitement and receptivity—part
of his overall emphasis on “state manage- becomes truly ethical, where we learn
ment.” The first person you sell is yourself. whether or not the client really needs or
can afford what we’re selling. When you
Get yourself into the right frame of mind
for the next task. This is how we have listen, Belfort says, “you own the client.”
Belfort has a voice he speaks in to
agency in our own lives—how we ensure
that we’re always “playing offense, not convey weakness, a high-pitched, nasally,
wishy-washy whine. Earlier in the afterdefense.”
noon, he used this voice when imitating
To this end, another duality. “There are
two types of people in this world,” Belfort “reasons” people used to explain why they
tells us. “Reasons” people, and “results” couldn’t take action to improve their businesses, or properly
people. “Ducks” and
the prerog“eagles.”
Reasons
“We stand and repeat: ‘I respect
atives of his wealth.
people give you reawill be filthy rich.’ ‘I will
Now, he slips into
sons why they can’t
succeed. Results peobe filthy rich.’ ‘I WILL BE this voice when
speaking as one of
ple understand that
FILTHY RICH.’ ‘I WILL BE those sales prosthese so-called reapects who remains
sons (I’m no entrepreFILTHY RICH.’ ‘But not
neur, selling’s immoral,
greedy.’ ‘But not greedy.” hesitant and “unempowered,” who
“the world happens to
travels all along the
me”) are just “limiting
straight line only to
beliefs.” Belfort gives
say, ‘Let me think
a couple of examples.
about it.’
There was the stewThe
afternoon
ardess who told him
closes with us on
that there wouldn’t be
our feet again. Iceany food for First Class
land, Belfort tells
passengers on his
us, is amazing. We may be a small country,
flight—Quack, Quack, Quack.
Another time, Belfort was vacationing but we have a big country’s attitude—“a
nation of three hundred thousand who act
with his children at California’s Big Bear
Lake. He approached the 22-year-old at like thirty million.” We have been swindled
the front desk about renting Jet Skis. Out by a handful of criminal bankers, but the
oil money is ready to flow, and we can be
the window, he could see Jet Skis moored
rich again if we conquer our limiting beon the hotel dock. “But,” the girl at the
liefs. We are, Belfort reminds us, “entitled.”
front desk said, “those Jet Skis are rented,
until 1 pm.” What time is it now? “12:20
pm.” And the people who reserved them,

what are you
doing with my
computer, lou?

i love her
and we’re getTing
married in
vegas.
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Vonarstræti premiered in theaters on May 16.
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Real ‘Life In A fishbowl’
A triptych of Icelandic lives
in disarray
‘Life In A Fishbowl’ tells three distinct stories of people living in pre-crisis Iceland. It stars Hera Hilmarsdóttir as Eik,
a down on her luck kindergarten teacher who struggles
to support her daughter; Þorsteinn Bachmann as Móri,
a troubled writer; and Þorvaldur Davíð as Sölvi, an exfootballer on the fast-track working for a bank doing some
shady business.
Director Baldvin Z teamed up with writer/musician Birgir
Örn (of the band Maus) to write the screenplay for ‘Vonarstræti’ (“Life In A Fishbowl”). It’s a follow up to his debut
feature ‘Jitters’ (2010). Even though Baldvin has directed
commercials, two feature films and produced three seasons
of the television show “Hæ Gosi”—which was shot on location in his hometown of Akureyri—he’s still very adamant
about keeping the amateur filmmaker within him alive.
Words
Óskar Bragi Stefánsson
How did you transition from making commercials to feature films?
I was always making short films, showing
them in the local theatre and on a local
television station. My commercial career
got started when I got a chance to direct a
commercial for Norðurmjólk in 2004. Then
I moved to Denmark with my wife and two
kids, intending to go to the film school
there. I didn’t get in though, so I applied
for jobs here in Iceland and got a job offer
from a production house. We moved back
home, but the company folded almost immediately, as this was in 2008. I was pretty
much ready to throw in the towel and accept that this wasn’t going to happen.
I had applied to the Icelandic Film Centre with an idea for a short film, and had
gotten turned down three times. They rec-

ommended that I revise the whole thing,
as it was simply too expensive of an idea.
So I went home and wrote something new
in a fit of rage, in two hours, and sent it
in. And finally I got a green light [this was
for his short film ‘Hotel Earth’]. I made
that film with Ingvar Þórðarson and Júlíus
Kemp [Baldvin’s producing partners at
Kisi Productions]—who’ve stood by me
since I first sent them an e-mail about the
idea back in 2005. We finally made the film
together in 2008, and it did very well in
festivals. Soon after the possibility of making ‘Jitters’ came up, and everything since
then has just been an incredible amount of
luck, it feels like.
The film’s Icelandic title is ‘Vonarstræti.’ Why did you decide to repurpose the title of a Maus song,

‘Life In A Fishbowl,’ for the English in 2001]. We looked it over together and
agreed that, yes, prostitution is actually
title of the movie?
very much a reality.
The film’s Icelandic title, ‘Vonarstræti’
I got the idea for the washed up writer
[“Hope Street”], reflects both the film’s
from a woman I had known all my life. We
location and its theme. When we were
thinking about English versions of the title, were having coffee and she asked me if I
they all seemed sort of hopeless. Móri wanted to have a cigarette with her. I was
[Þorsteinn Bachmann], the drunken writ- kind of taken aback, ‘you smoke? I had
er in the film has written two books. And no idea you smoked.’ ‘Yes,’ she said, ‘but
only on the bad days.’
so I took two songs
That day, twenty-five
by Biggi [who sings
years after losing her
and plays guitar in the
child, she felt just as
band Maus] and used
bad as she had the day
them as titles for these "Life in a Fishbowl" is Director
books. The first one Baldvin Z's second feature-length she lost her child. I felt
drawn to that, having
is called “Lof mér að film following 2010's "Jitters,"
just had my first child.
falla” [the titular track about a teen boy exploring his
Then in 2008, on
from Maus’s 1997 al- sexuality.
March 18 to be prebum ‘Lof mér að falla
cise, I looked at the
að þínu eyra’] and the “Of course you want to
paper and it just so
second one is called
happened that I was
“Lífið í fiskabúrinu” be, you know, accountone of the ‘Birthdays
[Icelandic for “Life In able and well prepared.
of the Day.’ And on
A Fishbowl” from their
But there’s something
the same list was Jón
2003 album ‘Musick’].
In reality though, about being an amateur Sigurðsson, director of
[financial company] FL
“Life In A Fishbowl” that enchants me.”
Group. And I thought
is very much a theme
to myself: ‘We are both the same age,
in the movie as well. We live in this sort
to the day, and I don’t know him at all.’ I
of fish tank, swimming round and round,
just looked at this dude and thought to
meeting the same people over and over
again. So we decided to use it as a title. myself: ‘Wow, interesting that this young
Biggi wasn’t very enthused about it to be- whippersnapper has found himself in that
position.’ I wanted to find out how he’d
gin with, but I got my way. [He laughs.]
gotten to that place with an astronomical
Hammering It Out
income in such short period of time. He
was one of ‘those guys’– and at the time
it was insanely cool to be one of ‘those
Where did these three stories
guys.’ Later that year everything crashed
come from?
and he became vilified like so many othThe story of Eik [Hera Hilmarsdóttir] is
based on two people, one of them very ers. But I always liked this idea that these
were essentially ‘good kids.’
close to me and the other one I sort of
know from afar. I thought it would be interHow did you and Birgir collaboesting to tackle the subject of prostitution
rate?
because it’s not really discussed openly
here in Iceland. When Hera first read the I had been carrying all these ideas around
script she called me up and said, ‘This for a while and had the worst case of writers block. So I gave him what I had and
doesn’t happen here, Baldvin.’ But then
she did some research and uncovered a asked him to write a two-page synopsis to
see if he had a way of mixing all the stories
report called “Prostitution in Iceland and
its social impact [commissioned by Min- together. And he managed to open all the
doors somehow.
istry of Justice and Ecclesiastical Affairs

INFO

THE NUMBER 1 MUSIC STORE

IN EUROPE ACCORDING TO

LONELY PLANET
SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 15, 101 REYKJAVÍK AND HARPA CONCERT HALL

We sat down for three hours every
morning for about three months, hammering out the first draft. He’d sit at the
computer while I stood beside him, acting out characters. We didn’t really know
each other when we started. I knew him
through his wife, who’s a childhood friend
of mine. Today we’re the best of friends,
and we’ve started working on another
script.
Did you look to any particular film
for inspiration?
I am a big fan of films with more than one
storyline. Alejandro González Inárritu is
one of my favorite directors. His films ‘Babel’ and ‘21 Grams’ are both spectacular.
I really dug Paul Thomas Anderson’s film
‘Magnolia.’ And ‘Crash’ (directed by Paul
Haggis in 2006) was an especially wellcrafted film.

Amateur At Heart
Is there a core philosophy that you
work from?
No (laughs). Doesn’t that answer suck?
Look, after I made ‘Jitters’ [2010] I got all
these scripts sent to me. I’d give notes and
take meetings, but after going through
four or five scripts I realised that if I’m gonna keep making movies, I have to make
them on my own terms. I have to do what
I WANT to do. If I start doing this just to
make a living, jumping on some get-rich
bandwagon—I’m not gonna enjoy doing
the work. I have to do what I’m doing on
my own terms. Which I guess is what will
eventually end up ruining my career. [He
laughs.]
Did you learn anything new making ‘Life In A Fishbowl’?
So much. I feel like an absolute amateur
as a filmmaker. I go 100% off of feeling
and human interaction. I never went to
any school for this. I don’t know if I like the
idea of being a professional. Of course,
you want to be, you know, accountable
and well prepared. But there’s something
about being an amateur that enchants me.
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Ég heyrði
frá vængjum
Ich hörteþytinn
das Rauschen
ihrer Flügel þeirra

J’entendais le bruit de leurs ailes
audiebam sonum alarum

jeg hørte lyden af deres vinger

I heard the sound of their wings

Uh, No:
Darren Aronofsky’s ‘Noah’

PREMIÈRE OF NEW ICELANDIC ORGAN MUSIC
commissioned by Lára Bryndís Eggertsdóttir

Sunday June 1st at 5 pm

Man, fuck Darren Aronofsky.
Fuck his weak, hacky, hammy, pretentious, melodramatic, student-filmmaking-with-a-budget shit. I’ve always
been mystified as to how it is he gets people to buy his
overdone soap opera crap as serious film, but I’m confident 'Noah'—a retelling of the renowned Biblical yarn with
all the animals on the boat, shot largely in Iceland—will
finally be his undoing; it will expose his shoddily constructed ‘films’ for what they are: overwrought and overrated
pandering to fad-driven art-house wannabes who are too
impatient for genuine counterculture film, but too proud to
admit they’d rather be watching a Michael Bay movie.
LÁRA BRYNDÍS EGGERTSDÓTTIR
at the Klais organ of Hallgrímskirkja

Words
Sindri Eldon
Not that 'Noah' makes any kind of serious
attempt to disguise itself as an art-house
film. Occasional bouts of faux time-lapse
notwithstanding, Noah is a through-andthrough fantasy/adventure film, complete with an epic battle between teeming hordes of sword-wielding soldiers
and CGI monsters, a glowering Russell
Crowe yelling at people for no reason,
Emma Watson running around a forest
while being distraught and a Shakespearian actor playing an old wizard.
…or at least the first act is. Confusingly enough, once 'Noah' has dispensed
with the Tolkienesque antics in its set-up
(although it comes across more ‘Battlefield: Earth’ than Battle of Helm’s Deep), it
scrambles desperately to squeeze some
human drama out of its vague environmentalist parable/Biblical tale, conjuring up some of Aronofsky’s typically
trite melodrama and leaving Jennifer
Connelly, champ that she is, to act her
ass off to try to establish some pathos.
She receives no help from the woefully
underequipped Watson, the perennially
miscast Ray Winstone, the near-invisible
Logan Lerman, the laughably handsome
Douglas Booth and least of all from her
stone-faced co-star, with whom she has
exactly zero chemistry, and as a consequence her efforts fall sadly short. The
flimsy drama reaches its ‘climax’ when
Aronofsky reaches into his big bag of
button-pushing shockers to prove how
edgy he is and retrieves: infanticide! Oh,
no he didn’t!
The film’s conclusion then provides
closure in a weirdly obligatory fashion,
like it was a necessity rather than a part
of the story anybody felt any real interest in telling. The cast all mumbles very
automatically through some equally automatic dialogue, and it all ends with a
Bible quote and some impossibly cheesy
nature shots. One is left wondering why
anyone considering himself a serious
director would choose to tackle such
incredibly familiar and polarizing subject
matter and then barely break the surface
of it; it’s like finally getting your hands on
a book you’ve always wanted to read, and
then just skimming it or reading the CliffsNotes.
As I mentioned earlier, Aronofsky
seems somewhat intrigued by the idea of
Noah’s fable as an environmentalist tale,
with Cain’s evil descendants being seen
strip-mining the Earth, possibly causing God to initiate the great deluge and
thereby making Noah the first climate

change activist. If the intention here is
to advocate militant environmentalism to
the Christian right, then I wish the movie
the best of luck; Noah is certainly simplistic enough to be understood by fundamentalists, fraught as it is by one-dimensional characters, predictable story
arcs and everyone getting pretty much
what they deserve.
Was the point here maybe some sort
of genre exercise? Did Aronofsky simply
feel like spending $125 million to make
a purposely shallow and insipid biblical
movie? Is he just the Liam Lynch of filmmakers, parodying genres by ridiculing
their conventions, like some sort of artsy
heir to Abrahams, Zucker and Zucker?
Or is he showing us, with his computerized rock monsters, prehistoric industrial
society and healing magic how ridiculous
it is that 2.2 billion people believe such an
impossible tale has literal truth?
However, the point is somewhat
moot, for despite all its multiple smaller
shortcomings, the film's chief sin is that
it’s boring. No, seriously: it’s fucking
boring as shit. Aronofsky simply doesn’t
have the energy or the sense of fun to
direct a blockbuster adventure film, and
the choppy, uneven editing destroys
any pacing or gravitas the movie might
otherwise have had. It also fails as a morality tale because of its pitiable lack of
depth or characters, and it even fails as
a purely aesthetic object d’art: as George
Lucas learned (or would have learned,
if he had listened to anyone other than
the massive, talking dollar signs he sees
when he closes his eyes), all the special
effects in the world don’t mean shit if
they don’t have context or atmosphere to
contain them. There is some admittedly
cool mise-en-scéne on the ark itself as it
creaks aimlessly through the deluge, but
it’s hardly enough to save this sorry mess
of a film.
In short, Aronofsky has wronged us,
himself and the whole world once again
by delivering a thumping wad of ego-tastic hyperbole that possesses all the subtlety and intricacy of a facial stabbing. It
is yet another two-hours-plus of an overpaid film student with nothing interesting
to say masturbating teeny-bopper imaginings vigorously enough to impress only
the shallowest and most gullible viewers.
It’s so pointless it’s hard even to hate it,
and yet, I find I hate it almost as much as
I hate all his other movies.

Admission 2.500 ISK
Ticket sale at the entrance one hour before the concert
CD and sheet music available in Hallgrímskirkja or through www.audiebam.is
Listvinafélag Hallgrímskirkju 32. starfsár /
The Friends of the Arts Society Hallgrimskirkja 32nd season
www.listvinafelag.is
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Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

ELDING
WHALE WATCHING
from Reykjavik

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round

Is Charm
Something
You Can Hoard?
Ft. Prins Pólo, Mar and VAR

EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Feb

Mar
9:00

13:00

13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00* 17:00
20:30**

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug
Sep
Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00
10:00
13:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 31 July

Northern Lights Cruise
Daily at 21:00 from 16 October to 14 March
Daily at 22:00 from 15 March - 15 April

www.elding.is

HOW DO YOU SAY

DELICIOUS
IN ICELANDIC?

Straumur

Straumur radio show airs on
X977 Monday evenings at 23:00

www.straum.is

Words
Óli Dóri & Davíð Roach

We’ve had Prins Póló’s second LP, ‘Sorrí,’ on repeat since it came out on May 15.
The prince is a prankster and master of gourmet lyrics and lo-fi song craft; the
album is a gem of quirky sounds and off kilter rhymes. And we don’t just mean
gourmet to be a metaphor; food is a running theme throughout the album, as it is
on his first album, ‘Jukk.’

COME FIND OUT
WE OFFER ICELANDIC
DELICACIES PREPARED
IN SOUTH AMERICAN
AND SOUTHERN EUROPEAN STYLE.

marrestaurant.is

00354 519 5050

#marrestaurant

Some of these songs have been
around for a while, the best of which is
“Tipp Topp,” the story of a jealous exboyfriend set to a lo-fi drum machine
bossa nova beat. But the new songs
are also great. Sloppy-sounding
synthesizers, gently strummed guitars
and worn out drum machines hang
together by a strong sense of melody
and narrative thrust. Particularly
good is “Hamstra Sjarma” (“Hoarding
Charm”), with sharp hiccupping synth
stabs and a chorus that translates
roughly to “Is charm something you
can hoard?/Is charm something you
can put into a Shawarma?”
The whole album is extremely
playful but with a calculated homespun
aesthetic that also shines through
their music videos. We’re not sure if he
hoards it, but Prins Póló has charm in

abundance and ‘Sorrí’ is soaked in it.
Another charmer is 26-yearsold musician Mar (AKA Grétar Mar
Sigurðsson) who just released an EP
called ‘Mellows.’ The album consists
of four very different tracks within
the electronic style of music. The
highlights are the opening track
“Twisted Figures,” with a long intro that
builds into a modern bass drop, and
“Involution,” a trippy track reminiscent
of Animal Collective and revealing of
Mar’s more mellow side.
Last but not least, the Sigur
Rós-inspired five-piece VAR have a
brand new tune out called “Óyndi.”
This beautiful ballad with exceptional
singing by Myrra Rós Þrastardóttir will
be a great soundtrack for charming
bright nights in Iceland this summer.

Straumur has been active since last
summer, with writers Óli Dóri and
Davíð Roach documenting the local music scene and helping people
discover new music at straum.is. It
is associated with the radio show
Straumur on X977, which airs every
Monday evening at 23:00.
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Album
Reviews
Kaleo
Kaleo
2014
www.facebook.com/theband.kaleo

A kickass cruise on
reinvented wheels

If you think Kings of Leon,
the Black Keys and the White
Stripes are all purveyors of
derivative trash, then there’s a new
purveyor on the scene for you to hate.
If, on the other hand, you think they’re
refreshingly straightforward examples
of what God intended for mankind
when he invented the electric guitar,
then rejoice, because the boys of Kaleo
do it similarly, and they do it very, very
well.
Though the band’s debut album
plays things mostly safe, it also makes
its larger-than-life ambitions crystal
clear, straddling the fence between lofi garage and grandiose arena rock so
intimately that it threatens to rip a hole
in its already ripped jeans. The first six
tracks are pure, awesome rock’n’roll,
a whirlwind of swirling guitar licks
and crashing cymbals. The opening
number, “Glass House,” is the album in
a melodious nutshell, as lead guitarist
Rubin Pollock’s staccato picking
weaves in and out of Jökull Júlíusson
half-growled vocals. The lyrics are
sometimes throwaway—two minutes
into the song, bah-bah-bahs simply
begin to replace real words—but that
hardly matters when they’re delivered
in Jökull’s surprisingly soulful voice.
That voice also goes a long way on the
album’s most daring track, “Broken
Bones,” an electrified chain-gang
tune that couldn’t possibly have been

written by two white boys in Iceland,
yet somehow was. “I went down deep
Texas, Mississippi state / Hoping things
might go my way / For every hardearned dollar I made / There stands a
white man just to take it away,” Jökull
sings. The downbeat backing vocals
and the tambourine rattling away like
leg shackles provide the lyrics with a
fitting exclamation mark.
The last five tracks ratchet down
the tempo even further and play up
the crowd-pleasing closeness. Each
song in this set sounds distinct, from
bluesy romance (“Pour Sugar On
Me”) to semi-acoustic, wind-in-yourhair road music (“Automobile”) to
folk ballad (“Vor í Vaglaskógi”). The
moods evoked are contemplative,
almost worshipful. As with the opening
numbers, there’s not a single note out
of place. It’s hard to tell which half of
the album obscurantist music critics
will hate more, but I suspect the answer
is the second.
That’s their problem though,
because Kaleo promises big things. For
a debut from young guys, this record
perfectly demonstrates both writing
and playing chops. If their sophomore
album is as individual as this one is
rocking, then it’ll be a real treat, and a
deserved bestseller, too.
- JONATHAN PATTISHALL

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

Amazing
6 course menu

Chili And
The Whalekillers

A unique Icelandic Feast

Turn
2014
www.chiliandthewhalekillers.com

No spice or heat in this
vanilla.

Arctic char
with cucumber andcoriander
Smoked puffin
with yuzu mayo
Minke whale
with celeriac purée
Reindeer burger
with portobello mushroom
Icelandic free range lamb fillet
with cinnamon potato
And to end on a high note ....
“Skyr“ panna cotta with white chocolate
and raspberry sorbet
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However, these guys seem to be under
the impression that mere competency in
their hooks marks their songs as deep
and meaningful. The liner notes talk of
their songs being about “leftovers of
love affairs, dreams, and political ideals.”
They even have books on Marx and The
Sailors Guide (?) in their studio. All right I
suppose, if it was the big dumb colouring
book of Marx, because songs such as
“Marilyn” are witless attempts at social
commentary, while the extent of their
distaste at the state of modern living going
as far as making the end of “The Villa By
The Sea” a bit louder with a mumblecore
monologue so far down the mix you can’t
make anything out even after numerous
attempts. Dangerous!
Even though Chili and his gang
dearly want the “multi-media anarchists,”
they talk about on “Faraway” on their side,
you know deep down that the people they
meekly mock in “The Villa By The Sea” are
the ones most likely to be into this nice-y,
polite, self-regarding, ineffectual chuff.
- BOB CLUNESS
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OK kids, some marketing
semiotics 101 for you. When
you see the cover of ‘Turn,’
the debut album from Chili
And The Whalekillers, you’ll see a rather
pernicious trend known as the “indie
band in a field” syndrome. Scrubbed up
boys plonked in some nondescript piece
of pastoral nature is meant to infer both
them and their music with signs of purity,
wholesomeness, something unspoilt. But
after hearing the sterility of the contents
of this album, the only thing I could think
about was ordering some tarmac and
turning that field into a sodding car park.
Make no mistake: ‘Turn’ may sound
preppy, puppy faced, and full of fairtrade goodness, but underneath this
veneer lays the deadened heart of utter
mediocrity. And that actually takes a fair
amount of skill to do, when you think
about it. They may be Icelandic ex-pats in
Austria but this is US WASP coastalcore
all the way, with West coast slackarsed
surf do-wop with East coast shadowof-Vampire-Weekend guitar chops that
blend into a mass of nothingness, the
musical equivalent of chaff in the wind.

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“

sushisamba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is
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Not For The Faint-Hearted
Jónborg ‘Jonna’ Sigurðardóttir takes
unconventional to another level

INTER
VIEW

Flóðbylgja
Tsunami

March 1 - April 6

Ketilhúsið, Akureyri

facebook.com/KetilhusidListagili-Akureyri

Words
Fred Q. Labelle

While conformity isn’t what typically comes to mind when thinking of contemporary Icelandic designers, Akureyri's Jónborg Sigurðardóttir took unconventional to another level,
once again, with Flóðbylgja (‘Tsunami’), her latest art installation that was displayed at
Ketilhúsið from March 1 through April 6. Flóðbylgja is a reflection on over-consumption
and our object-glorifying society. Intrigued by the exhibition's promotional self-portrait
(which she entitled ‘Jonna Crowned With Trash,’ for the sake of this interview), I got in
touch with Jónborg and luckily she was passing through Reykjavík and could answer
some of my questions.
A Thoughtful Maverick

All you need
in one place

H`aVkgjhi\jg&.
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ONLY
SWEATER
SELECTION,
NO KNITING
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www.handknit.is

“Everybody knows who I am in Akureyri
and they think ‘she's an artist and she can
be strange,’” she says of her status in the
tight community in North Iceland. This
reputation follows from the installations
and art pieces that she has been crafting
for the last 20 years. Not that she would
care if it were otherwise. “I do what I
want when I want and I use whatever
material I feel like using,” she says of her
decision to use things like table leftovers,
female sanitary products, clay, glass,
plastic bags and fresh meat.
She is not trying to be scandalous just
for the sake of it, though. “It's important
that artists have a message, so people
take a pause to reflect on their lives and
break the fast pace of their life, and that's
what I try to do myself. However, not
every artist has to be political, some do
pretty things that are enjoyable to look at
and that is fair, too,” she explains.
Jónborg prefers her installations to
be audacious. “Fifteen years ago, I felt
like using tampons, so I dipped some in
acrylic and went on to picture Akureyrikirkja [the Akureyri church]. The Church
is very masculine and I wanted to portray
it with women’s menstrual blood. Showing it in a feminine way gives the church

purity and peacefulness,” she says. The
tampon dots give a pointillism impression
of the grand church, though not exactly in
a Georges Seurat manner.

Her “Gaga Moment”
“This time around, I worked with food
leftovers. For two months, I had put all my
household's table surpluses in the freezer,
and the quantity was unbelievable. And I
used to throw that away,” she says.
So she decided to test how she could
use that food as the prime material of
her next project. “I've put cheese, meat,
vegetables, you name it, in plastic bags
and I've let it all to rot to see what colour
it would turn to, monitoring its evolution
through the passing weeks.” The result
fashions an amazing sight: a glass frame
filled with dozens of food squares packed
on top of each other and framed in glass,
creating a colourful mosaic that melts
and rots as the bacteria takes over and as
gravity does its thing.
The message she wanted to convey
is clear: “Acquiring all that crap is not
important, as we all start naked and we'll
all be dust at the end of it,” she says. “We
have a special environment in Iceland and
we have to take care of it, to stop what's
going on, the exploitation, or it will all turn

bad on us.”
Thus, the crumbling canvas evolves
and is getting greener and more sordid,
the message getting louder and louder.
She also embraces her concern for Iceland's nature. “I've put many big Icelandic
company logos on windows and then
dirtied them up with clay. I'm giving them
shit for taking away our land, which we
sold to them stupidly,” she explains.
Plastic surgery has been another
question she's wanted to tackle for some
time now. “The emphasis on glamour is
silly. It's ridiculous that doctors get paid
and waste time on making bigger boobs
or more aesthetic vaginas,” she says of
the growing trends. “They should be saving lives and helping people in need.”
Thus, she sewed together a 30-40
centimetre (depending on its rotting
stage) super realistic female genitalia out
of meat in her kitchen with three nurse
friends. “It's rotting in a glass box now,
showing how we'll all end up anyway.
People have to realise it,” she says.
The mischievous smile on her face
summarises it all: strong imagery is the tip
of her wisdom iceberg.

ÍSAFOLD BISTRO
BAR & SPA

HAPPY HOUR!

every day
between 17:00 and 19:00.
Large Beer isk 500
Glass of House Wine isk 800

Isafold Bistro - Bar & Spa is a new
and trendy restaurant located at
CenterHotel Þingholt in the heart
of Reykjavik.

Open til midnight

Oﬀering fresh Icelandic cuisine,
variety of cocktails, wines and
other spirits in a beautifully
designed environment that was
inspired by the Icelandic nature.
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Gone Fishin’
With Illgresi
Talk about that high lonesome sound. The boys of bluegrass quartet Illgresi have searched every hummock
and holler in Iceland looking for likeminded musicians,
all to no avail.

Words
Jonathan Pattishall
Photos
Sébastien van Malleghem
“We were on a radio program a couple
years ago,” recounts Guðmundur Atli
Pétursson, a 33-year-old lighting technician for RÚV and also Illgresi’s mandolin
player. “We just said, ‘Hey, if anybody’s
out there playing banjo or fiddle in this
style, please let us know.’ We didn’t hear
from anybody.”
Now surely no one thought it would
be easy to find enthusiasts of bluegrass—a syncopated string-based folk
music that originates in America’s Appalachian and Southern states—in the
northernmost capital of the globe. But
could it really be that difficult?
On a recent fishing excursion to
Meðalfellsvatn in search of some of the
first brown trout of season, Guðmundur
and Arnbjörn “Björn” Sólimann Sigurðsson, Illgresi’s guitarist, discussed
the band’s history, its struggles as the
country’s sole purveyor of bluegrass and
its mission to plant this unique musical
genre in Icelandic soil.

Old Times Are Not Forgotten
Back in 2006, Björn found himself
hooked on a newly discovered style of
music. “I had been learning jazz guitar
in music school,” he recalls, casually
casting his line into the placid lake. “I always loved acoustic music, though, and
when I finally heard Clarence White and
his flatpicking style, it changed my life.
I haven’t touched my old electric guitar
since.”
The natural next step was to form
a band, so Björn recruited his oldest
friend, Eiríkur Hlöðversson, to pick up
double bass. Another friend, Vignir Þór
Pálsson, was easily convinced to try
his hand at banjo, arguably the most
important part of any bluegrass group.
The hand proved adept, and before
long Vignir was playing Scruggs style, a
three-finger picking method perfected
by North Carolina bluegrass legend Earl

Scruggs that is at once the lifeblood and
the crowning glory of the genre. When
Björn, Eiríkur and Vignir happened on
Guðmundur by chance at a now-defunct
Celtic music session, they knew they had
found their final missing component. So
the quartet was born.
Vignir’s proficiency on the banjo soon
introduced a hazard into the equation,
however. “The first tune Vignir learned
was ‘Groundspeed,’ by Scruggs, a really
fast tune,” Guðmundur chuckles, reeling
in an unbitten hook stuck through his
soggy bait. “So we started out playing
crazy fast. We were playing way faster
than we could manage.” The bandmates,
focused more on the music than the image of being a blazing fast string band,
reined in the tempo. “It’s hard music to
play,” Guðmundur observes. “We wanted to play better, so we had to slow it
down.”
Before long the band was gigging
around Reykjavík. In the six years since
they started playing together, the capital region has remained their primary
haunt, but they’ve ventured farther afield
as well, playing in Siglufjörður and at the
Kántrýdagar (“Country Days”) Festival
in Skagaströnd in 2012.

Workin’ It Out
There are some truly existential challenges to playing old-time and bluegrass
music in Iceland. Besides finding others
familiar with the genre, there’s the simple task of securing decent instruments.
According to Guðmundur, if you’re looking for a quality banjo or mandolin, you
better start looking someplace else.
His own search for the right mandolin
in the storefronts of Reykjavík seemed
so hopeless that he ordered a customized model from an artisan in Oregon. “I
looked around and never found one with
all the specs I needed—F5 body; banjosized frets; a radiused fingerboard,” he

says. “I wanted a certain tonal quality
too, a full, bluegrass sound.” Four years
after the purchase, he’s suffered no buyer’s remorse.
Once the instruments are secured,
the next step is making sure people
know what they are. “Everyone thinks
Guðmundur’s mandolin is a banjo,”
Björn says when I ask about typical
reactions to their music. The questions
about his “banjo” became so frequent
that Guðmundur put a sticker on his
mandolin case to clear up the confusion. It’s as droll as it is informative:
“Not a banjo.”
The lack of familiarity with the style
in Iceland presents another problem as
well. In the US, bluegrass offers a comforting lap of tradition for musicians to
lay their heads in. In a country like Iceland, that tradition doesn’t carry over,
so any attempt to recreate or operate
within it is fraught with peril. I ask if
they write any of their own music. Björn
perks up. “I had a tune once,” he says.
“The more I thought about it though,
the melody was kind of familiar. Then
I was like, ‘Hey, it’s ‘Stony Lonesome.’
With traditional music, it’s hard to hit
on a melody that hasn’t already been
done.” Indeed, it’s hard enough just
getting the traditional tunes right. “We
haven’t written much original material
yet, since we’ve been busy studying the
songs and trying to keep them true to
the style,” Guðmundur says.
Then there’s the typically Icelandic
challenge of fishing. Not the kind we’re
doing in Meðalfellsvatn, but actual industrial-scale fishing, like the kind from
which Björn makes his living. “It runs in
the blood,” he shrugs. “My father and
both grandfathers were all fishermen.”
Trips take Björn out to sea for weeks
at a time, making practice schedules
erratic and concert planning difficult.
The hard work of fishing in the freezing North Atlantic also takes a toll on
the hands—something clearly problematic for a guitarist, especially one who
needs to pick fast bluegrass tunes. But
fishing also offers its advantages. “I
learned all of my bluegrass stuff at sea,”
Björn says. “You don’t have tons of time,

but you have privacy. You can just focus
on the tunes.”

Will The Circle Be Unbroken?

absolutely loved it. You see it played
more or less live in the movie, which is
important, because the form is meant to
be enjoyed live.”

Down The Road

What motivates Björn and Guðmundur
to keep playing this music, despite its All of a sudden, Björn heaves out a sharp
alien status in Iceland? Part of it is an “dammit” followed by a deep sigh. “I had
obsession bordering on monomania. one,” he says. “He bit my line, but then
“Our experience with
he must have swum
bluegrass is that once
off.” It was the closyou really get into it,
est any of us would
you’re hooked,” Guðcome to catching a
mundur says, paying
fish on this trip, but
as little attention to the
it hardly mattered.
pun as the fish are to
The views alone
the mutilated worms The Icelandic bluegrass band Il- around
Meðalspeared at the ends of lgresi was formed in the summer fellsvatn made the
our lines. “We’re con- of 2009 when the band members drive more than
stantly thinking about were searching for someone to
worth it. We were
what we can do to pick some bluegrass.
also able to conimprove our playing,”
sole ourselves with
Björn agrees. He pausthe knowledge that
es a beat before dou- For fishing gear and further inrod-and-reel fishbling down. “We can’t formation about fishing around
ing has never really
stop thinking about the Reykjavík, contact the tackle
been about catchmusic. We’re awake, shop Veiðiportið at veidiportid.
ing fish anyway.
reading about it. We’re is, tomas@veidiportid.is or
As we close out
asleep, dreaming about 552-9940.
the afternoon, Guðit.”
mundur reflects on
The other big drivthe upshot of his exing force is a sense of
perience with bluemission. Just as there
grass in Iceland, all
“The questions about
are few bluegrass
the searching for
pickers in Iceland, his ‘banjo’ became so
instruments, study
there are few fans as frequent that Guðmunsessions on the old
well, or even just peomasters, sweating
ple in the know. “I re- dur put a sticker on his
over gigs and tough
ally want folks here to mandolin case to clear
first steps required
give at least one good
teach one group
up the confusion. It’s as to
listen to this music, to
of stubbornly trabecome familiar with droll as it is informative: ditional people the
it,” Guðmundur says. I ‘Not a banjo.’”
musical form of anask if Icelanders have
other group of stubany exposure at all
bornly
traditional
to bluegrass in popular culture. “We people. “To grow a bluegrass band, it
get requests for “Dueling Banjos” all takes years, decades,” he says.
the time,” he laughs, referring to the
It’s a lonely row to hoe for Illgresi,
popular tune featured in the 1978 film but who knows? They’ve already seen
‘Deliverance.’ “I dig that though,” Björn the appeal of the form, especially when
springs in. “A lot of guys, like my dad, played live. With some more digging,
when they saw that movie, they were perhaps they’ll find their native soil ferhearing this music for the first time and tile after all.

Illgresi
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Icelandic Gourmet Fiest
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín
Than 6 delicious Icelandic tapas:
Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
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4th floor Harpa

Reservations
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UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
AND A VIEW
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A dinner or lunch at the elevated fourth floor
of Harpa concert hall is a destination in itself.
Relax and enjoy fine Italian cuisine complemented
with a spectacular panoramic view of Reykjavík
and the surrounding horizon.
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Mývatn

How to get there?
Daytrip to Mývatn provided by Air Iceland,
book daytrip at www.airiceland.is or call +354-570-3000.
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Distance from Reykjavík
487 km
area evokes a feeling of sublime age
and vastness. It’s one of those special
locations in Iceland where the landPhotos Alisa Kalyanova
scape seems to whisper, somehow—
the atmosphere of Dimmuborgir is immersive and affecting, and clings to me
Seeing Iceland from the air can be an astounding experience. From the soft
for hours after. The visit is all too short,
blue-grey washes of coastal estuaries and floodwater, to black flatlands with their and I resolve to return and explore further come summertime, perhaps makgleaming silver rivers, to expanses of blinding white glaciers—a flight over the
ing use of the nearby campsite.
Icelandic heartland is often as much of a treat as the destination.
Our final stop is the Mývatn Nature
Baths. Entry is priced at 3,000 ISK, not
Grapevine sets off towards the North tion work. A torrent of steam pours
in a conveniently located shop that included in the price of the tour, but
on a particular blustery April mornfrom a gaping mouth in the mountainhas, of course, anticipated underpre- with tempting steam clouds jetting up
from behind the entrance, minds are
ing. The weather is against us, and
side—some heavy machinery has hit
pared visitors—several of us buy extra
made up quickly. The water of the Nawe take off into a turbulent sky that a seam of hot water whilst digging a
woollen garments for the remainder of
ture Baths has a different quality to that
stays swathed in clouds for most of tunnel to the neighbouring fjord. This the day.
of the Blue Lagoon—it’s a vivid, clear
our northward flight. But before long, will create a long-awaited solution to
aqua-blue instead of that distinctive
familiar abstract snow patterns and
the perilous pass ahead, which is often
Exploring The Dark Castles
pearlescent white. The water seems to
muted green-grey hues appear below
impassable during the long Northern
coat the skin with a silky layer within
us as we descend towards Akureyri.
winter.
After a walk around an impressive
minutes, and the natural warmth feels
Along with a group of three hardy
geothermal area featuring cauldrons of
tourists who’ve decided to veer off the
bubbling, molten clay, vast steam jets, wholesome and enveloping. It varies in
Under Hill And Over Dale
temperature from lukewarm to alarmwell-trodden routes of The Golden Cirand a Rothko-esque range of bright
cle and the Southern coastline, we’re
natural greens, ochres and reds in the ingly hot, with unpredictable draughts
But despite the deep and glossy snow
to spend the day taking in some of around us, the road is clear today, and
muddy ground, we arrive at a place passing through the water. There are
North Iceland's natural wonders.
that’s quite the opposite. Dimmubor- only a few other people in the varibefore long we’re zooming past farms
ous hot pools and
The flight takes just 45 minutes
gir translates as
and frozen lakes as we traverse the
“The Dimmuborgir
steam rooms dotfrom Reykjavík, with AirIceland planes Reykjadalur valley towards Lake Mý“dark cities” or
ted around the main
going both ways several times a day. vatn. Our tour will include geothermal
“dark
castles,”
lava maze is one of
outdoor pool at this
Upon landing, we’re met by our guide hotspots, a famous tumbledown lava depending on inthose special locations off-season time,
and driver, a local named Trausti, who
terpretation. It’s a
maze, and vantage points overlooking
giving a pleasing
leads such trips several times a week.
sprawling area of
over various lakes before a final stop at
in Iceland where the
sense of privacy. As
From his years as a tour guide, and via
wild lava, formed
the Mývatn Nature Baths.
landscape seems to
I sit basking in the
a generally inquisitive nature, Trausti
At the first stop, we crunch across when the ceilwhisper, somehow.”
hotpot, lost in my
is a wellspring of knowledge on a
ing of a volcanic
a field of untouched ankle-deep snow
thoughts, I realise
broad range of topics. As we pull away to Goðafoss, so-named after the pagan cavern collapsed
my hair has frozen
from the airport, he's already drawing idols that were cast into the water at long ago, leavinto icicles without
laughs by saying perhaps a country
the dawn of Icelandic Christianity. It’s ing jagged pillars
me noticing, and
the size of Iceland just needs a well- a thundering triple waterfall that looks standing over a
head in for one last
qualified manager instead of the appamaze of smashed
particularly spectacular in the winter,
steam.
ratus of government. Over the course the torrent spray having sculpted the
jet-black rock.
After some loof the day, his engaging monologue
This place is
surrounding ice and snow into a series
cal harðfiskur, and a
continues over the speakers of his of natural artworks. There’s nobody
rich with Icelansip or two of Reyka,
comfortable people carrier, telling tall else around, a boon of the off-season
dic folklore, and
the group sits in
tales of folklore and the sagas, asides
still now plays
for anyone who likes to avoid crowds.
on genealogy, geology and geography,
During the worst weather we’ll see host to an annual Christmas festival at awed silence on the return journey
as well as facts on flora and fauna, lanall day, we’re dropped off for a walk which the Yule Lads run around to the to Akureyri. Mývatn has given us an
unforgettable day—the North has a
guage and aphorisms, conservation up to a nearby viewpoint from which delight and terror of local kids. It was
and industry, and more. Trausti offers practically nothing is visible in a sudalso thought to have been a gateway Golden Circle all of its own.
lively insight into the life of the area
to Satan’s netherworld in the past, and
den ferocious blizzard. After glancing
and, indeed, the country as a whole.
at the white wall of snow that masks it's easy to see why—there’s a spooky
As we arc away from the airstrip the vista below, we beat a hasty restillness amongst the vivid outcrops
around the fjord opposite Akureyri, he
treating to the car, shaking the ice from and yawning cave mouths, all threaded
points out some large-scale construcour coats and the chill from our limbs with silver birch trees, and the whole

Words John Rogers

@brainlove

Check it
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FOR THE BEST PRICE BOOK ONLINE AT:
AIRICELAND.IS
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Lemúrinn is an Icelandic web magazine (Icelandic for the native primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers all things strange
and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is
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The Nazi King Of Iceland
In 1938 a mysterious meeting took place in which a
German prince was offered the Kingdom of Iceland
Words
Helgi Hrafn Guðmundsson

In his 1952 memoir, the German nobleman Prince Friedrich Christian of Schaumburg-Lippe unveiled the details of
a meeting he had with three Icelanders in Berlin during the spring of 1938.
The meeting had taken place at the
offices of the Reich’s Ministry of Propaganda, headed by the top-ranking
Nazi Joseph Goebbels. At the meeting,
the three Icelanders asked the prince,
a staff member at the ministery, if he
would like to be the King of Iceland.
The prince writes: “In the spring of 1939 I submitted for my resignation from the ministry. My
intention was to leave the public service and move
to the countryside. I wanted to become a provincial administrator. I would probably have submitted for my resignation earlier if we wouldn’t have
received a remarkable opportunity the year prior.
At that time a group of patriotic and distinguished
Icelanders travelled to Berlin. In Iceland the goal
was to form a new independent kingdom.”
Through the Act of Union with Denmark signed
on December 1, 1918, The Kingdom of Iceland was
at the time recognised as a fully sovereign state in
union with Denmark through a common monarch.
As the nation’s full independence seemed a likely
outcome in the near future there were Icelanders who thought that the country should remain
a monarchy. The most prominent of these monarchists was the composer Jón Leifs, who resided in
Germany for years. He thought that a continental
king in independent Iceland would bring strength
and prosperity to the country. And there was an
obvious precedent: Norway had chosen to offer
Prince Carl of Denmark the crown after getting
independence from Sweden in 1905. He became
King Haakon VII of Norway, a popular king. So
while the concept of a king of Iceland sounds surreal for modern Icelanders it was a logical step for
some in the 1930s.

Prince Schaumburg-Lippe
Contemplates The Offer
“My godfather, Christian X of Denmark, was also
the king of Iceland,” writes the prince of Schaumburg-Lippe who was apparently a product of the
finest European nobility stock.
“Now Icelanders wanted their own king, despite the fact that many were socialists. A new
king would have to be in the right age, have a son
and be from a reigning monarch family. In this
regard the variety was probably the best in Germany. I had no idea about this until one day I was

After World War II broke out in September
1939, the matter fell by the wayside. According to
Prince Schaumburg-Lippe, Nazi Germany’s Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop did not like
the idea.

The Offer Is Swiftly Forgotten,
As Is The Prince

Prince Friedrich Christian of
Schaumburg-Lippe was a staff
member of the Propaganda Ministry
when he was asked to be the king
of Iceland.

Prince of Schaumburg-Lippe with
Adolf Hitler.

asked if I would be interested in undertaking this
task.”
“The longer I thought about it with my wife, the
more convinced we became that it was a good
idea. In due time I could therefore tell the Icelandic envoy that I would accept their offer. But as a
condition I would have to get the consent of Germany’s Fuhrer, Adolf Hitler.”
Shortly after meeting with the Icelanders,
Prince Schaumburg-Lippe paid a visit to Goebbels’s summerhouse in the outskirts of Berlin. On
a quiet night they sat before the fireplace, slowly
adding firewood and sipping on Curaçao.

THE GREEN CHOICE

Premium Quality Vegetarian Food
Grænn Kostur is the perfect downtown
choice when you are looking for wholesome
great tasting meals.

“Not surprisingly he was interested in the offer I had received and therefore I enjoyed his reaction. He was like a happy child, proud that his
own staff member had been made such an offer.
He was very eager to make it happen,” the prince
writes in his memoir before going on to describe
how Goebbels started smiling and making fun of
the whole affair.
“Prince Schaumburg, have you already written your first speech as king? Don’t you need a
Propaganda Minister? Could I offer myself to the
post?” Hitler’s Propaganda Minister said, laughing.

Scholars are now almost sure that the three
Icelanders who offered the prince the crown of
Iceland were Jón Leifs, the aforementioned composer and the writers Guðmundur Kamban and
Kristján Albertsson. None of them had any authority to offer a kingship to anybody and their
intentions were unclear. They must have thought
that if Germany would win the war that Iceland
would be secure with a German king.
Iceland gained independence in 1944 and
chose to have a president. Since then the idea of
a king has never been suggested with any real intention.
Prince Friedrich Christian of SchaumburgLippe continued to work for the Nazi regime until
its surrender in 1945. He was captured by the Allies but was not convicted of war crimes. Instead,
he testified in the Nuremberg trials of 1946. He
was part of a German nobility that had lost all
real power after World War I and who the Nazis
used as puppets in their regime to give it more
charm. Like many of these aristocrats, Prince
Schaumburg-Lippe had no real influence in the
Third Reich.
His bid to become the king of Iceland was
swiftly forgotten. He wrote several letters to the
Icelandic government asking if the offer still stood
and if not that he could be given a title in Iceland,
perhaps Graf von Reykjavík, Count of Reykjavík.
Nobody seemed to care about him and didn’t
even bother to write him back. In 1973, he finally decided to pay a visit to his lost kingdom and
sailed to Iceland on a cruiser.
In his book about the prince from 1992, Örn
Helgason writes about this visit:
“It seems that he still expected something
from Icelanders. His hopes were however totally
squashed. The prince was not welcomed in Iceland. Officials, who he tried to turn to, received
him coldly and wanted to ignore him. Others said
they were sick at home to avoid him. Even the
papers, that have nearly always been completely
polarised, joined forces to remain silent about his
voyage, even though many much smaller things
have been considered newsworthy. Few foreigners have shown as much interest in the country or
had a bigger agenda as this German nobleman.”
Prince Friedrich Christian of SchaumburgLippe died in 1983.

• Vegetarian dishes
• Vegan dishes
• Bakes and soups
• Wholesome cakes
• Raw food deserts
• Coffee and tea

.
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graennkostur.is | Skólavörðustíg 8b | 101 Reykjavík | tel.: 552 2028 | Opening hours: Mon - Sat. 11:30 - 21:00 | Sun. 13:00 - 21:00

Insidethe
Volcano
Take part in a great adventure. Descend 120 metres
into a volcano and explore an underground world.

I have never been anywhere
underground that matches
the grandeur and impact of
this place.
- The Sunday Times

Standing inside a volcano
is a strangely emotional
experience.
- The Guardian

One of twenty places in the
world you must see before
you die.
- CNN

Book now at InsideTheVolcano.com or
at your nearest Tourist Information Desk.

For the first time in history, travelers have the opportunity to see
what a volcano looks like on the inside. Descend into a 4.000 year
old magma chamber and experience a new underground world.
•
•
•
•
•

Several departures every day
Maximum 14 people in each tour
Duration: 5-6 hours (up to 45 minutes inside the volcano)
Minimum age: 12 years
Fitness level needed: Moderate. No
knowledge of hiking or climbing is required.

Price: ISK 37,000 per person
More info at InsideTheVolcano.com

Prices from 33 EUR per day!
Get your offer at SADcars.com

YOUR FREE COPY

Keflavík airport and Skógarhlíð 10, 105 Reykjavík
4EL    s INFO SADCARSCOM

Issue 06

STUFFED WITH STUFF

P.22

YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO LIFE, TRAVEL AND
ENTERTAINMENT IN ICELAND

car rental

h
Go Home wit
a story worth
sharing!

“There are two types of people in this
world,” Belfort tells us. “Reasons” people, and “results” people. “Ducks” and
“eagles.”
The Wolf of Wall Street came to Iceland to
motivate us to get back on our feet!

P.25

“Aronofsky has wronged us, himself
and the whole world once again by
delivering a thumping wad of ego-tastic
hyperbole that possesses all the subtlety and intricacy of a facial stabbing.”.
Our film critic wasn’t too impressed with
Darren Aronofsky’s ‘Noah.’

P.38

Open everyday
from 8am-10pm

“’Prince Schaumburg, have you already written your first speech as king?
Don’t you need a Propaganda Minister? Could I offer myself to the post?’
Hitler’s Propaganda Minister said,
laughing.”

Rafting

Ice Climbing Snorkeling

Diving

Glacier Hike Canoeing

Hiking

Climbing

Super-Jeep Caving

Horse Riding Sightseeing Snowmobile Whale Watch ATV

Kayaking

Cycling

Surfing

Boat Ride

Hot Spring

Incentive

Skiing

Mountain Hut Camping

Swimming

Multi Trips

www.adventures.is | info@adventures.is | +354-562-7000 | Downtown Reykjavík Sales Oﬃce at Laugavegur 11

Meet Iceland’s long lost Nazi King…

INFORMATION AND BOOKING CENTRE
Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
Tel: +354 522 4979
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Summer: 8 - 21 · Winter 9 - 19

Music, Art, Films and Events Listings
+ Eating, Drinking and Shopping + Map
Issue 6 - 2014

www.grapevine.is

Your essential guide to life, travel and entertainment in Iceland

The Golden
Plover Is Here!
28
May

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 (C3)
22:00 | ISK Free!

The rage-filled
poet-punkers of
Grísalappalísa have
taken Reykjavík
by force with
their songs about
lost love, the
existential crisis
that accompanies
alcohol-fuelled late
nights and how the
world is out to fuck
you. Expect to hear
fresh material from
their unreleased
album. Joining them
are Pink Street Boys
and Kælan Mikla
TGB
Photo by Magnús Andersen

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
May 23 - June 5
How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. Events
listed are all live performances, with
troubadours and DJs specifically
highlighted. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
listings.grapevine.is. Send us your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

23
May

Friday May 23
Bar 11
21:00 Dimma Album Listening Party
Brikk
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Andrea Gylfa & The Pétur
Sigurðssonar Jazz Band
Dubliner
20:00 Troubadour Andri
English Pub
22:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur /
Tryggvi
Gamli Gaukurinn
23:00 End Of Exams Party: Steinar
/ Basic House Effect / Yngvi
Eysteins
Hannesarholt
21:00 Lady Sings The Blues
Harpa
17:00 Oyama / Jordan Dykstra
Hressó
22:00 DJ Saxxy House
Húrra
23:00 Vök / Kayak / DJ Plan B
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ KGB
KEX Hostel
21:00 Music Mess: Captain Fufanu
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Basic House Effect
Mengi
21:00 Skúli Sverrisson
Paloma
22:00 DJ Flugvél & geimskip / portal2extacy / Páll Ivan Frá Eiðum
& Band
Park
23:00 DJ Ingi Eysteins
Stúdentakjallarinn
21:00 Student Cellar Party

The Shoes, The Gaze, And The Viola
Jordan Dykstra & Oyama
Harpa
Austurbakki 2 (C4) |

17:30 |

ISK

Free!

This month’s Undercurrent concert, Harpa’s monthly series of
Icelandic underground music, promises an evening of soothing
sonic delights with Jordan Dykstra and Oyama. Jordan is known
for his warm walls of phonographies, sundries, piano drones, field
recordings and majestic viola, which is a perfect fit for the equally
atmospheric Oyama, Reykjavík's aspiring shoegaze heroes that
most recently released their six track EP ‘I Wanna.’ Expect to see
a myriad of colourfully dressed fans at this lovely gig who would
squeal out of excitement if only it were appropriate and wouldn’t
harm their street cred. LC
Photo by Magnús Andersen

31
May

Saturday May 24
Bravó
22:00 DJ Katla
Brikk
22:00 DJ KGB
Celtic Cross
23:59 DJ Plan B
Café Rosenberg
21:00 KK / Maggi
Dillon
22:00 kimono / Knife Fights
Dubliner
20:00 Troubadours Ellert / Andri
English Pub
20:00 Troubadours Tryggvi / Eiríkur
/ Steini
Gamli Gaukurinn
21:00 Reopening Party
Harpa
16:00 South Iceland Chamber Choir
& Tavener
20:00 Bryn Tearful
21:00 Lee Ranaldo & Leah Singer
Hressó
22:00 Fox Train Safari
Húrra
23:00 DJ Benni B-Ruff / Árni Kocoon
KEX Hostel
21:00 Music Mess: Parabóla
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ CasaNova / FKNHNDSM
Lebowski Bar
20:00 DJ Anna Rakel / DJ Rúnar

The Most Colourful Spring Concert Of
All Time - Reykjavík Queer Choir
Háteigskirkja
Háteigsvegur 27-29 (F11) |

17:00 |

ISK

2,900

Whether you are a die-hard Queen fan or just Queen-curious, the
Reykjavik Queer Choir is hosting its most colourful spring concert
of all time. Known for singing of a wide variety of music and
performing pieces, including contemporary and classics alike, the
choir is geared up to deliver one hell of a show. The concert is the
last in a series of fundraising events for the choir to get to Dublin,
Ireland, to take part in ‘Various Voices,’ a LGBT choral event.
Come down, sing along, and support the choir. LC

Mengi
21:00 DJ Flugvél & geimskip
Park
23:00 DJ Pétur Örn
Stofan
21:00 Krystal Carma DJ Set

24
May

Sunday May 25
Bravó
20:00 DJ Keri
Brikk
19:00 Live Jazz
Harpa
20:00 In the Light of Air – ICE Ensemble
Húrra
20:00 DJ Steindór Jónsson
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Krystal Carma DJ Set
KEX Hostel
15:00 Danish-Icelandic Jazz Quartet
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Haraldur Einars
Mengi
21:00 Sidsel Endresen

Monday May 26
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Mandólín
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
English Pub
20:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ HalliValli
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Vala

Tuesday May 27
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Pabbi
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEXJazz
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Hallifax

Kimono Clad Knife Fighting Assassins
kimono / Knife Fights
Dillon
Laugavegur 30 (E6) |

22:00 |

ISK

Free!

The kimono trio are probably still dancing in the clouds after
successfully crowdfunding the re-release of their three albums,
which will be remastered on vinyl—no small feat in tiny Iceland.
Seeing kimono live is always a treat, as they have a wealth of
material to go through. If we are truly fortunate, we’ll get to hear
new songs “Mountain” or “Lee Harvey Oswald.” If we are blessed,
kimono will play their 20-minute long “Aquarium.” Joining them
are new wave quartet Knife Fights who recently released their
debut album ‘I Need You To Go To Hell.’ They should also be
pumped up to play this show. Bring out your kimonos and your
(plastic) knives, it’s going to be one heck of a show. TGB
Photo by Yasmin Nowak

Wednesday May 28
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Svavar Knútur & Guests
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadours Roland / Tryggvi
& Ingi
English Pub
20:00 Troubadours Ronald & Maggi
Húrra
22:00 Grísalappalísa / Pink Street
Boys / Kælan Mikla
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Introbeats
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Rakel
Lucky Records
20:00 Myndra

31
May

,AUGAVEGI A  26+   LEBOWSKIBARIS

Thursday May 29
Brikk
22:00 DJ Introbeats
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Belleville
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Pétur
Dillon
21:00 Natthral / Blood Feud / Moldun
English Pub
20:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur
Harpa
20:00 Khatia Buniatishvili
Hressó
22:00 DJ Arnar M
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Alfons X
Paloma
22:00 DJ Myth / DJ Lazybone

Friday May 30
Celtic Cross
23:00 DJ Plan B
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadours Tryggvi / Biggi
Olgeirs
Dillon
21:00 Kvika
Dubliner
20:00 Troubadours Elki / Andri
English Pub
20:00 Troubadours Ronald / Ingi
Valur / Tryggvi
Húrra
21:00 KRAKKKBOT Album Release
Party / DJ Flugvél & geimskip /
Pyrodulia
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Katla
Mengi
21:00 Kippi Kanínus
Paloma
22:00 DJ KGB
Park
23:00 DJ Pétur Örn
Stúdentakjallarinn
21:00 Student Cellar Party

Saturday May 31
Brikk
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Celtic Cross
23:00 DJ Wolves
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadours Ingi Valur and
Biggi Olgeirs

Ain’t No Little Wankers
Ojba Rasta
Gamli Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 (D4) |

21:00 |

ISK

1,500

Eleven heads and 11 instruments, that’s Ojba Rasta for you—one
of Iceland’s most famous and extraordinary dub reggae bands.
Their sound is steeped in the genre’s tradition, with off-beats
and a dropping baseline, but they have added their own unique
twist to it, including a powerful brass element. They frequently
ride out and conquer the downtown club scene with their cool
and laid back attitude, chilling the city's stress with songs about
love and understanding. Bring your rainbow flags, colourful hats
and whatever else you need to get you ready to be reggaed out.
Peace. YN
Photo by Matthew Eisman
Dillon
21:00 Þórunn Antónía
English Pub
20:00 Troubadours Hjálmar / Troubadours Eiríkur and Steini
Háteigskirkja
17:00 Reykjavík Queer Choir Spring
Concert
Hressó
22:00 Span
Gamli Gaukurinn
21:00 Ojba Rasta
Húrra
22:00 DJ Katla
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Símon FKNHNDSM & A:G
Lebowski Bar
20:00 DJ Jesús / DJ Katz
Lindargata 10
20:00 Radical Garden Party: David
Rovics
Mengi
21:00 Arto Lindsay
Paloma
22:00 DJ Kári
Park
23:00 DJ Frikki Fridore

Sunday June 1
Berg Culture House
20:00 Myndra
Brikk
19:00 Live Jazz
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Raggi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Mengi
21:00 Arto Lindsay and Guests

Monday June 2
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Pálmi, Siggi & co.
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
English Pub
22:00 Troubdour Tryggvi
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Brá

Tuesday June 3
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Unnur Birna & Band

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

25
May

Full Flavoured Orchestra
In The Light of Air - ICE Ensemble
Harpa
Austurbakki 2 (C5) |

20:00 |

ISK

4,500

The concert is made up of four themes: Luminance, Serenity, Existence and Remembrance.
These are then tied together through connecting materials, harmonies and sounds into one
ethereal soundscape. Parts of the piece are constructed around each performer, who in turn is
transformed into a “soloist” for one segment, performing with a chamber ensemble. The music is
then complemented with a diverse lighting installation, enhancing the atmospheric experience and
further separating the themes. This delicately-arranged show begs to be attentively experienced
and enjoyed, unlike so many other gigs in Reykjavík in which showing up trashed is par for the
course. LC

230 kr.

Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Roland
English Pub
Troubadour Ingi Valur
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEXJazz
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Halli Einars

290 kr.

Osushi is a unique

Wednesday June 4

restaurant in Iceland.

30

The method of dining involves

315 kr.

May

snatching small plates from
a conveyor belt. Pricing is
distinguished by the color
and pattern of the plate –
most range between

350 kr.

230 - 440 ISK.
Everything off the conveyor
belt is tasty and if you don´t
really fancy sushi, you can

400 kr.

instead choose for example
teriyaki chicken, noodle
salad, tempura and desserts.
The vibe in Osushi is friendly
and relaxed. The restaurant is

420 kr.

located almost next door to

Thursday June 5

Rave and Rumble
Krakkkbot Album Release Party
Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 (C3) |

22:00 |

ISK

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Ylja / Snorri Helgason / Lindy
Vopnfjörð
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadour Hreimur
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Maggi
Gamli Gaukurinn
21:00 Full of Hell
Húrra
20:00 Acoustic Set: Low Roar / Helgi
Valur / DJ Einar Sonic
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Rakel

500

Attention, techno lovers: this is the gig for you. Electronic artist
Krakkkbot is releasing his new record ‘Amateur of the Year Crammed with Cock’ and has invited his friends DJ Flugvél og
geimskip and Pyrodulia to fill Reykjavík’s new club Húrra with
some sick beats. The star of the show, Krakkkbot, will dish out his
brand of electronic doom and the mighty DJ Flugvél & geimskip
will transform the stage into a space capsule, flying through the
ether to the sound of her funky tunes. Also, happy hour lasts until
midnight. YN

Bar 11
22:00 Heimir Klemeson Quartet
Brikk
22:00 DJ Introbeats
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Biggi
Gamli Gaukurinn
21:00 My Brother Is Pale
Lebowski Bar
21:00 DJ Anna Brá

Althingi (the parliament) which
is in the heart of the city.

osushi.is
440 kr.

480 kr.

Pósthússtræti 13 / Borgartúni 29 / Reykjavíkurvegur 60 HF.
Tel: 561 0562 / www.osushi.is

Step into
the Viking Age
Experience Viking-Age Reykjavík at the
new Settlement Exhibition. The focus of the
exhibition is an excavated longhouse site which
dates from the 10th century ad. It includes
relics of human habitation from about 871, the
oldest such site found in Iceland.

Multimedia techniques bring Reykjavík’s
past to life, providing visitors with insights
into how people lived in the Viking Age, and
what the Reykjavík environment looked like
to the first settlers.

The exhibition and
museum shop are open
daily 10–17
Aðalstræti 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland
Phone +(354) 411 6370
www.reykjavikmuseum.is

ART
OPENINGS AND ONGOING

24
May

The Rise Of Icelandic Contemporary Art
Exhibition: 'Your Compound View'
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 (D3) |
10:00 - 17:00 |

ISK

1,300

This exhibition features 80 pieces of Icelandic art from 1970 to 2010, providing a clear overview of the
origins and development of Icelandic contemporary art, which is traced back to the "SÚM generation"
(Association of Young Artists). These visionaries embarked on post-graduate studies in Europe and
North America, only to then continue honing their craft in Iceland, inspiring the next generations.
The exhibition features the works of some of Iceland’s best-known artists, including Ólafur Elíasson,
Ragnar Kjartansson, Gabríela Friðriksdóttir and Hreinn Friðfinnsson. Many different media are
employed in this exhibition, offering something for everyone. TGB

May 23 - June 5
How to use the listings: Venues
are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is Send us your listings to:
listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Gamla Bíó
Gísli Súrsson
Actor Elvar Logi performs one-man
show based on the fable of the outlaw
Gísli Súrsson. Elvar was born in the
same area that 'Gísla Saga' takes
place in.
Shown May 28 and 30, June 6, 7, 13,
14 and 15 at 20:00
National Gallery
Sigurjón Ólafsson Retrospective
The National Gallery of Iceland opens a
retrospective exhibition of the works
of abstract sculptor Sigurjón Ólafsson
(1908–1982), who was one of the most
influential Icelandic artists in the postwar era, and was throughout his life in
the forefront of Icelandic sculpture.
Opens May 24
Runs until October 29
Nordic House
Water World
This is a photo project that focuses
on water and its journey over the
mountain, a project that artist Hans
Månsson started four years ago during a nature hike in Höglekardalen, a
small mountain village in the province
of Jamtland. This is the first time the
exhibition is shown outside Sweden.
Opens May 24
Runs until June 16
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
Your Compound View - Selection
from the collection from 19702010
The exhibition comprises a total of
around 80 pieces from the period
1970–2010, representing three generations of artists. The origins of Icelandic contemporary art can be traced
back to the rebellion of the “SÚM
generation” (SÚM – Association of
Young Artists) against the dominance
of abstract painters in Icelandic art in
the early 1960s.
Opens May 24
Runs Until September 7
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
Affinities
The exhibition is made up of works
which span a period of 73 years and
are not curated in terms of a historical
overview or thematic approach—the
works of different artists are juxtaposed, two or three together, in order
to highlight the similarities or affinities

between them. A painting of a door
by Þorri Hringsson may thus be compared with a geometrical abstract by
Þorvaldur Skúlason: Þorri objectifies
the form, while Þorvaldur rejects all
allusion to external reality.
Opens May 31
Runs until September 14
Reykjavík, Town, Structure
The exhibition explores how Icelandic
artists perceived the town as it developed into a city, over 102 years from
1891 to 1993. While Reykjavík was
not large around the turn of the 20th
century—hardly more than a village in
international terms, lacking electricity,
mains water and drains—artists frequently made it out to be grander than
it actually was. Then, in the following
years, there was a mass migration
from the rural areas, greatly expanding the city from 6,000 inhabitants to
119,764.
Opens May 31
Runs until September 14
The School of Photography
End Of First Year Show
First year students of photography exhibit some of their best shots, whether
they are portrait, landscape, fashion or
other photos. Free admission.
Opens May 31
Runs until June 8
Spark Design Space
In Your Hands
The project 'In your hands – three-dimensional creation and technique' is a
dynamic cross-discipline workshop of
artists, designers, computer engineers
that takes place as part of the Reykjavìk Arts Festival 2014. The participants
explore the revolution of creative
processes through 3D printing. They
reveal their whole creative process
and if you stop by before June 6 you'll
be able to witness different stages of
the artwork.
Opens May 22
Runs until June 14
Tjarnabíó
Wide Slumber
Wide Slumber mixes poetry, music and
theatre in a performance composed
by Valgeir Sigurðsson with visuals
crafted by the VaVaVoom Theatre.
Four musicians, three singers and
a performer lull the audience into a
limbo between dreams and reality,
mixing sleep and dream studies with
lepidoptery (the study of butterflies
and moths), exploring the theme of
metamorphosis. It is inspired by the
award-winning poetic fantasia 'Wide
Slumber for Lepidopterists' by Angela
Rawlings and premieres as a part of
the Reykjavík Arts Festival.
Opens on May 24
Runs Until May 26

Ongoing
Árbær Museum
A guided tour in English through this
open air museum, which consists of
20 buildings happens daily at 13:00.
Admission 1,100 ISK.
On permanent view
Anarkía
Word
Artist Finnbogi Helgason uses writing
and words to form his paintings,
words that represent the elements
that compose human beings—Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Carbon and the
like. The words may not be apparent
to the casual viewer, but they make
up the paintings themselves, and the
exhibition as a whole is a model study
using words.
Runs until June 1
Ellipse
Art is not perfect but art is the eternal
quest, which is the purpose of the
creative process, says artist Kristín
Tryggvadóttir. This exhibition attempts
to engage the viewer with the forces
of nature and the eternal circulation of a continuous displacement of
matter which does not disappear but
is transformed. All matter has its own
space, visible or invisible, and even
the smallest particle moved away,
leaves behind an empty space.
Runs until June 1
Art 67
Eduard Belsky
Eduard Belsky is one of the most popular and established contemporary
Ukrainian artists. His work predominantly focuses on surreal female figures, and mostly utilises oil and acrylic
to depict the visions in his mind.
Runs until May 31
Artótek
Lestur / Reading
Guðrún Kristjánsdóttir displays a
mixture of recent and older artwork
that relates to reading in various ways.
One of her outstanding pieces is a
painting that recites an old verse from
the first and most famous poem of the
Poetic Edda Völuspá: 'Áminning um
von / A Reminder Of Hope.'
Runs until June 1
The Culture House
An exhibit showcasing principal medieval manuscripts, such as Codices
Regii of the Poetic Edda, Prose Edda,
law codices and Christian works, and
the Icelandic Sagas.
On permanent view
Child of Hope - Youth and Jón
Sigurðsson
Exploring the life of Icelandic national
hero Jón Sigurðsson, made especially
accessible to children, families and
school groups.
On permanent view

t!
Do i

1½ hour

Whale

Watching
& Puffin Tours
from Reykjavík

We are located in the whale watching area at Reykjavík Old Harbour.

Sími/Tel. 861 3840

Departure times: 10.00 & 14.00

A Guided Walking Tour

Dark Deeds
in Reykjavík
Every Thursday in June, July and August at 3pm
This 90 min. walk is at an easy pace
and suits everyone
Join
Starts at Reykjavík City Library
in Tryggvagata 15
www.literature.is
Free of charge
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Tel. 411 6100

ART
OPENINGS AND ONGOING

Travel the
world of music
View our exciting 2013/14 season
at www.sinfonia.is.

Box office » 528 5050 » www.sinfonia.is » www.harpa.is

Millennium - Phase One
A selection of pieces from the collection
of the National Gallery, including a
variety of works by Icelandic artists in
the last two centuries.
On permanent view
The Library Room
The old reading room of the National
Library displays books of Icelandic
cultural history dating from the 16th
century to the present day.
On permanent view
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden
with 26 bronze casts of the artist's
sculptures.
On permanent view
Hverfisgallerí
Mapping The Land
Hildur Bjarnadóttir explores the idea
of a painting through the medium
of weaving in her exhibition. She
produced her artwork using two
basic methods: colouring the thread
with acrylic paint before it is woven,
and experimenting with natural plant
colouring. Each plant is connected
to a specific place, carrying a sort of
genetic code about its location as well
as the people and fauna surrounding
it. The exhibition follows up on Hildur's
past work, which is deeply rooted in
nature.
Runs until June 28
i8 Gallery
'1s & 0s'
The series by artist Ignacio Uriarte comprises 128 sheets of A4 paper, covered
in typewritten 1s and 0s. Each sheet is
typed on different typewriters, which
produce very different results.
Runs until June 2
The Icelandic Phallological
Museum
The museum contains a collection of
more than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to almost all the land
and sea mammals that can be found
in Iceland.
On permanent view
Kling & Bang
The Five Live Lo-Fi
Out of the mysterious and ambiguous
zone of the creative process, a piece
composed of four different parts has
come into being, including installations, sound frequencies, space,
installations, television cameras and
fleeting and temporary performances
of the participating artists.
Runs until June 22
Living Art Museum
Time and Time and Again
Hreinn Friðfinnsson's film is based and
inspired by his own life and artworks.
It tells the story about two twins that
were separated at birth. One was
sent to the mountains of Iceland
and the other one below sea level
in Amsterdam. The different gravity
and oxygen level has made them age
differently. The story is a metaphor for
the dialectic of life and human beings.
The exhibition also shows Hreinn's
selected pieces of his new and older
work.
Runs until June 5
Mengi
Myndliðir
Jóhannes Dagsson opens exhibit

Where's Word-o?
Exhibition: 'Word'
Anarkía
Hamraborg 3 | May 10 - June 1

15-18 | ISK Free!

If you were a fan of the 'Where's Waldo?' books when you were
young, and like abstract art, then you definitely need to check out
Finnbogi Helgason’s new exhibit. It features a series of abstract
paintings made up of letters that on closer examinations form the
building block elements of human beings—Hydrogen, Nitrogen,
Carbon, Zinc, and so on. In other words, the paintings are a model
study, and even if the casual viewer may only see a pretty piece
made up of words, each is in fact a puzzle waiting to be solved.
Can you solve them all? TGB
'Myndliðir' ("Fragmented Pictures")
which features several oil paintings on
canvas.
Runs until June 8
Mokka-Kaffi
Janina and the Whale
German artist Frida Adriana Martins
composed a picture story of insanely
wonderful women and whales. Her
exhibition is not only about aesthetics but also a political statement for
a better understanding of mentally ill
people. The artist herself suffers from
occasional depressions and demands
the end of stigmatising those affected.
Art helped her to put structure into
her thoughts as a painting is always
a composition in itself. One of her
paintings show the Commerson's
dolphin, a species that only swims on
its back and suffers from ADHD. This
exhibition is part of the "Art without
Borders" programme
Runs until June 5
Museum of Design and Applied
Art
Ertu tilbúin frú forseti?
The Museum of Design and Applied
Art's exhibition, ‘Are you ready,
Madam President,’ displays clothing
and other accessories from the wardrobe of former Icelandic President
Vigdís Finnbogadóttir. The exhibition
gives visitors a glimpse into Vigdís's
preferences in choosing her wardrobe

and style, and also the personal lives
and habits of heads of state.
Runs until October 5
Kosmos
Dew is a growing group of Icelandic
product designers who work with
international manufacturers. Their
varied designs reflect experiments with
new materials. With a powerful creative
urge to find innovative uses for materials, often resulting in unexpected
results, such as the 'Kosmos' exhibit.
Dew's designs have a strong link to
Icelandic heritage, seeking inspiration
in landscapes and history of traditional
craftsmanship, which is fused together
in new and exciting ways.
Runs until June 8
National Gallery of Iceland
(Listasafn Íslands)
Pull Yourself Together
Nina Lassila is a Finnish visual artist
who specialises in three large bodies
of work: site- and issue-specific video
works, performances for video and a
series of telepathic live events. In her
art, she deals with questions of identity
and has a particular interest in conventions based on gender.
Runs until May 29
The National Museum
Inspirations
The original subjects of Ron Rosenstock's black and white photography–
land, sky, trees, and glaciers–serve as
initial inspiration for this exhibition. He
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Wide Slumber
ISK 3.900 ISK
Tjarnarbíó, Tjarnargata 12 (E3)

20:00

Inspired by Angela Rawling’s poetry book ‘Wide Slumber
For Lepidopterists,’ four musicians, three singers and a
performer come together in a performance that blurs all
boundaries between dreams and reality. In interpreting
Angela’s book which alikened sleep to the life cycle of
moths, rising, transforming, getting attracted to a bright
light before fizzling away, the three singers take on the
roles of a somnologist, lepidopterist and an insomniac. LC

May 23 PEANUT-BUTTER-TECHNO-TIME If danc-

ing and feeling happy is what you want to
do, this is not a night to miss. DJ Flugvél
& geimskip, portal2extacy and Páll Ivan
Frá Eiðum & Band are putting on a live
performance at Paloma, and it promises to
be a great one.

Tom Shillue’s stand up
ISK Free!
20:00
Stúdentakjallarinn - Háskólatorg, Sæmundargata (H3)
Known for having been side by side with Jimmy Fallon
on the Late Night Show and a correspondent of the
Daily Show, comedian Tom Shillue makes his way to
Iceland, but not for the first time. Having toured Iceland
with Jim Gaffigan, Tom must have taken a liking to
the country as he’s performing for free! He’s joined
by Icelandic comedian Rökkvi Vésteinsson, whose
inappropriate jokes will leave you gasping for air, be it
from laughter or rage. YN

31
-1
May June

ART

Cast Tha’ Anchor

May 24 NEW STAGE, NEW SYSTEM, SAME BEER The
folks at Gamli Gaukurinn have just repositioned and expanded their stage, improved
the sound system, and generally made their
place better all around. To celebrate, they
are throwing a party, and they want you to
be there! So come along, the party starts at
21:00 and probably last until the sun rises.
May 24 - June 16

The viking:info

NO KEVIN COSTNER IN SIGHT

Swedish artist Hans Månsson has a new
photo exhibit in the Nordic House called
'Water World,' that's all about the a 20
metre long mountain stream and the cycle
water goes through. Free admission.

May 29 DARK, DARKER, DARKEST On this lovely

night, Dillon whiskey bar offers a night
of brutal proportions, with bands Natthral,
Blood Feud and Moldun set to step on
stage and slaughter our eardrums. Be sure
to show up with a comfort blanket, you'll
need it afterwards.

Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

Festival of the Sea
ISK Free!
Reykjavík’s West Harbour, Grandagarður (C3)
This festival originates from the traditional Icelandic
Sjómannadagur, or the awkwardly named “Seaman’s
Day.” Come and celebrate its 75th anniversary in true
sea-style. Get your face painted like a pirate, dance
to your favourite sea shanties with the smell of fish
sharply embedded in your nostrils, send a message in
a bottle, learn to skin a fish like a true sailor and watch
the Icelandic rescue squad re-enact a rescue at sea in
Reykjavík harbour. LC

info@theviking.is
www.theviking.is

Akureyri
Reykjavík

TAX FREE
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Loft Hostel

9

Prikið

Geirsgata 7b/Verbúð 2

Austurstræti 6

Bankastræti 7

Bankastræti 12

Nestled in one of the former fishing
warehouses of the old harbour, Café Haiti
is surely one of Reykjavík’s best cafés (and
this is no mean feat, as the city has some
nice coffee on offer). Go there for an excellent cup and some delicious light snacks
during the day, or indulge in beer and lowkey concerts at night.

Micro Bar sits snuggled up behind the lobby
of City Center Hotel and offers Reykjavík’s
best selection of microbrew beers, served by
knowledgeable and polite staff. This is one of
the few bars in Reykjavík where you can have
a conversation with your mates without having to shout over live bands or loud music.

With a brilliant location right in the centre of
the action, the views from the upstairs bar
and rooftop patio at the Loft Hostel can't
be more entertaining. In addition to clean,
comfortable rooms for all types of travellers,
this new hostel is quickly becoming a hotspot
for live music and comfortable accommodation alike.

Prikið is one of those places that shapeshifts. It’s a warm café lined
with photographs of its senior frequenters on weekdays, a hung-over hangout on
weekend afternoons, and during nights
it’s filled to the brim with what remains of
Iceland’s hip hop scene.

Useful Numbers

Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1313
The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2,
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies

Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and
The only public transport available in Reykjavík
tourist shops have longer opening hours.
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children. varies plus or minus a few hours.
Multiple day passes are available for purchase at Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00select locations. Complete route map available
16:00.
at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from
Post Offices
07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on
Post offices are located around the city. The
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5,
Lækjartorg.
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also
Opening Hours
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
and some grocery stores.
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and
04:30 on weekends.
Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00,

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 118
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
BSR: 561 0000
Tax-Free Refund
Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
Tourist Information
Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
tel: 562 7000
City Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300
Coach Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Domestic Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

Public Transport

LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
All the events and all the action
on 5 Big HD Screens.
Icelandic beer on draft.
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Shalimar

Right on the corner where Austurstræti meets
Ingolfstorg sits the cosy and colourful Shalimar restaurant. One of Reykjavík's culinary
landmarks, Shalimar has been dishing out
spicy Northern Pakistani and Indian cuisine
since 2001. Shalimar is a great place to treat
yourself to some of the best South-Asian
cooking Reykjavík has to offer, the tandoori
naan bread is especially tasty.
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Appropriately named 'The Corner' after its position on the street, this Reykjavík institution
is one of the oldest dining establishments in
the city. Opened in 1979, the family business
has been serving fantastic Italian fare in a
remarkably unique atmosphere. It is truly a
stand-alone restaurant in town and hands
down one of the best.
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INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 1A 101 REYKJAVÍK
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. .and all the Icelandic beers in one awsome place!
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Pioneering New Nordic Kitchen-style cuisine
in Iceland, Dill Restaurant very quickly
gained status as a Reykjavík favourite, which
it continues to live up to after moving to
Hverfisgata. Using fresh and classic Nordic
ingredients exclusively, Dill offers a unique
dining experience whether you go for their
short and simple lunchtime menu or the
extensive evening one.
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Fish • Lamb • Whale
Icelandic cuisine with a twist
Icelandic music and nightlife
Mix with the locals
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Offering an eclectic selection of fresh and
healthy flavours, this new addition to casual
downtown dining prides itself on the use of
local and seasonal produce. From their ingredient list they turn out Middle Eastern, Soul
Food, vegetarian and vegan dishes that are
perfect when you need more than a snack,
but less than a full horse.
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GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
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A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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Food
Hamborgarabúllan is that grey, teardropshaped wee building down by the harbour on
the corner of Geirsgata and Ægisgata. Inside
the small dining area, the high tables and
bar stool seating, the posters of upcoming
events plastered on the walls, and the sharing
of newspapers and The Biggest Pub Jokes
Ever (both Volumes I and II), all make the
atmosphere just as one would expect from a
friendly burger joint in a small harbour town.
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Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

New In Town

Aðalstræti 10, Reykjavík
Museum of Design and
Applied Art, Garðabær
13 Húrra
Tryggvagata 22

www.kraum.is
(354) 517 7797
Find us on Facebook

Although we made many good memories in
Harlem, the arrival of Húrra is a real occasion
for celebration. The walls may be dark and
adorned with gloomy paintings, and the
lighting minimal, but when the bands step
onto the stage the place really comes into
its own. With an already impressive sound
system, the owners promise to improve it
even further in the near future with the aim
of delivering a great experience for music
fans throughout Reykjavík. Oh, and they serve
Einstök Pale Ale in beer mugs! It's fantastic!
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Bar 11
Hverfisgötu 18 | E5

Kaldi Bar / Café
Laugavegur 20b | E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54 | F6

Kofinn
Laugavegur 2 | E5

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | F6

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E5

Brikk
Hafnarstræti 18 | D4

Mánabar
Hverfisgata 20 | E5

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10 | E4

Celtic Cross
Hverfisgata 26 | E5

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4

Paloma
Naustin 1-3 | D5

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | F6

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Dolly
Hafnarstræti 4 | D3

Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D3

Stofan Café
Aðalstræti 7 | D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | E3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D3

Gamli Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E6

ÍGU
R

One of the oldest established businesses
in the country, these goldsmiths have
transcended nearly 150 years and have seen
three generations of the same family pass
down their coveted tradition. Their works are
truly unique pieces of Icelandic tradition.

Public Phones
There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið,
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid international phone cards
are recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access
Most cafés offer free wireless internet
access. Computers with internet connections are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near
Laugavegur 45
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
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ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 | B2
Mon-Sun 10-22
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | E7
Tuesday through Sunday
14–18
www.artmuseum.is

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is

JÖR

12

KronKron

Laugavegur 89

Laugavegur 63b

This high-end men’s fashion boutique caters
to those whose bodies only tolerate the
finest fabrics and most delicate of tailoring.
Head designer Guðmundur Jörundsson, who
honed his craft in the exclusive haberdasher
Kormaks & Skjaldar, gives impeccable
attention to each item, leaving the wearer
feeling like a million bucks.

If it’s cutting-edge, international big name
designers you are in the market for, then this
store will be to you like Willy Wonka’s factory was to Charlie. Fully stocked with the
chicest young names in fashion and some
one-of-a-kind local designs too—the shoes
are not to be missed!

The National and University Library,
Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28
Swimming Pools
There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
located at Barónsstígur. It features a
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu
from 06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00,
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from
10:00–18:00.

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 | E4
www.hverfisgalleri.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat
13–17 and by appointment. www.i8.is
The Icelandic Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116 | F8
www.phallus.is

GU

Gullkistan

Frakkastígur 10

E

Kaffibarinn
Bergstraðastræti 1 | E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 | E5
www.hannesarholt.is
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10

B5
Bankastræti 5 | E4

Hitt Húsið
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E4
www.hitthusid.is
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Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata | G6
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
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Austur
Austurstræti 7 | E3

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74
Mon-Fri through Sept. 1
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Austurstræti 20 | E4
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Opening hours
September — May
9:00 — 18:00 weekdays
10:00 — 17:00 saturdays
12:00 — 17:00 sundays

Amsterdam
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers located, for example, at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by
Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be found inside the Reykjavík
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 | C2
www.kirs.is
Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E6
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
www.this.is/klingogbang
Knitting Iceland
Laugavegur 25 | E6
www.knittingiceland.is
Kunstschlager
Rauðarárstígur 1 | G8
Mon-Sat from 15-18
www.kunstschlager.com
Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Tue-Sun 12-17
www.nylo.is
Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 | F6
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
www.mokka.is
The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F4
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G2
Open daily 10–17
www.natmus.is

Reykjavík Art
Museum Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily 10-17
Settlement Exhibition
Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | E3
Open daily 10–17

G

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
www.maritime-vv
museum.is
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–
Sun 13–17
www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Saga Museum
Perlan, open daily 10-18
www.sagamuseum.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D4
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is
Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
Mon-Fri 10-18
Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesignspace.com
Týsgallerí
Týsgötu 3 | F5
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 | E6
Open daily 09-02
www.windandweather.is
ÞOKA
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.thoka.is

F

Best Of

Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Reykjavík

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating some
of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully never-ending
discussion. The primary purpose of BEST OF REYKJAVÍK is celebration! It’s about big-upping stuff,
giving mad props to it and patting it on the shoulder. The following are some nice tips we pulled
from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2013 which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

ELDING
WHALE WATCHING

BEST LATE NIGHT BITE:
NONNABITI

BEST SHOCK-WALK:
5:00 IN THE MORNING ON
LAUGAVEGUR

BEST RECORD STORE:
LUCKY RECORDS

A Nonni boat (or sub, hoagie or grinder
for non-local readers) is one of those
incredible late-night foods that inspired
impassioned responses from our respondents—some enamoured, some disgusted,
and others wallowing in self-loathing.
Still, it was unanimous that shoving one of
these in your food-hole at 2am is basically
unbeatable. By the time you get to the end
of one, you’re just drinking down all those
delicious sauces. Plus, several folks also
pointed out that Nonni himself is a total
hunk and super nice to chat with.

If you’re looking to be dragged into the
throes of both utter disgust and complete
amazement, try to stay lucid enough on a
weekend night out to catch the revelry of
the post-closing time parade on the main
drag. A few things we’ve witnessed: people
vomiting over their shoulder as they stumble-walk, girls hiking their skirts up and
literally pissing in the middle of the sidewalk, two obvious strangers approaching
and making out within 20 seconds, the list
goes on. Maybe this is a bit of a no-brainer,
but we still think Laugavegur at 5 AM is a
sight to behold.

Now in its huge new digs on Rauðarástígur,
Lucky Records is likely to win BEST
RECORD STORE for all perpetuity. It’s not
just the great selection of records that
makes Lucky the best, it’s also the store’s
personality, which has only gotten better
since the move. Many of us are devoted
customers and we are so proud to see
them doing great things. Luck really is on
their side.

from Reykjavik

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round
EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Feb

Mar
9:00

13:00

13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00* 17:00
20:30**

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug
Sep
Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00
10:00
13:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 31 July

Other adventures
Sea Angling daily at 11:00 from 1 May to 31 August
Puﬃn Watching daily at 9:30 and 15:00 from 15 May to 15 August

Hafnarastræti 9

Laugavegur

Rauðarárstígur 10

www.elding.is
Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK.

A GUIDE
THAT FUCKS
YOU UP

Húrra
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00. Beer 500 ISK.
Iða Zimsen
Coffee happy hour every day from 8:00 to
10:00. All coffee 300 ISK. Every day from
19:00 to 22:00. Beer 445 ISK.
Kaffi Kompaníið
Friday to Saturday from 14:00 to 17:00.
2 for 1 Beer 850 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

A list of every
Happy Hour in
101 Reykjavík

Island
Well worth a visit.

Biffajk taken from TripAdvisor

Summer Schedule 15 May - 30 September
From Elding (Ægisgarður) to Viðey
11.50
14.50

From Skarfabakki to Viðey
10.15 11.15 12.15 13.15 14.15 15.15 16.15 17.15
From Viðey to Skarfabakki
12.30
13.30 13.30 14.30 15.30 16.30
From Viðey to Harpa and Elding (Ægisgarður)
14.30
17.30
11.30 13.30

Viðey

Skarfabakki
Harpa

Kolabrautin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 450 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, Cocktails from
1,000 ISK.

B5
Every day from 16:00 to 22:00. Beer 550 ISK,
Cider 700 ISK, Wine 550 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2 for 1 Beer 950 ISK, Wine for 1,100 ISK.

Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 450 ISK

Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Cider 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Bar 11
Thursday to Saturday from
21:00 to 00:00. Beer 500 ISK.

17.30 18.30

Bjarni Fel
Monday to Friday from 21:00 to 23:00. 2 for 1
Beer 990 ISK, shot with soda 1,300 ISK.
Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK, Wine 550 ISK.
Bravó
Every Day from 17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
2 for 1 Beer 900 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Celtic Cross
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00. 2 for 1 Beer
1,000 ISK. Every Thursday from 17:00 to
01:00. 2 for 1 all draft Beers.

#videy
videy.com
533 5055

Elding

Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Bíó Paradís
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 19:30.
2 for 1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.

15.00

Old harbour

Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 20:00 to 22:00.
Beer 450 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.

101 Hótel
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 470 ISK,
Wine 740 ISK.

hidden treasure
“ Really
off Reykjavik.

From Harpa to Viðey
12.00
13.30

Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer for 650 ISK, Wine for 650 ISK.

Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2 for 1 Beer
950 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.
Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer, Wine and Whisky each 550 ISK.
Dolly
Wednesday to Thursday from 20:00 to 22:00,
Friday to Saturday from 20:00 to 23:00. Beer
500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.

Download the FREE
Grapevine Appy
Hour app!
Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
store and on the
Android Market.
Dubliner
Every day from opening until 22:00. 2 for 1
Beer 1,000 ISK, 2 for 1 Wine 1,000 ISK, shot
of Jameson 900 ISK.
Einar Ben
Every day from 19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Gamli Gaukurinn
Every day from 21:00 to 22:00.
Beer 500 ISK, single shot 500 ISK.
Hótel 1919
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 575 ISK, Cocktail of the day half price.

Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK.
Miðgarður Bistro bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK.
Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, House Wine 600 ISK.
Park
Friday to Saturday from 22:00 to 02:00.
Beer 500 ISK, single shot 400 ISK.
Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Roadhouse
Friday and Saturday from 21:30 to 23:00.
2 for 1 Beer 895 ISK, Wine 895 ISK.
SKY Bar & Lounge
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00, Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
Slippbarinn
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 500 ISK, selected Cocktails 950 ISK.
Stofan
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00. Beer 750 ISK.

Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK, Cocktail of the day 1,200 ISK.

Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 2 for 1 Beer 950
ISK, 2 for 1 Wine 800 ISK.

Hótel Natura
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 475 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

Vínsmarkkarinn
Monday to Saturday from 18:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

ART
ONGOING

Route 40 takes you to

– continued –
then digitally edits the images like he
used to do in the darkroom to bring
out what he felt like at the time of
exposure. Ron is an American photographer and has been a professional
photo tour leader since 1967. His
photographs have been shown at numerous exhibits and many books have
been published on his photography.
Runs until July 27
The Making Of A Nation
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from the Settlement to the
present day.
On permanent view
The Old Harbour
Iceland Expo Pavillion
Every day from 10:00 to 22:00,
Sagafilms projects a film of Icelandic
scenery inside their Iceland Expo
Pavillion which provides a unique 360
degree movie experience.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn
Selection from the Ásmundur
Sveinsson Collection
The exhibition spans over Ásmundur
Sveinsson's entire career and shows
how his artistic vision developed
throughout his life. Among the oldest
exhibits are sculptures that he created
as a student; later came the grand
masterpieces that praise Icelandic
people, folktales and nature, and
finally the collection shows a number
of abstract works, that the artist
created in the last decades of his life.
Ásmundur was one of the pioneers of
Icelandic plastic art.
Runs until August 31
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
Erró: The World Today
The Reykjavík Art Museum's already
large collection of paintings by Erró
has grown considerably in recent
years, as the artist continues to
donate his more recent works. These
pieces–including collages, oils, watercolours and enamels–are on display.
Runs until September 28
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
The Seasons in Kjarval’s Art
Every season imbues the land with new
life, and every cloud sheds new colour
on the mountains. This exhibit focuses
on how land and saga merge to become one in the works of celebrated
Icelandic artist Jóhannes Kjarval.
Runs until October 12
The Reykjavík City Library
Dreambuddies
The Reykjavík City Library exhibits
Dreambuddies, a collection of contemporary children's comics that have
been created by Finnish, Swedish,
Norwegian and Estonian comic artists.
Runs until May 31
Collection
The collection centres around new
Nordic literature, both fiction and
nonfiction. The library lends out
novels, academic publications, audio
books and more.
On permanent view
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2: The Settlement
Exhibition
Archaeological findings from ruins of
one of the first houses in Iceland and
other excavations in the city centre
are on display daily from 10:00 to
17:00
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
From Poverty to Abundance
This exhibit features photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at the turn of
the 20th century.
On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland's maritime history that showcases the growth of the Reykjavík
Harbour is presented in this exhibition.
On permanent view
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
The vessel Óðinn has sailed through
all three of Iceland's Cod Wars and
has also served as a rescue ship to
over 200 ships. It is presented to the
general public.
On permanent view

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design
on your way to the Blue Lagoon

Yarning Over Iceland

Exhibition 'Mapping The Land'

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 (E4) |May 22- June 28

Route 40
11-17 | ISK Free!

Hildur Bjarnadóttir’s visual art technique is quite unusual—instead
of drawing, sketching or painting, she weaves her art together
onto a canvas. Hildur experimented with using natural plant
colouring in her works, using plants she picked in Flóahreppur, a small municipality of 594. She also used another colouring
method: conventional acrylic paint. The origins of the colours and
their link to nature are essential in Hildur’s work. Each plant and
colour is connected to a specific place, carrying a sort of genetic
code about its location as well as the people and fauna surrounding it. YN

20th Anniversary
Exhibition of
the Museum
Works from the
Permanent Collection

Are you ready
Madam President?
Kosmos
Dögg Guðmundsdóttir

Lusus naturae
Ólöf Nordal, Gunnar Karlsson
& Þuríður Jónsdóttir

Fancy-Cake
in the Sun
Dieter Roth

Kópavogur Art Museum
/ Gerðarsafn
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Snap, Chat, And All Of That

End of year show for first year photography students

Ljósmyndaskólinn
Hólmaslóð 6 (A3) | May 30 - June 8

Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík

14-20 | ISK Free!

( áður Harlem, Bakkus )

Live Music
Party DJ’s

Students of the School of Photography are presenting the culmination of their first year of studies. The exhibition consists of portraits, fashion, documentary, landscape and artistic photos, both
in digital and analogue. Whatever you are most into, you should
check out what these kids are up to and see if you can spot the
next RAX, Spessi or Ari Magg of Iceland. TGB

- Fresh new music and older established bands

Find all art listings
online
listings.grapevine.is

- Keep the party going until the break of dawn

Happy Hour
- Every day from 18:00 - 22:00

Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Nightlight in Skotið
Henning Kreitel's exhibition is inspired
by the architectural structure of the
old city centre of Reykjavik and its
surrounding light. When the city center was transformed in the '50s there
were few regulations in place about
city planning. As such, Reykjavík
is characterised by gaps of unused
space which lets light interact with
the shapes and colors of buildings.
Henning captured the different moods
of the light-caused scenery compositions.
Runs until June 24
SÍM
Circling
Anna Þ. Guðjónsdóttir, Hulda B. Ágústsdóttir, Ragnheiður Ragnarsdóttir and
Sigríður Ágústdóttir present together
an exhibition inspired by Jalaluddin
Rumi's works.
Runs until May 23

Týsgallerí
Bjarni Þórarinnsson
Bjarni has developed a personal
language code system called Vísirósir
with which he creates flower or mandala like images with new words and
sentences.
Runs until June 7
Volcano House
The exhibition gives a brief overview of
Iceland's geological history and volcanic systems with superb photographs
of volcanic eruptions and other magnificent aspects of Icelandic nature.
On permanent view
Wind and Weather Gallery
Still life?
Ragnheiður Káradóttir composed a
mixed media art installation for her
new exhibition, in which she presents
sculptures made from natural materials like wood, clay, fur and fabric.
Ragnheiður has a transcendent
approach and looks at her work as
a dialogue between infinite subconscious states that are interacting
non-verbally.
Runs until June 30

New venue

ila-HÖNNUN

in Reykjavik

for Concerts

and Parties

OU T SIDE

REYKJAVÍK MAY 23 TO JUNE 5
for everyday life.
On permanent display

Skagafjörður

The Glaumbær Farm
The first exhibition of Glaumbær Farm
was opened in 1952, but the farm
was functional until 1947. The old turf
farmhouse forms the backdrop for
exhibitions focusing on rural life in 18th
and 19th century Iceland.
On permanent display.

East Iceland
Egilsstaðir
Sláturhúsið

“Dance Workshop with SHÄR”

Country Is As Country Does
Ylja / Snorri Helgason / Lindy Vopnfjörð
Græni Hatturinn, Hafnarstræti 96, 600 Akureyri
June 5 at 21:00 | ISK 2,500

Eskifjörður

When in the countryside, take off those pop-spewing headphones and
check out whose milkshake brings all the locals to the yard. Ylja play
their ethereal folky joyousness, soft harmonies in floaty gowns while
maintaining meaningful eye contact with the audience, playing the
kind of music that begs for a tambourine solo. Snorri Helgason will
make you dance, or perhaps waltz, in a gentle-country manner with his
Americana/pop influenced folk music. Finally, you can catch Lindy Vopnfjörð, a singer-songwriter from Canada, who has been playing music
since, like, forever. Check it out. LC
Photo by Simon Zachary Chetrit

OUTSIDE
REYKJAVÍK
North Iceland
Akureyri
Akureyri

Sailor's Day

On this day, all sailors have a day off
where they can enjoy festivities with
the landlubbers. There is a diverse
family friendly programme in Akureyri,
offering sailing boat exhibitions, wares
and food for sale at markets, and a
memorial service for those who have
been lost at sea. And, of course, a
pillow fight.
May 30 - June 1

by the sea

and a delicious lobster

at Fjörubordid in Stokkseyri

Akureyri Art Museum
Lily Adamsdóttir

Lily Adamsdóttir opens her first
exhibition in Akureyri, utilising
Icelandic wool and exploring concepts
such as beginning, ending, material,
product, cause, consequence,
opportunity and beauty. Lily uses
various methods such as performance
art, video, drawings, textiles and
installations in her work.
Runs until June 8
Græni Hatturinn

At the seashore the giant lobster makes
appointments with mermaids and landlubbers.
He waves his large claws, attracting those desiring
to be in the company of starfish and lumpfish.

Spör ehf.

Helgi Björns & Reiðmenn Vindanna

Come celebrate the Sailors' Day with
the one and only Helgi Björns and
Reiðmenn Vindanna ("Riders Of The
Winds").
May 31 at 23:30
Ylja / Snorri Helgason / Lindy Vopnfjörð

Catch ethereal hippy-types Ylja and
heartfelt folk-poppers Snorri Helgason
and Lindy Vopnfjörð, oozing with
country spirit in the North of Iceland.
June 5 at 22:00

Dalvík

Berg Cultural Centre

Reykjavík
Eyrarbakki

Myndra

Stokkseyri
- The Seashore restaurant

> Only 45 minutes drive from Reykjavík
Eyrarbraut 3, 825 Stokkseyri, Iceland · Tel. +354 483 1550
Fax. +354 483 1545 · info@fjorubordid.is · www.fjorubordid.is
Summer opening hours: Mon - Sun 12:00 to 22:00

Part Icelandic, part Canadian indie
band Myndra has just released their
debut album, 'Songs From Your
Collarbone' and are touring through
the hot spots of Iceland.
June 1 at 20:00

A workshop held in the
Slaughterhouse in Egilsstaðir with the
SHÄR group. The group’s agenda is to
spread and disseminate dance to all
age groups.
Runs from May 22 to 25

happening, including egg- and fishcatching competitions, and a mosaic
made with the audience's help.
May 31 - June 2

Hjalteyri

Verksmiðjan á Hjalteyri
Phishing the Landscape

An exhibition looking at phishing (a
form of digital deception) in a context
of urban and non-urban landscapes
such as the appropriation and
'hacking' of man-made structures
formerly intended for other uses,
including contemporary 'updates' of
landscapes and their content, warping
perceptions of identity, history and
use of place.
Runs until June 29

Húsavík

Húsavík Whale Museum
In the 1,600 square metre exhibition
space, you will find skeletons of many
species of whales and fascinating
information about these large animals.
On permanent display

Mývatn

Sigurgeir's Bird Museum
The collection includes almost all
Icelandic birds along with some 100
types of eggs. Various equipment
used by the locals for fishing are also
on display. The museum provides
education about birds, ecology of
Lake Mývatn and how locals utilised
water as a mode of transportation and

Randulff's Sjóhús

This beautifully preserved 1890s
sea house is now a museum with
several items on display that show the
atmosphere of East Iceland during the
time that herring fishing really took off
in the late 19th and early 20th century.
June 1 - August 31

Seyðisfjörður

Skaftafell Center for Visual Art
Tvísöngur

The site-specific sound sculpture
by German artist Lukas Kühne, is
embedded in the mountainside
above the town, in a quiet area with
a breathtaking view of the fjord. It
offers an acoustic sensation that can
be explored and experimented with by
the visitor.
On Permanent Display
Veldi

The exhibition marks the conclusion
of a two week long workshop in
Seyðisfjörður during which graduating
students from the fine art department
at the Iceland Academy of the Arts
got assistance from locals, who have
provided them with insight into the
town’s diverse industries, fishing, steel
forging and wool processing to name
a few. The group also got to witness
first hand the isolation and uncertainty
caused by snowstorms bad enough to
block the mountain roads leading into
and out of the town.
Runs until June 2
A movable feast

The outdoor sculpture “A movable
feast” by Andreas Jari Juhani Toriseva
is a part of the exhibition 'Veldi.'
The work is a car that has been
transformed into a sauna and is parked
outside of Austurvegur 42. The saunacar is fully functional and everybody
is welcome to use it. Guests enter at
their own risk and have to bring their
own firewood.
Runs until June 2

The House at Eyrarbakki

THE HOUSE AT EYRARBAKKI
Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið,
the House, historical home of the Danish
merchants built in 1765. Húsið is one of the
oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful
monument of Eyrarbakki´s time as the
biggest trading place on the south coast.
Today one can enjoy exhibitions about the
story and culture of the region, famous piano,
shawl made out of human hair and the kings
pot, are among items. Húsið prides itself with
warm and homelike atmosphere.

Grímsey

Grímseyjardagar

The annual Grímseyjardagar festival
is held for the fourth time in the
supposedly haunted Grímsey island,
with a variety of family friendly events

Opening hours: May 1st - September 30th daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082 | husid@husid.com | www.husid.com

OU T SIDE
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Stöðvarfjörður

Petra’s Stone Collection
In the small fjord of Stöðvarfjörður you’ll
find a wonderful collection of rare rocks
and minerals most of which derive from
the area. Local enthusiast and collector
Petra Sveinsdóttir who has gathered the
stone gems of Icelandic nature since
1946. Her collection of stones is now
reputedly the world’s largest private
collection of rocks. Her collection also
extends to other things, including pens,
cups, sea shells and all sorts of small
items.
On permanent display

South Iceland
Hafnarfjörður
Hafnarborg

Fancy Cake in the Sun

Fancy Cake in the Sun displays selected
graphic prints and artistic books by
Swiss artist Dieter Roth, one of the
most important post-war European
artists. The exhibition focuses on his
contributions to the print world. It is
divided into eleven periods covering
Dieter’s artwork from 1957 to 1993.
Runs until June 9

Hvolsvöllur

Skógar Museum
The museum is divided into three
parts: the folk museum which offers a
huge variety of tools and implements
used for fishing and farming, as well as
artifacts dating back to the Viking age.
In the rebuilt turfhouses in the open-air
museum you can catch a glimpse of
the atmosphere of times long gone and
experience how Icelanders lived through
the centuries. The museum of transport,
which also houses a souvenir shop and
the Skógakaffi cafeteria, tells the story
of technology and transportation and its
development in Iceland in the 19th and
20th century.
On permanent display

Kópavogur

Kópavogur Art Museum
20th Anniversary Exhibition

Kópavogur Art Museum celebrates
its 20th Anniversary, curating a new
exhibition consisting of works from
the museum’s permanent collection
and from the private collection of
Þorvaldur Guðmundsson and Ingibjörg
Guðmundsóttir that they donated to
the museum in 2001. Free admission on
Wednesdays.
Runs until July 27

Mosfellsbær

Gljúfrasteinn
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and
workplace of Halldór Laxness and
his family for fifty years. Today, it is a
museum, allowing visitors insight into
the great writer’s world. All facilities,
including the library, have been
meticulously maintained.
On permanent display

Go Fish!
Phishing The Landscape, Hjalteyri, Eyjafjardarsysla
May 29 - June 29 | ISK Free!

‘A collective of artists take the term ‘phishing’ to new heights. Usually
used to refer to dodgy email scams involving Viagra or random banks
trying to give you that inheritance from a family member you’ve never
heard of. The collective reinterpret and re-appropriate phishing in urban
and non-urban landscapes, 'hacking' and ‘updating’ man-made structures
as they please, thus gently warping perceptions of identity and history.
Former labour-focused areas become places of art and recreation, reproduced and sculpted by digital means and technical terminologies. LC

NEW BAR MENU

Selected drinks

Westman Islands

at half price

Sitting on the ground floor of local
church, Snorrastofa has an exhibition
Pompei of the North
dedicated to poet, historian and
Excavation project at the site of the
politician Snorri Sturluson as well as
1973 volcanic eruption on the island of
the middle ages in Iceland.
Heimaey.
On
permanent display
On permanent display

West Iceland

Rif

Borgarfjörður

HETJA (Hero)

White- and red wine

A one-man show based on the Saga
of Bárður Snæfellsás and his family
IsNord Music Festival
of humans, trolls and vultures. HETJA
IsNord is a music festival which
is a comedy in an exaggerated style
focuses on Icelandic and Nordic music
where dozens of characters, as well
and making it more accessible. The
as the audience itself, play a big part.
festival takes place in Borgarfjordur, in
Admission: 2,990 ISK.
West Iceland, performed at different
Shown
on May 9, 10, 16, 17, 23.
locations in Borgarfjörður, Surtshellir,
a very large cave and the churches in
Stykkishólmur
Borgarnes and Reykholt.
Vatnasafnið / Library of Water
June 5, 6, 9, 14 & 15
Water, Selected

Borgarnes

The Icelandic Settlement Centre
The Settlement Exhibition

A 30 minute-long multi-media
exhibit that provides insight into the
settlement of Iceland, from the first
man to step foot on the island, to
the establishment of the world’s first
parliament, Þingvellir.
On permanent display

An ongoing exhibition with 24 columns
filled with glacier water from all over
the country.
On permanent display
To Place

An audio exhibit offering insight into
the Icelandic psyche, where you can
listen to recordings of people talking
about the weather.
On permanent display

The Egils Saga Exhibition

Eldfjallasafnið
Located in the stone-walled basement
The museum includes works of art,
of the centre, this exhibit leads visitors
old and recent, showing volcanic
through the colourful saga of Egill
eruptions, as well as objects and
Skallagrímsson, one of Iceland's first
artifacts. It also boasts volcanic rocks
settlers and greatest heroes.
from the unique collection of professor
On permanent display
Haraldur Sigurðsson who has carried
out research on volcanoes worldwide
Reykholt
for 40 years.
Snorrastofa
Runs until September 30

Books from

The UniversiTy of iceland Press

MEDITATION
AT THE EDGE OF ASKJA
RING OF SEASONS

Svavar
Sigmundsson ed.

Scholars of archaeology, philology, history,
toponymy, numismatics and a number
of other disciplines
to discuss the Viking
Age from a variety of
viewpoints.

Stella Artois

Frystiklefinn

Hjálmaklettur

VIKING SETTLEMENTS & VIKING

Kaldi, Icelandic
microbrewery

Terry G. Lacy

A long-term resident
brings inside and outside perspectives to this
delightful exploration
of all facets of Iceland,
past and present.

Pall Skulason

A perfect buy for anyone who
loves Icelandic nature and the
unique experience of traveling
through the Icelandic wilderness.
Also available
in German and French.

A PIECE OF
HORSE LIVER
Jon Hnefill
Adalsteinsson

Studies of Old
Norse religion
and Icelandi folk
beliefs.

AvAilABle

aT major booksTores

SURTSEY. ECOSYSTEMS FORMED

Bergstaðastræti 37
Tel: 552 5700
www.galleryrestaurant.is
gallery@holt.is

Sparkling wine
Cocktail of the day

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

The Nationa l
Museum of
Icel a nd
Along with the permanent exhibition
that features Iceland’s history from
settlement to present day the
museum offers a variety of exhibitions
during the year, e.g. on Icelandic
silver and photography.

Sturla Fridriksson

A study of how
pioneers invaded
the island and
were gradually
joined by others in
forming primitive
societies and simple
ecosystems.

www.thjodminjasafn.is
Suðurgata 41 / 101 Reykjavík
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For your mind, body and soul

Thank You Mr. Boonchang!
Ban Thai
Laugavegur 126, 105 Reykjavík
What We Think:
Best Thai food in Iceland. Without
the slightest doubt.
Flavour:
Spicy, salty, savoury, sweet, exotic.
Ambiance:
Kitschy and cheesy, but fitting.
Service:
Can be slow if crowded. Sufficient.
Price for 2 (with drinks):
6–8,000 ISK (a steal!).

www.fabrikkan.is

reservations: +354 575 7575

THE ICE"NDIC

HAMB
URGER
FACT
ORY

PLEASED TO
MEAT YOU!

Disclaimer: It's hard to put into words
how happy I was when my editor gave
me the news that I was about to review
my favourite restaurant in Reykjavík. And
this is something that I will wholeheartedly admit, to anyone, any day. Living on
this island way up north in the Atlantic,
it is only natural that one might seek to
quench one’s thirst for adventure through
exotic dining and the ever, oh-so lovely,
colourful, smouldering members of the
capsicum family. Yes, I mean chillies. And
there are a lot of them at Ban Thai.
So my companion and I pretty much
knew what we were getting ourselves
into. The kitsch nineties decor, brown
hues, strange ornaments and cheesy
Thai pop music—Ban Thai has it all. This
might, of course, sound unappealing
to some, but to me, it's a dream. Tómas
Boonchang, the restaurant’s owner and
front man, is a master in his own right.
When I walk through the doors of Ban
Thai, I trust him 100% with my wellbeing.
Ban Thai also offers a take-away menu
consisting of 12 different items. This is
hereby recommended to everyone.
But inside the restaurant, the menu is
gigantic. I mean—it's huge. It has over 150

items! This would certainly be considered
problematic in any other restaurant, but I
refer to my previous statement—I trust Mr.
Boonchang. The number of items pretty
much means that you will possibly (or
most likely) have to wait a bit longer than
in your average restaurant. This is, however,
stated on the first page of the menu: “This
is not a fast-food restaurant, it takes time
to cook everything from scratch, nothing it
pre-made.” But the wait is easy, and worth
it—especially with a couple of Singha Thai
beers (590 ISK) by your side.
My companion and I decided to try out
some of the starters for once and ordered
the Ban Thai Sampler (3,290 ISK), an
amalgamation of various dishes including
spring rolls, deep-fried shrimp, deep-fried
vegetables and marinated meatballs on
a stick, served up with a delightful sweet
and spicy dipping sauce made from rice
wine vinegar and fish sauce. Nothing to
complain about; a nice way to start off the
evening.
For the main course, my companion
chose the Ginger Curry (2,290 ISK) while I
chose the Pad Ped (2,190 ISK). These dishes
are not for the faint of heart, but please
note that there are plenty of items on the
menu that suit those with less of a tolerance for heat. All of the items on the menu
that are quite hot are marked with a chilli
symbol, a rating of one through five—five
obviously being the hottest—and that
is pretty damn hot. The hottest dishes
available in the country, I’d say (and if not,
I would very much want to know where I
can get something hotter, please.)
The Ginger Curry is marked with three
chillies. My companion chose chicken in his
dish, as customers can usually choose their
protein—chicken, beef, lamb, shrimp or
tofu. The ginger curry is hot, yet well-balanced. The sauce has a coconut milk base
that brings a sweet, cooling effect to the
spiciness. It’s a curry-based dish with a nice
amount of coarsely grated ginger, bringing
another dimension to the heat of the dish.
Truly a feast for the senses: colourful and
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The Hamburger Factory is Iceland's
most beloved gourmet burger chain!

Akureyri
The groundfloor of
the historic Hotel Kea,
in the heart of the
city center

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.

There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

HERE WE ARE
Reykjavík

BJÖRN TEITSSON
NANNA DÍS

It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.

Our 15 square and creative burgers are made from
top-quality Icelandic beef and would love to "meat" you.

The groundfloor of
Höfðatorg, the tallest
tower in Reykjavík, right
opposite Höfði

vibrant, they really make the taste buds
work overtime.
The same can be said for the Pad
Ped. Marked with five chillies, it is still the
mildest of the five-chilli dishes (of maybe
seven in total). It is curry-based, with a little
coconut milk to bind the flavours together,
bringing a certain balance to the dish. (This
is, of course, coming from a seasoned—
pun intended—chilli enthusiast.) The
dish is balanced, but still brings about the
excitement, the sweat, the high you crave
from a dish at this mind-blowing Scoville
level. I have seen people have nothing
short of an out-of-body experience while
eating this dish...and loving every second
of it. That's basically it. There is a natural
high that comes from the chillies. It's a delight, and it's addictive. And the comedown
is nothing to laugh about, either.
After the meal, my companion and I
were both quite sweaty, and both flying
a bit on the wings of capsaicin. My companion decided to make his landing even
smoother by ordering one of four dessert
items available: a deep fried ice cream. This
was a first-time try for the both of us (I got
a taste, of course) and it was a delightful
surprise. The crunchy, sweet batter made
for a very nice contrast to the soft, cool ice
cream inside. Very tasty.
What is left to be said? For fans of
Thai cuisine, this is as authentic as it gets
in Iceland. For chilli-fanatics, this is as hot
as it gets in Iceland, hands down. This has
been tried and tested. And the prices are
excellent! To me, the quality of the food
is really up there with the best of them.
Anywhere. But dividing price by expectations and outcome...Ban Thai stands
head and shoulders above the rest. Not
just Thai restaurants. Every restaurant!
Thank you, Mr. Boonchang, my trust in
you remains, unabated.

ATTENTION
Our burgers are square - beef and bun!
Does it taste better? You tell us!

BE SQUARE AND BE THERE

Lífið er saltfiskur
Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

To be, Or Not To Be...Icelandic
Icelandic Bar
Ingólfsstræti 1a, 101 Reykjavík
What We Think:
Cosy, but oriented around a
dubious theme.
Flavour:
Americanized Icelandic (mayo),
pickled, sweet.
Ambiance:
Modest, relaxing.
Service:
Very professional, dishes
explained, attentive. A pleasant
surprise.
Price for 2 (with drinks):
8–10,000 ISK

The Icelandic Bar is not a new establishment. It came about as part of a
trend, around five years ago, when a
several new joints seemed to be popping up around the city with the same
brilliant idea of naming themselves
after a certain nation. That’s when we
got the English Pub, Den Danske Kro,
and even a German Bar for a while—
which, if memory serves me correctly,
only served Danish lager.
The Icelandic Bar, however, is the
only nation-themed establishment
in Reykjavík that is also a restaurant.
Recently reopened at a delightful
new space at Ingólfsstræti 1a (where
Næsti Bar once was), they also have a
slightly reconstructed menu from their
predecessor of the same name. But
before we delve into the menu, please
note: Icelandic Bar serves whale meat.
And shark. If this is offensive to you,
then this will not be your kind of place.
In fact, this part of the menu is a bit
disappointing. The goal is obviously
to show off some Icelandic cuisine—
the stuff that locals eat—but are they

actually showing off what locals eat, or
simply what tourists would stereotypically expect Icelanders to eat? Personally, I don’t know anyone who eats
shark. Regularly or otherwise. And in
Iceland whale is eaten very, very rarely.
Like maybe if you’re camping. And
even then, only because it's insanely
cheap. Why is it so cheap? Because
there is no demand. No one eats it!
That being said, the menu at Icelandic Bar is divided to six categories.
We have “Starters,” “Jars,” “Burgers,”
“Missing Dogs,” “Main Courses,” and
“Small and Sweet.” These categories
actually offer something of a fresh approach. The Icelandic Bar is, after all,
a bar, and most of these dishes fit the
occasion quite well—they can easily
be paired with some of the craft beers
that are served on tap as well as by the
bottle.
From the starters, I chose a “Sconepizza” with gravlax, mustard, walnuts
and dill (1,540 ISK). From the “Jars” selection, my companion chose the smoked
lamb tartar with beetroot, pickled red
onion and horseradish (1,390 ISK).
The Sconepizza was lovely. The scone
itself was fluffy and sweet, and paired
nicely with the gravlax, which was full of
flavour, yet not too sharp. The walnuts
added a delightful crunch and texture.
My companion’s smoked lamb tartar,
a delightful spin on the “national dish,”
was also very nice. Its smokiness was
quite apparent, but not too overwhelming, with the pickled onions adding a
sweet and acidic element that balanced
the dish well.
Now, for our mains. I must admit
that the small dishes that excited me
initially were the “Missing Dogs”—
basically hot dog buns filled with
something other than a hot dog. I
ordered two of them and counted that
as my main course. My companion,
meanwhile, went “all in” on the burger
menu, ordering a “Surf & Turf” burger
comprised of a beef patty and deep
fried langoustine.

My Missing Dogs were delightful,
and are recommended as a bar snack
at any hour. One version had deep fried
shrimp and spicy mayo (1,390 ISK), with
some lettuce on the bottom. The mayo
was actually quite spicy, which is a feat
in this nation of ours. The lettuce felt
a bit off; I imagine some pickled slaw
would have been a better choice. The
shrimp, however, was fine—deep fried
shrimp usually is. The other version
was a typical local favourite: shredded
roast beef drenched in béarnaise (1,520
ISK) with some fried onion on top. This
was quite nice. Tasty béarnaise made
from scratch, and a nice touch with the
onions, which had obviously been deepfried moments before being served. My
companion’s “Surf & Turf” burger (2950
ISK) was excellent. The beef was perfectly cooked, showing red on the inside—
very tender and tasty. The langoustine
was also quite nice, although if I were to
go again I would consider a beef burger
sufficient. It is a hefty portion of meat
(around 150 grams) and really deserves
to be its own master. The burger was
served with fries that were actually
above average. I highly recommend the
spicy mayo as an accompaniment.
Neither of us had any appetite for
dessert. Full of all kinds of cholesterol,
enriched sauces and beer, we decided
to call it a day. The whole experience
was a surprise, I must say. In my mind,
Icelandic Bar does not need the whale
and shark element, especially if trying
to show foreigners what locals actually
eat. It's not honest and does nothing
but maintain a myth that has long been
outdated. Apart from that, Icelandic
Bar comes recommended. It's very
good for its price range and they serve
very good beer. When paying a visit to
a bar, what more can you ask for than
good comfort food and good beer?

BJÖRN TEITSSON
NANNA DÍS

BanThai
www.banthai.is

TopTen The Best Restaurant in Iceland

the best thai food
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013

Ban Thai is the finest Thai restaurant in Iceland

Laugavegur 130, ofan við Hlemm Tel: 692-0564

many famous people are regulars here
Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
1.790.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
1.800.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.200.kr

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677

ESSENTIAL ICELAND
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Langjökull Glacier, Lava Caves,
Hot Springs and Waterfalls.
Price: 36.900 ISK.
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Spör ehf.

MAKE EVERY MOMENT AN EXPERIENCE

REYKJAVÍK ARTS FESTIVAL SPECIAL

The
Exception
That Proves
The Rule
The dynamic duo, Ragnar Kjartansson
and Kjartan Sveinsson, bring
‘Der Klang der Offenbarung des Göttlichen’
to Reykjavík
Words by Anna Andersen
Photo by Nanna Dís
Earlier this year, artist Ragnar Kjartansson and composer
Kjartan Sveinsson put on a particularly subversive production at Berlin’s Volksbühne theatre. At one of the most
avant-garde theatres in Europe, they staged a grandiose
60-minute performance involving giant Romantic-style
tableaus along with music for a 40-piece orchestra and
16-piece choir. With no actors or storyline to speak of, its
only aim was to be beautiful.
As they are now preparing to show
this piece—‘Der Klang der Offenbarung des Göttlichen,’ or “The Explosive Sonics of Divinity”—at Reykjavík’s
Borgarleikhúsið, a theatre that could
not be more different from the Volksbühne, we were curious to learn more.
“Maybe it is more obvious in Berlin, but
I know the piece is going to work,” Ragnar assures me over coffee as we await
Kjartan’s arrival. “Doing something
beautiful in the Volksbühne is different
from doing something like that in Iceland,
where it won’t be so banal, but our modern
time also has this element of deconstruction, so someone in Reykjavík could look
at it in that context, or simply enjoy it as a
beautiful evening.”
Although Kjartan has a slightly different take, it soon becomes apparent

through our conversation that they are on
the same page about most things. “We’ve
known each other for a long time and
we’ve always had these artistic conversations,” Ragnar says, explaining how he
came to work with the former member of
Sigur Rós. “We’ve been working in different corners all these years, but we’ve always discussed what we were doing, and
I’ve been very inspired by Kjartan and his
band’s music.”
What follows is a condensed version
of our meandering conversation, in which
Ragnar blames Kjartan and his music
for the Progressive Party’s triumph in the
latest parliamentary elections, and Kjartan suggests that Ragnar’s prolific career
as an artist may have started with his
wayside dreams of being a rock star.
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In And Out Of Context

become…
K: …Middle-aged

Kjartan, we were just talking
about whether this performance
will lose any of its meaning when
it is shown in Reykjavík because
it was made for the Volksbühne
theatre, where it was subversive
given the space, and especially so
given Germany’s history.
Kjartan: Oh, of course.

A Piece For
Sigmundur Davíð

Ragnar
Kjartansson

Okay, so you kind of disagree
with Ragnar…
Ragnar: [Laughs] I always go, ‘No, no,
it’s gonna be cool.’ [Laughs some more].
K: Of course, it will be very different.
This theatre in Berlin is the most avantgarde theatre in Europe and Borgarleikhúsið showed Mary Poppins last
year.
R: Yeah, it’s actually pretty similar to
Mary Poppins.

Kjartan
Sveinsson

Except you don’t have any actors or a story [or tap dancing
penguins].
R: And it’s just sad. It’s very much about
this melancholic feeling of searching
for beauty.

Subscribing To The
Laxnessian Worldview
Right, tell me more about how
this piece is inspired by the Halldór Laxness novel ‘World Light.’
R: The title is a translation of “kraftbirtíngarhljómur guðdómsins” or
“the explosive sonics of divinity.” It’s a
sentence in ‘World Light.’ And the cool
thing is, this description of artistic epiphany, which is “kraftbirtíngarhljómur
guðdómsins,” it doesn’t come from Halldór Laxness. It comes from this guy Magnús Magnússon.
K: Laxness based his character on this
guy.
R: He was a poet and he kept a diary for
many years, which was the inspiration
for Halldór’s ‘World Light.’ He was this
poet obsessed by the idea of beauty, had
a hard knock life, but kind of always created this mediocre poetry. But he actually
wrote this down, this sentence “kraftbirtíngarhljómur guðdómsins,’ ‘in nature
I felt the explosive sounds of divinity.’ So
it’s an idea that travels from him to Laxness…
You’ve said that this book has inspired a lot of your work.
R: Yeah, kind of like my whole approach
to art. The book is very sincere and powerful, but it’s also very ironic. Growing up
with this book and Laxness, you come to
adopt a certain worldview.
How do you describe this worldview?
R: [Turns to Kjartan] How would you
describe the Laxnessian worldview or
approach?
K: Well, for me, the book is about this inner debate about being an artist or a good
citizen.
R: Should you be politically active and be
of some use…
K: …and fight for justice.
R: Or should you just watch how the light
reflects on the wall...
K: …and praise beauty.
R: And you’re always stuck there between.
K: Yeah.
R: These two banal things are somehow
the plus and minus that keep the battery
going.
What do you think: should the artist try to change the world?
R: I think the artist always does, in mystic ways. It’s a mystery how art changes
the world.
K: It kind of depends on what is going on
in the world politically and artistically.
My opinion was always, ‘don’t say anything, just create—that’s what’s going to
change the world.’ Today, I don’t know.
Maybe it’s time people speak up. Some-

R: Yeah, and Sigmundur Davíð [Gunnlaugsson, PM] and Bjarni Ben[ediktsson,
Minister of Finance and
Economic Affairs] started
their term by being krútts in
Laugarvatn, baking pancakes
at a cabin. They were like múm
making a record. [Laughs.]
is an artist perhaps most well
I was like, ‘Nooooooo.’ So
known for his performance
pieces.
now the krútts, we’re all eating international food, hiding
our lopapeysas and you know
[laughs…], artists always tend
to…
K: …to rebel against what’s gois a composer and multi-instruing on.
mentalist who recently left the
R: The problem with this piece
band Sigur Rós.
is that it’s created in dialogue
with the Volksbühne theatre.
They have now collaborated
on four projects, with Ragnar
But when we take it to Iceland,
most recently asking Kjartan to
it’s like a play that Sigmundur
compose music for a piece called Davíð is going to be really
“We Me
were
totally
think- happy with: “It was beautiful
“Take
Here
by the Dishwasher:
Memorial
a Maring inside
the for
box.”
landscapes and beautiful muriage.” The line, “Take me here
sic” [he says in a Sigmundurby the dishwasher,” was uttered
like voice and laughs].
in ‘Morðsaga,’ a semi-erotic
K: Yeah, it was fun to do it in
Icelandic film from the ‘70s starring Ragnar’s parents. (As family Berlin, where the goal has been
to kill beauty, to destroy it, to
legend has it, he was conceived
not ever talk about it again.
the night after his parents acted
R: This piece was kind of like
in that steamy scene.)
‘verboten.’ If you were doing
ever consider just going into the- this in the 19th century, it would just be
like, ‘oh beautiful,’ but there are all these
atre full-time?
twists and turns after the 20th century.
K: Of course he wanted to be a rock star.
R: Yeah, I mainly just wanted to be a It’s so much fun to work with something
rock star. That’s a good point. I remem- like beauty today.
There’s also this nihilistic statement
ber thinking, ‘the Rolling Stones, David
Bowie, and the Beatles—they all went in the piece. You sit in the theatre and
to art school. That’s where I should go.’ there’s just snow and there’s this glacier
[Laughs.] If you’re an American musi- and the choir is singing ‘beauty shall
cian, you kind of come from the soil, but reign alone’ [another line from ‘World
if you’re European, you go to art school, Light’]. You know, ‘what the fuck does
that mean?’ There are no humans; it’s huthat’s pretty common.
mans pretending to be in a world without
In our last issue we featured an humans, just landscapes and the euphorinterview with Börkur [of i8 Gal- ic.
When there is only beauty, isn’t that
lery, which represents Ragnar]
and he was pretty adamant about just like when humanity has been wiped
rejecting the idea that there is any- out? [Laughs]. That’s why this piece is
thing Icelandic about Icelandic art. dark in many ways. It’s full of this same
hopelessness that we were working with
What do you guys think?
K: Oh yeah, we’re all very preoccupied when we did the ‘S.S. Hangover’ in Venwith that now, dismissing the fact that ice last year. I think all this hopelessness
there is anything Icelandic about Icelan- is a certain reaction to the hopelessness of
our times now.
dic art. That’s kind of what’s cool today.
R: Yeah, yeah. It’s also because of
Do you think the times are hopeFramsóknarflokkurinn [The Progressive
less?
Party] that everybody just denies being
R: Yeah, I had so much hope, but after
Icelandic now. [Laughs.]
K: Yeah, you are very weary of talking Framsókn won I have no hope. [Laughs.]
about being proud to be Icelandic. It’s K: Now you see we’re being political. I’ve
never done that before.
kind of not allowed anymore.
R: Then you are kind of marching with R: You’ve never done that before?
the nationalists or Framsóknarflok- K: Yeah, I’ve always been quiet about it.
kurinn.
He sucked you in…So is there anyK: You see it in these Icelandic comthing else that you want to tell me
mercials for Geysir [a clothing store in
about the piece?
downtown Reykjavík that carries upscale fashion and outdoorsy stuff], it all K: Nobody is going to want to see this
kind of looks like ‘Heima’ from Sigur Rós now. Everybody is going to think it’s so
boring. [Laughs.]
in 2005.
R: Yeah, you guys are kind of secretly re- R: Well, Borgarleikhúsið was actually
sponsible for the victory of Framsóknar- our studio for this piece. All of the sets
were painted there. I had to make these
flokkurinn.
giant paintings. It’s about 2,000 square
K: Yeah, I apologise for that. [Laughs.]
R: It’s always like this. Something that metres of painting. Every painting is like
was created in resistance to the mate- an apartment.
When I decided to do this, I kind of
rialism of the pre-crash years has now
dreaded that I’d have to be in Berlin for
become this dreadful nationalistic thing.
K: What was happening before with ‘the three months painting—I’m a big homekrútt generation’ [he says in a flat Ameri- body—so I talked to Borgarleikhúsið and
can accent], that was more of a reaction they thought it would be a good idea to
to what was going on at the time. Every- collaborate with Volksbühne, so they
thing was about materialism and greed. provided us with space last summer to
That’s when you get films like ‘Heima’ paint. We were there three months, all
day, all night, and we could take the sets
with Sigur Rós and all the cutesy…
up to the main stage and test them, so in a
…That’s still going on today though, way the piece is coming home.
this krútt stuff.
That’s a nice twist to the story.
R: Now we just have greed in a lopapeysa.
Of course it’s changed because krútt has R: Yeah...

times people need to say something,
sometimes things are said without saying anything. Sometimes things are more
controversial at their time and sometimes
they don’t appear to be so until later.

Thinking Inside The Box
What’s it like working with Ragnar? Is it different from being in
a band?
K: Yes, it’s very different. It’s fun. That’s
the main thing. It’s fun and it’s inspiring— the stuff he does is very inspiring
to me.
[Ragnar Laughs.]
Kjartan, what was it like, working
on this piece? You weren’t really
composing music ‘to’ anything, but
did you use Ragnar’s sets as inspiration?
K: That was a bit of inspiration, of course.
I looked at them, but they weren’t really a
starting point. Later on, I kind of decided
which music fit which part, and Ragnar
decided to have four sets, which meant
that I was going to do four pieces.
R: And then I was actually listening to
some of Kjartan’s music when I was creating the sets.
One didn’t come before the other?
R and K: No. No, not really.
K: There wasn’t really any intense collaboration, either. Ragnar was doing his
stuff and I was doing my stuff.
R: You know, it’s such a joy to be able to
collaborate with trust. Then you don’t
have to do meetings and stuff. I do my
stuff. He does his stuff. And then occasionally, we have a good time to celebrate
that we’ve finished some part of the stuff.
Speaking of which, the theme of
this year’s festival is “Not Finished.” Does your piece fit into
that?
R: No, it is so finished.
K: Oh yeah, it is very finished.
[Lots of laughs].
K: Is that the theme of the art festival?
R: Yeah.
So you’re just defying the theme,
then.
R: Yeah, we are like the exception that
proves the rule. In our modern times,
things are always half finished and open
to interpretation, so we decided, ‘this is
going to be a heavy piece, with heavy sets

and we’re going to hire a really heavy,
grand orchestra.’
K: It is very inside the box. We were totally thinking inside the box.

Just A Breather
Ragnar, when we interviewed you
in 2009, you claimed that the visual
arts were the coolest art form because you’re your own boss and get
to do what you like. “It’s also the
most 'anything goes' art form,” you
said, comparing it to music, which
has to makes a certain amount of
sense. Do you still agree with that
today?
R: I don’t know. What do you think about
this, Kjartan?
Yeah, do you agree with this? Do
you think your job is more difficult?
K: Well, he always seems happy and
open, and I’m always miserable because
I’m a musician and he’s a visual artist.
R: Yeah, that’s totally the difference.
[laughs].
K: I don’t know…
R: Visual artists are very lucky to have
Marcel Duchamp as our hero. When he
was asked what he did, he just said, “je
suis un respirateur.” Just, “I am a breather.” He kind of gave us this freedom. To
be an artist is just to be a professional
human being. And I really like that—the
respirateur part.
K: And music is probably a little bit different in that sense. It’s more difficult,
you kind of have to make some sense of
things, right? To a point.
R: Well, John Cage was kind of a disciple
of Duchamp.
K: But I’ve always thought of John Cage
as more a philosopher than a musician.
He did some really beautiful pieces as
well, but mostly he was just experimenting with philosophical ideas. That’s not
really what inspires me in music. It’s not
the philosophy behind it—it’s the emotional effect that it has on me.
R: Yeah, I kind of agree that his work is
interesting, but it doesn’t have an emotional effect on me.

Rock Stars Go To
Art School
Ragnar, your parents worked in
the theatre, you acted as a child and
a teenager and theatre continues
to play a role in your art. Did you
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Q&A's
A bunch of great people
doing stuff
By Lani Yamamoto

Not
Finished

Guðrún Lilja
Gunnlaugsdóttir
In Your Hands: three-dimensional creation and technique
The theme of this year's Reykjavik
Arts Festival is "Not Finished",
referring to the continual nature
of the artistic process. That said,
how do you know when a work is
finished?
Work is a continuous circle. You can
always make improvements, add
knowledge, or ask more questions.
You might decide to end a project for
some reason but that doesn’t mean it
is finished.

Reykjavík Arts Festival
celebrates the arts as a
living process

Can you describe your project/
exhibition/performance in seven
words or less?
Creative minds, visual process,
uncertain outcome. (Or: A bunch of
great people doing stuff).
Are there any hidden gems left in
Reykjavík?
Yes, the ones you see simply by
changing your perspective.

Sverrir Guðjónsson:
IMA NOW: What is the sound
of silk?

Can you describe your project/
exhibition/performance in seven
words or less?
THE PRIMAL SCREAM OF LIFE.
What areas of overlap/intersection in life most interest you?
What areas of absence?
Working with opposites can be
exciting because of the energy and
electricity that is sometimes created. This is directly connected to
important areas of absence, which in
my mind, are silence and meditation.
Where the thinking process gives
way to the awareness of our breath.
If money, time, and the physical
laws of nature were no object,
what would your dream project
be?
Dream no small dream! For every
artistic project it is important not to
be disturbed by money, time, or the
physical laws of nature.

Continues on page 6

Words by John Rogers
Photo by Nanna Dís
Nestled between two fancy restaurants on Lækjargata is
an impressive white house that overlooks the town pond,
with a castellated tower called “Gimli." It’s oddly discreet
for such a grand building, semi-obscured by trees, and
marked only with a small silver plaque. But it’s not another up-market eatery—it’s the warren of white-cube
offices that house the Reykjavík Arts Festival team.
The festival director Hanna Styrmisdóttir arrives at just the same time as I
do, smiling and offering a whistle-stop
tour of the building’s rooms and hallways, many of which are adorned with
photographs of performances that have
taken place in recent years. Behind
each door are smiling faces, ringing
phones, and the sound of fingers tapping furiously at keyboards—the place
is buzzing, with the 2014 festival just a
week away.
It’s the second time Hanna has
helmed the event. "I took the job in October 2012,” she explains, as we settle
down for coffee around a meeting table.
“I didn't inherit a complete programme,
which was unusual for a festival of this
size. So I had this opportunity to put my
mark on it from the beginning. It was
both great and challenging, because
I couldn’t just quickly put together a
lineup—it has to be meaningful and coherent."

A Boost From A
Russian Benefactor
The festival has a long history, having been founded in 1969 with the inaugural event following a year later.
Vladimir Ashkenazy, a Russian-born
conductor and pianist and the organisation's honorary president, was living
in Iceland after having married an Icelander. Ashkenazy became interested
in establishing a classical music festival, coincidentally at the same time as
The Nordic House had been built. Its
first director got involved, and the idea
of an inclusive, cross-discipline festival
of the arts was born.
"In the context of Icelandic society

then, it made perfect sense,” Hanna says.
"There was very little culture on offer
here at that time and the role of festivals
then was to fulfil every cultural need that
the population might have. It was a development of a rural festival in that way."
But Reykjavík Arts Festival had
the boon of its internationally known
benefactor who boosted its profile and
enabled the development of a starstudded programme. “Vladimir's involvement changed what was possible,”
Hanna says. "From the beginning, the
ambition was amazing. The first festival staged performances by both Jacqueline Du Pre and Led Zeppelin. To
me that's the most interesting thing
about the festival—the extraordinary
diversity that it represents."

Maintaining An
Expansive Approach
This spirit has lived on through the
years with the Reykjavík Arts Festival
continuing to foster an expansive approach, combining a diverse range of
art, theatre, dance and music, with a
focus on creative fusion and crossover.
This broad remit, combined with an extended month-long timeframe, makes
space for ideas that connect many different art organisations and gives the
festival the heft to shepherd large-scale
projects, many of which are created especially for the festival.
"We often commission new work
and help produce it,” Hanna explains.
"It takes financial commitment and
we work closely with the artists. We
want to be serious in our support for
new work. We often take the first step,

contacting people and telling them
we're interested in working with them;
then we see whether it's something
for the near future, or further off. We
find ways to fund the work, via grants,
sponsorship, partnerships and our own
funds."
It’s not all one-way traffic, however,
with many artists pitching projects or
applying via open submissions. “Hundreds of artists apply each year,” Hanna
says, "and that’s a very important door
to keep open. It's important to keep a
flow of new ideas coming in."

Being Creative Is
Not Just A Lifestyle

with a strong desire to help articulate
the arts to a wide audience.
“I believe that no matter how complex a work of art is, and how alien it
may seem to someone who isn't intimately involved with it, there is a way
to make it accessible,” she says. “It
doesn't mean simplifying anything—it
just means making the extra effort to
communicate. It's important to me that
we don't maintain the idea that art is
just for a small part of society. It's not by
the few, and it's not for the few either.”

Remaining Dedicated
To The City

The festival’s dedication to connectAfter the financial crash of 2008, the ing with the city has helped capture a
festival took a big hit and today oper- largely Icelandic audience of between
ates on a fraction of its former budget. 30–35,000 people each year, most of
But Hanna makes a strong case for whom attend the free events. This year it
funding the arts, even in times of finan- will once again present to Reykjavík new
work by choirs, composers, artists, danccial hardship.
"There is a reason that culture is ers, writers and musicians both from Icefunded,” she asserts. “Even in the United land and around the world.
“The open events draw most of our
States, with their huge art marketplace,
guests—when
our
there are major culfunds are cut it inhibture funds. Being
“I don't see the differits our ability to procreative is not only
ence between hiring a
duce open events. I
a lifestyle, it's also a
takethisrolereallysesurvival strategy—
doctor or a parliamenriously,” Hanna says.
solving problems,
tarian, and hiring an
“We're putting foradapting, evolving.
artist to create culture.” wardthisprogramme
Creativity is not
in all sincerity, we
just about decorareally stand by each
tion, or to make life
and every event, and
more fun—it’s the
we want to do our
foundation for evbest to communicate
erything else. So
what the artist is dowe fund the arts
ing. We can’t control
here, and we should
the audience's expecontinue to do so.
rience—but we can
I don't see the difEach year the festival attracts
do our best to help
ference
between
around 10% of the nation
people think about
hiring a doctor or
what they might see,
a parliamentarian,
and hiring an artist to create culture. Just and what they might enjoy. Some events
like we’re funding health care for when are just a lovely evening, some are very
something goes wrong, we’re also fund- complicated and challenging, and some
might stay with you for the rest of your
ing independent thought.”
With training in visual arts, Hanna life.”
has also worked as a curator, doing a
stint in gallery education that left her

10%

Reykjavík Arts Festival Programme
Nicht Fertig / Not Finished

Thursday 22 May
Turiya
@ Reykjavík Pond
17:30
Mapping the Land
@ Hverfisgallerí
18:00 opening
In your Hands
@ Spark Design
18:00 workshop
begins
The RCO: The
Pierrot Project
@ Harpa, Norðurljós
20:00

Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00
wide slumber
@ Tjarnarbíó
20:00
In the Light of Air
@ Harpa, Norðurljós
20:00
Sidsel Endresen
@ Mengi
21:00
Monday 26 May

The Five Live Lo Fi
@ Gallerí Kling &
Bang
20:00 first opening

Michel Butor
& friends
@ National and
University Library
of Iceland
16:00 opening

Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
21:00 premiere

wide slumber
@ Tjarnarbíó
20:00

Friday 23 May

Art & Space ii
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
20:00

Mahler no. 3
@ Harpa, Eldborg
19:30
ort / The Word
Music
@ Iðnó
20:30
Saturday 24 May

Tuesday 27 May
RIVER OF
FUNDAMENT
@ Laugarásbíó
17:00
Strictly 18+
Wednesday 28 May

Cyclone
@ Listasafn Árnesinga, Hveragerði
12:00 opening
& performance
Lusus Naturae
@ Hafnarborg
14:00 opening
Mirror of Life
@ Reykjavík Museum
of Photography
15:00 opening
Three Shakespeare
Sonnets
@ Harpa, Norðurljós
16:00
The Five Live Lo Fi
@ Gallerí Kling
& Bang
17:00 second
opening
Bryn Terfel
@ Harpa, Eldborg
20:00
Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00
wide slumber
@ Tjarnarbíó
20:00 premiere
Sight Unseen
@ Harpa, Silfurberg
21:00
Sunday 25 May

Art & Space iii
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
20:00
Der Klang der
Offenbarung des
Göttlichen
@ Borgarleikhúsið
20:00 premiere
Thursday 29 May

Wednesday 4 June

S7 — Suðurgata
>> Árbær
(not in service)
@ Árbæjarsafn
17:00 opening

The Waiting
@ National
Theatre of Iceland
19:30

Art & Space iv
@ Library of Water,
Stykkishólmur
20:00
Der Klang der
Offenbarung des
Göttlichen
@ Borgarleikhúsið
20:00
Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00
Saturday 31 May
Piano
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
14:00
performances
IMA NOW
@ así Art Museum
16:00 opening and
performance
The Five Live Lo Fi
@ Gallerí Kling
& Bang
17:00 fourth
opening
Time and Time
and Again
@ Living Art
Museum
17:00 performance
& video

Ludwig van
Beethoven
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
20:00
Thursday 5 June

Khatia Buniatishvili — Piano recital in Eldborg
@ Harpa, Eldborg — 29 May, 20:00 — from kr. 5.200

Thread on Land
@ Reykjavík City
Library, Artótek
17:00 opening
In your Hands
@ Spark Design
17:00 finissage
Saga — Wakka
Wakka Productions
@ National Theatre,
Black Box
19:30 premiere
Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00
Time and Time
and Again
@ Living Art
Museum
20:00 visual
seminar & finissage
Timing and location
to be announced

Sight Unseen — Lee Ranaldo & Leah Singer
@ Harpa, Silfurberg — 24 May— kr. 4.000

Flight Trails
@ Sæbraut,
Reykjavík

KEEP FROZEN
@ Gallerí Þoka
19:00 opening &
performance
Arto Lindsay
@ Mengi
21:00
Sunday 1 June

PURE MOBILE vs.
DOLCE VITA
@ The Sculpture
Association
13:00
Performance /
lecture
Piano
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
15:00 opening
The Five Live Lo Fi
@ Gallerí Kling
& Bang
17:00 third opening
Lusus Naturae
@ Hafnarborg
20:00 music
performance
Der Klang der
Offenbarung des
Göttlichen
@ Borgarleikhúsið
20:00

Inner Ear
@ Austurbæjarskóli
14:00, 15:00 & 16:00

Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00

Lusus Naturae
@ Hafnarborg
15:00 music
performance

Khatia Buniatishvili
@ Harpa, Eldborg
20:00

Art & Space i
@ Hannesarholt
16:00

Friday 30 May

Inner Ear
@ Austurbæjarskóli
14:00, 15:00 & 16:00
Fantastar
@ Brimhúsið
20:00
Arto Lindsay
& Guests
@ Mengi
21:00

Bryn Terfel — A song recital in Eldborg
@ Harpa, Eldborg — 24 May — from kr. 5.200

Monday 2 June
Ludwig van
Beethoven
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
20:00
Tuesday 3 June
The Waiting
@ National
Theatre of Iceland
19:30
Ludwig van
Beethoven
@ National
Gallery of Iceland
20:00

RIVER OF FUNDAMENT
@ Laugarásbíó — 27 May — kr. 6.500

N 28
2014

Reykjavík
Arts Festival

Lárusson Hönnunarstofa

Enjoy Reykjavík
Arts Festival

Tickets and
programme online
www.artfest.is

Der Klang der Offenbarung des Göttlichen
@ Borgarleikhúsið — 28, 29 & 30 May — kr. 4.750

22 May — 5 June

SAGA — Wakka Wakka Productions
@ National Theatre of Iceland — 5 & 6 June — kr. 4.750
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Andrea Ösp Karlsdótttir:
SAGA: Wakka Wakka
Productions
Can you describe your project/
exhibition/performance in seven
words or less?
Heartfelt, interesting, and funny
puppet show for adults.
How do the extremes of Iceland
impact your work? And/or how
you work?
The extremes of Iceland are shown
very well in this particular piece.
The highs, the lows, the Viking
spirit of the Icelanders, and the need
to have everything immediately.
Northern lights, volcanoes, horses,
and puffins all play a role.

No Pretty
Butterfly Show

Are there any hidden gems left in
Reykjavík?
Absolutely, but if I told you they
wouldn’t be hidden.
If money, time, and the physical
laws of nature were no object,
what would your dream project
be?
Let’s just say it would be big! Especially, if I were the only one not affected by the physical laws of nature.

VaVaVoom and Bedroom Community turn dream
larvae and insect pupae into winged songs
Words by Atli Bollason
Photo provided by Bedroom Community
“I first came here to read at the International Nýhil Poetry
Festival in 2007. Before I knew it, I was on stage with [local rock group] Reykjavík!, chugging Southern Comfort at
three o’clock in the morning. Soon enough, I found myself
yearning for Iceland as if it were a lover.” After visiting frequently over the subsequent years, Angela has now settled
here permanently and learned to swallow her syllables.
For the Reykjavík Arts Festival, she
has teamed up with Icelandic experimental theatre group VaVaVoom and
local-yet-global music label Bedroom
Community for a music theatre piece
entitled ‘Wide Slumber.’ The performance is based on Angela’s book from
2006.
“My friend, the visual artist Matt
Ceolin, had been in the process of
building 250 insects out of metal and
acetate and I wanted an excuse to research sleep and dreams more. So I
decided to see what would happen if
I would breed these two subject matters—entomology and the science of
sleep—together,” Angela explains.
“What happens if we bring two seemingly unrelated things into the same
territory? Do they share a lexicon at
all? Are there structural components
that relate to each other? I started to
notice that both disciplines sometimes
call on the same subjects. Like music,
for example. Butterflies have scales on
their wings and we have scales within
the musical lexicon. And I liked how,
in the word lepidoptera [the study of
moths and butterflies], ‘opera’ is almost there. So I started to look at the
words as materials.”

No Jazz Hands
During the 2009 edition of Iceland Airwaves, Angela visited Greenhouse Studios, the studio of composer/producer
Valgeir Sigurðsson and the headquarters of Bedroom Community. Bedroom

conclusion that it was music theatre.”
Angela clarifies: “Not musical theatre.
There are no jazz hands. I think of it a
bit like a music video coming to life.”

Embodied Words

“The original poem doesn’t really
contain characters,” Sigríður Sunna
says. “It’s extremely polyphonic and
doesn’t identify its speakers. When we
Community is somewhere between adapted the text we needed to create
a record label and a collective; they characters to embody the words. We
release records by numerous artists are working with an ensemble of very
different voices and
but each and every
wanted to embrace
album is at least
that when coming up
partly recorded in
with the characters.”
said studio and/or
Enter the cast:
created to a degree
Ásgerður
Júníusby the three founddóttir, a much-loved
ing fathers: Valgeir, Wide Slumber is playing in
mezzoBen Frost and Nico Tjarnarbíó on May 24, 25 and 26. Icelandic
soprano, is The LepiMuhly. Having had Tickets are available at midi.is
dopterist, a schol“a hardcore fan- and artfest.is.
ar-scientist in the
crush on all things
older romantic vein,
Valgeir”
for
a
slightly
androgywhile, she gave him
nous like Ásgerður’s
a copy of her book.
Before long, he
“We envisioned a retro- voice. Sasha Siem is
a British-Norwegian
expressed the defuturistic character,
composer and singer
sire to write mualmost like an android who plays ‘The Somsic to the words.
“Angela is preocwith her proper British nopterist’ (Angela’s
word for sleep sciencupied with the
enunciation or a softtist). “We envisioned
actual sound of the
ware component of the a retro-futuristic
words and when
she reads them out
actual sleep laboratory.” character, almost
like an android with
loud, the poems
her proper British
become like music. Valgeir immediately caught on enunciation or a software component
to the musical and auditory quality of the actual sleep laboratory,” says
of the text,” explains Sigríður Sunna Sigríður. These two extreme characReynisdóttir who performs the role of ters never meet but are bound by their
the Weaver in the piece but is also the relationship to the Insomniac, the ‘evco-creator and producer. “He left the eryman’ or ‘dreamer’ of the piece sung
book with me and I began to envision by Alexi Murdoch, a Scottish singerimages and sets. It took us a while to songwriter. Alexi and Sasha have both
make sense of what sort of beast we recorded with Valgeir in Greenhouse
were breeding; was it opera? A concert Studios and are thus part of the exwith stage design? But we came to the tended Bedroom Community family.

INFO

Neither has performed before in Iceland.
Angela elaborates: “The Somnopterist governs the night time but also
recuperation, rest, recovery and restoration. The Lepidopterist is almost
perverse to my imagination. She is full
of passion, discovery, curiosity. Words
in her mouth are almost like sex. The
Insomniac is in this interstitial zone
where there is both anxiety and arousal. Then we have The Weaver. She’s
almost like the author in a book. She
pulls the strings and makes everything
happen; she’s the puppeteer.”

Crazy Metamorphosis
Wide Slumber is structured to mirror
the life cycle of a moth, going from egg
to larva to pupa to imago, and pairs
that process with the sleep cycle.
“Coming from a background in
puppetry, the element of metamorphosis was a very juicy component for
me,” Sigríður says. “It was interesting
to envision props, for example, that
could change shape. I’ve never been
as interested in the natural sciences as
I am after working on the piece. How
crazy is the process of metamorphosis really, once you think about it? To
many a religion, the very cycle seemed
to prove the existence of God, because
who else would come up with anything
so insane!?”
“Of course, the story of the ugly larva becoming a butterfly is borderline
cliché. But when you look at a butterfly
up close it’s quite a nasty looking, hairy
insect. It’s almost like a bat. We enjoyed this contrast. Our aim was never
to just make a pretty butterfly show.”

Halla Steinunn Stefánsdóttir:
Art & Space, Flow Nordic
Affect chamber ensemble
The theme of this year's Reykjavik
Arts Festival is "Not Finished",
referring to the continual nature
of the artistic process. That said,
how do you know when a work is
finished?
The magic of music performance
is that it takes place in the here and
now. It’s something you create and
share and experience with your
audience. And even if you record a
work and release it on an album as a
“finished” product, you’re very likely
to return to that particular piece
and to keep evolving with it. So, it is
indeed never finished. It’s a fun but
never-ending journey.
Can you describe your project/
exhibition/performance in seven
words or less?
Flow, across time and space, and
between people.
How do the extremes of Iceland
impact your work? And/or how
you work?
Music from old manuscripts is being
rediscovered while new compositional computer softwares are
being tried out in Harpa. For us as
an ensemble, it comes naturally to
perform both the dance music of the
17th century as well as the exciting
new contemporary compositions.
What is the best part of Icelandic
summer?
That’s easy, it’s the endless summer
light spread across the sky and all the
moments of awe it evokes.
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Blue Sky
Thinking
Ragnheiður Harpa Leifsdóttir
ushers her dreams into existence
Words by John Rogers
Photo provided by Reykjvík Art Festival

INFO
Deciding on a finale for a festival whose theme is ‘art
as a living process’ must have been something of a
challenge. What could be a fitting work that’s at once
suitably celebratory and attention-grabbing, and yet
ephemeral, temporary or open-ended?

Enter
young
Icelandic
artist
Ragnheiður Harpa Leifsdóttir, whose
practise fortuitously engages with all
of these aspects at once. Her 2012 installation “Together We Are Noone,”
a collaboration with fellow artist
Ragnheiður Maísól at Kaffistofan, used
confetti, paper crowns and childhood
toys to evoke a feeling of shared experience, remembrance and celebration.
An ambitious theatrical piece entitled
“The Void: A Family Show,” produced
as part of the Lókal festival in 2013, saw
performances and readings by her parents, siblings and other relatives, creating a warmly heartfelt and humane
familial tableau, musing on the shared
but differing experience of children
leaving the nest.

Celebrating Time
“I do love the idea of celebrating time,”
Ragnheiður smiles. “We all celebrate
moments in our lives, and as we do,
we somehow bring awareness to that
very moment. Each one is special, even
the difficult ones, as without them
we wouldn't grow. In a way death is a
beautiful reminder of the joy of the moment, because as we accept our mortality somehow, everything becomes
precious. We create rituals around moments, and in repeating them we meditate on wonder, on time, and somehow
we collectively celebrate that we’re
alive together in that very moment.”
This understanding of shared moments extends to the idea of art as
something that’s made collaboratively,
with the artist as instigator, and the
audience’s presence as an essential element.

“When you make something—a moment, or a performance, anything really—you do it together,” Ragnheiður
expands, “because the person who
perceives it takes it with them in their
mind, and it becomes something else—
maybe a story told over dinner or a
crown left out by a white fence. It's a
gift in some way—we're always giving
each other something—thought, ideas,
or just our presence. I love this conversation between the viewer and the pieces, because the viewer gives you just as
much by their presence and attention as
the artist gives to them. It's a constant
dialogue.”

Dancing Planes
One particularly ambitious such conversation will close the 2014 edition
of the Reykjavík Arts Festival, when
two airplanes take to the sky to create
a memorable spectacle entitled “Flight
Trails.” The airborne performance is
scheduled to happen over Kollafjörður
by Sæbraut between June 2 and 5,
weather-permitting.
“I got the idea for this when I was
studying the so-called ‘Songlines,’”
Ragnheiður says. “Have you heard
of these? They’re invisibles lines the

Flight Trails can only be perAboriginals
in
formed under particular weather need a word to really
Australia use to
conditions, its performance may see it,” Ragnheiður
map the country.
take place between the 2nd and says. “Like that story
of the Native AmeriWithin their belief
5th June.
cans who couldn't see
system they’re also
a ship, because they
called dreaming
“What we’ll see is a con- had never seen sometracks. The paths
reach across the
stant work in progress, thing like that before,
and so they called it a
whole country, or
as everything is in a
cloud—they lacked
sometimes
even
way—a constant flow, in a word to know it
the sky, and mark
by. So the “Flight
the route followed
constant shift.”
Trails” will be sung
by localist "creatorinto existence, at the
beings"
during
same time they’re
the
"Dreaming."
drawn. The lines the
They are used for
airplanes will make
navigation, as the
imagine what the
paths are recorded
God particle sounds
in song, stories and
like—an extremely
dance. Somewhere
beautiful and femiI read that they
nine form, wavy like
were also a way of
the people for dealing with sorrow or the sea, flowing like the wind. We will
grief. They become a sort of meditation never see the whole of the drawing because the wind will take it and create
of repetition, of song and walking.”
To reflect the idea that something its own wave, and the smoke will disapneeds to be expressed to be cognised, pear. What we’ll see is a constant work
the performance also incorporates an in progress, as everything is in a way—a
aural element via the simultaneous constant flow, in constant shift. It will
broadcast of the Katla choir, live on the be a kind of dance by two airplanes—a
conversation about the unknown, and a
RÁS 1 radio station.
“Just as we can think of a thing, we dance to celebrate just that.”

EXHIBITIONS IN MAY
AND JUNE AT THE
NORDIC HOUSE
REYKJAVÍK
WATERWORLD Hans Månsson (SE) 24 May–16 June
TÖLT Exhibition on the Icelandic horse by many renowned Icelandic artists 31 May–29 June
MAPPING EUROPE Katerina Mistal (SE) 31 May–29 June
Come and visit an architectual modernistic masterpiece by Alvar Aalto.
Awesome Icelandic brunches in Aalto Bistro or in the Green house.
Nordic Library – Videotek – Artotek –Designshop. Open weekdays 12-17, weekends 11-17 .
FREE ENTRANCE.
See complete calender of events at www.nordichouse.is
Nordic House Sturlugata 5 101 Reykjavík Tel. 5517030 www.norraenahusid.is

